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If you sell systems anywhere, you face an increasing
number of safety and performance standards. Tough
design specs that cost plenty to meet and cost plenty to
prove you meet them.
So package your system in an Electronic Solutions
enclosure. One that has already met these standards:

m IFcc1
Underwriters
Laboratories, Inc.

So to help build your reputation take c;i. little of ours.
Our reputation for strength, ruggedness, reliabilityand, of course, appearance.
To find an enclosure that meets your approval, call us
today for complete catalogs on VME, Multibus and
Multibus II System Packaging.
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International Electrotechnical Commission

-plus FCC Part 15 Class A EMl/RFI compliance that
most VME or Multibus II card racks miss by a wide
margin.
All you need to add are the cards.
Choose from a huge selection of attractive tabletop,
rack-mount and floor-standing DeskMate enclosures
with 3,4,5,7,10,11,12,13or15 card slots. In sizes from
only 31/2 fl high. Choose from many options: front, rear,
or top card loading; mounting of up to eight half-height
51/4 fl peripherals; P1 and P2 backplane configurations;
and power supply capacity up to 500 Watts.
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Series 7 with 2 half-height peripherals
5 slots VME , Multibus II ; 7 slots Multibus I
Series 7 (shown with rack mounting)
7 slots VME , Multibus II ; 10 slots Multibus I
Series 10 DeskMate with 4 full-18 half-height peripherals
12 slots VME; 10 slots Multibus II ; 15 slots Multibus I
Series 7 DeskMate
5 slots VME , Multibus II; 7 slots Multibus I
Series 3 (shown with rack mounting)
3 slots VME , Multibus II ; 4 slots Multibus I
Series 10 with 4 full-/8 half-height peripherals
12 slots VME; 10 slots Multibus II ; 15 slots Multibus I
Series 7 DeskMate
7 slots VME, Multibus It; 10 slots Multibus I
Series 7 with 2 full-/4 half-height peripherals
7 slots, VME , Multibus II; 1O slots Multibus I
Series 3
3 slots VME , Multibus II ; 4 slots Multibus I
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9255 Chesapeake Drive, San Diego, CA 92123 • (619) 292-0242 Telex II (TWX): 910-335-1169

Call Toll Free: (800) 854-7086 In Calif: (800) 772-7086

And the Lone

rdicln't settle
for ordinary bullets.
And, in a sense, neither should you.
If you're not getting extraordinary

performance from your current
multiuser system, you're settling
for the ordinary.
Which brings us to Plexus.
And what we can bring to you.
At Plexus, we're keenly aware of
what you're looking for in a business
·system. Because we've been delivering
the right systems to business for years.
Systems that have earned a name for
performance and reliability in over
2000 organizations worldwide. Customizable 4 to 80 user systems with innovative multipr-0cessor architecturescoupled with a fmely tuned version
of ONIX T• System VRelease 2. And
on-site service and support even our
competition envies.
Take our top-of-the-line Pn5. An
expandable 32-bit, 68020-based system
designed to exceed the demands oftoday's-Oatabase-intensive applications.
With advanced communications processors-offering a variety of standard
or custom protocols and fast terminal
response. Plus high-speed enhanced
mass storage processors (EMSPs)
to speed up disk I/0. (You can even
run multiple EMSPs in parallel for
lightning-quick access to enormous
databases.)
The Pn5 also offers storage capacities up to 6.5 Gbytes. Afloating-point
processor option. Choice of tape backups-from cartridge to GCR. And
industry-standard interfaces to keep
your expansion options open and
flexible.
If you'd like more information on the
P/75-0r any of our other systems, call
(800) 523-8874; in California call collect (408) 943-9433. Or write us at 3833
North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134.
Plexus. The lone solution for a wide
range of companies.
Just like yours.
UNIX ts a trad('matk or AT&.T

IPILEXIUS
Plexus Computers, Inc.
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ATperlormance at an XTprice.
Introducing theTuleCAT-286.
$2995. Complete.
With TeleVideo,
you always settle for more.
Up till now, with a mid-range
budget, you had to settle for
mid-range performance. And
a mid-range set of features.
But not anymore. Because
now, there's the new TeleCAT286~ from TeleVideo. An IBM
AT-compatible machine that
lets you settle for an entirely new
concept in medium-priced
PCs: more.

More Performance.
The TeleCAT-286 retails for
$2995, roughly the same as a
comparably-equipped IBM XT.
But the similarity ends there.
Instead of starting you off with
a stripped-down box, we've
loaded up the TeleCAT-286 with
everything you need. Like a
20MB hard disk. A l.2MB
floppy. An Intel 80286 CPU that
runs at either 6 or 8 MHz clock
28%Smaller
Footprint:
What you do with the
extra desk space is up to
you, but as you can see
here, the TeleCAT-286
gives you a lot more of
it than the IBM AT.

speed. There's even a highresolution monitor for text
and graphics.
To make even better use of
internal space, we socketed the
TeleCAT-286 for one MB of RAM,
and also included serial and
parallel ports on the motherboard. As a result, we can still

give you three extra expansion slots.

More Productivity.
Using our experience in building terminals and systems for
7 50,000 users worldwide, weve
designed a machine that's the
last word in ergonomics. With
LEDs On Locking Keys:
For maximum visibility. we
put our LEDs right on top
of the three critical locking keys, so they won't get
covered up by overlays.

sculptured keycaps on a highquality keyboard. LEDs on the
three critical locking keys. And
a footprint that's 28% smaller
than the IBM AT's. So you get
more of your desk back, too.

Find Out Even More:
I (800) TELECAT.
There's a whole lot more we can
show you about the TeleCAT286. So get in touch with your
TeleVideo distributor. Or call us
atl (800) TELECAT,
Dept. 194, and
we11 give you the
name of the one
nearest you.
The TeleCAT-286. Our
20MB version is $2995; 30MB,
$3495. For high performance
at a low price, don't settle
for less.

0 TeleVideo®
Settle for more.

TeleVideo Systems, Inc. 1170 Morse Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94088-3568 • (408) 745-7760
0 1986 TeleVideo Systems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark oflntemational Business Machines, Inc.
Screen graphics by Chartmaster ©Decision Resources, Inc.
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The first open-ended
multi-user software system
that integrates your
custom application with
a full range of standard
business programs.
The A-to-zrn Integrated System for MicroVAX II"' and MicroPDP-11 ~"
Now you can integrate any number of your custom multi-user applications with word processing, graphics, spreadsheet, data management, accounting, and thousands of VAX™and PDP-11 programs. Same
menus, commands and files with no need for a system manager.

------------Tell me about A-to-Z o n MicroVAX"' and Micro PDP-II~ 0 Reseller 0 Developer
Name
Title
Company

Phone

Address

~nmnom
City
State
Zip
Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, Inquiry Dept., I
I
•
NR02-l /H3, 444 Whitney Street, Northboro, MA 01532.
©Digi tal Equipment Corporation 1986. Digital , the Digiral logo, A to·Z, MicroVAX II. MicroPDP-11 , ,1nd YAX

~ re

tradema rks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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PUBLISHER'S LETTER
SYSTEMS INTEGRATORS,
VALUE-ADDED RESELLERS
AND VARs
Since 1968 with the first issue of this publiSome of our readers who are value-added
resellers have made a commitment to one
cation, then called Modern Data, we have directed our editorial efforts toward the comcomputer vendor, and these resellers have beplete-systems approach to computer solutions. come today's VARs. Not too many though.
In fact, our first series of articles during 1968
From the latest reported figures , IBM Corp.
has about 1,000 VARs and Digital Equipment
was titled, "Integral Hardware/Software DeCorp. has less than 900. So it would appear
sign." Although it may sound far-fetched
today, in those days it was common practice
that most value-added resellers are multivento have one team develop the hardware, inde- dor resellers or, in any case, have not made
pendent of another team developing the softformal commitment to one vendor. Thus,
ware. This series of articles demonstrated that most value-added resellers do not get counted
as VARs by those who claim to count VARs.
substantial economies and improvements in
performance can be accomplished by intelliI believe it is safe to conclude that many
gent trade-off of functions between hardware
more computer systems are resold through
the multivendor and/or non-committed valueand software.
Indeed, the primary objective of this publiadded resellers than through so-called VARs.
cation was to give the new "systems personAlso, many of our readers are at large industrial concerns that resell minicomputers or
nel" information on classes of hardware and
microcomputers by incorporating them into
software f,rom which to make an optimum
selection and to make intelligent trade-offs.
non-computer capital equipment such as
process- and numerical-control systems, testThis focus continues today in Mini-Micro
ing systems, medical instrumentation, etc.
Systems.
They could fall under the definition of a valThe late 60s and early 70s saw the beginning of the minicomputer revolution , and, for ue-added reseller.
the first time, a computer was purchased for
In summary, system integration still rethe sole purpose of reselling it. And, the peomains as the best overall term to describe the
ple doing it, we then called system integrators valuable function our readers perform. Some
and also value-added resellers. Would you beof you resell and some don't, and some are
lieve it, way back then you, our readers, were
committed to one vendor and some are not,
value-added resellers long before there were
and some of you are old and some of you are
, young, some of you are tall and some of you
Apples and long before the market went bananas with new acronyms and buzzwords.
are short, etc., etc., etc.
Now, that clears that up! But probably not;
Well, today, we still define our readers' function as system integration and define all our
the computer market seems to thrive on conreaders as system integrators. Our readers are
fusion.
either system integrators who add value
We'll keep trying.
(hardware or software or both) and resell a
complete solution-driven system, or our readers are system integrators at large user firms
implementing solution-driven systems for inhouse use.
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

S. Henry Sacks
Vice President/Publisher
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A great little te

any way you look at it.
The Wyse \tW-30. $399.*
Our approach to breaking the $400
barrier in an ASCII terminal was not to
strip down an existing design, but to
create a streamlined, no-nonsense
machine from the ground up. We incorporated some familiar features, like the
exclusive keyboard design that's helped
make our terminals best-sellers,
worldwide. And we added a few neat
twists to give you a new angle on comfort, any way you look at it.
A 14" flat screen increases viewing
area and clarity for a crisp 80-column
display. A sturdy Touch-Tilt mechanism
puts just the right slant on the screen.
An optional arm adjusts the screen
height, and lets you tuck the keyboard
out of the way underneath. Another
optional base raises the terminal and
swivels at a touch. And the adjustable
keyboard puts 41 programmable functions at your fingertips, at whatever
angle feels best.
Call toll-free or write, today, for
more information.
l!Yse is a registered trademark of Wyse Technology. Wl"30 and the "V"
shaped design are trademarks of Wyse Technology. © 1986 Wyse Technology.
*Price does not includt optional arm pictured.

WYSE
I

I

I

I

YOU NEVER REGRET AWYSE DECISION.

I D Yes, please send me detailed information on
the WY-30 and the entire Wyse product line .
I D I'd like to see a demonstration of the WY-30.
I Name
Title
I Company
Phone
I · Address
I City
State
Zip
I Mail to: Wyse Technology, Attn: Marcom Dept. 30
I
3571 N. First Street, Sanjose , CA 95134
I
Call 1-800-GET-WYSE MMS 6 86

I
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f your company has written an

outstanding multi-user application for UNIX-based systems, you
could qualify to become an IBM
Value Added Dealer.
Our recent introduction of the IBM
RT Personal Computers has created a
wealth of opportunities for potential
VADs. The RT PC's innovative 32-bit
RISC microprocessor has the power
and speed to take full advantage of a
rapidly expanding market-especially
those customers with technical or professional needs.
The RT PC runs on AIX:M an IBMenhanced UNIX that's easier to use,
and lets you offer companies a powerful and compact system that can grow
with their needs. By adding low-cost
ASCIT terminals such as the IBM 3161,
you can tailor competitively priced
systems for up to eight concurrent
users. And, with the optional Intel
80286 coprocessor board, users can
run many of their existing IBM PC
programs.
In addition, you will gain all the
advantages of being an IBM VAD.
Our comprehensive dealer support

program, ProPlan, helps IBM dea ers
with marketing, training and promotions. IBM also has a wide range of
professional management classes for
VADs.
And, thanks to an online referencing system used by IBM's own sales
force, we can refer prospects with special needs to VADs that have unique
solutions.
The VAD program for the IBM RT
PC is a great opportunity for companies with proven business records in
innovative programming.
To find out how your company can
share this opportunity, simply send in
the coupon or call 1800 :::=-:-:.==..==~
IBM-8277, Ext. 96/R. .!..i:;.iE.

__.._._

----9:;_; --1

lmM Corporatio-;- - National Distribution Division

I
I

I

~cr\~~~~~ic

II

Atlanta, GA 30358

1
1

Please send me information about qualifying as an IBM
RTPCVAD.

1~
1~~

I Addre
I City

~

tale

Zip

1
1

I
I
I
I

~~---------------~
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.
AIX is a trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation.

C 1986 IBM Corporation
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YOU ASKED FOR A FAST VMEbus 1/2" TAPE CONTROLLER THAT
WOULD ALSO OPTIMIZE YOUR SYSTEM'S PERFORMANCE

Tapemaster 3000 design engineers Bob Simning and Larry Hull

WE RESPONDED WITH THE TAPEMASTER 3000
From our unequalled experience as the leading
supplier of Multibus compatible half inch tape
controllers, we developed a new controller
architecture for the VMEbus. We call it the "Dualranked FIFO:'
The Dual-ranked FIFO is comprised of a 4 Kbyte
Data FIFO and a proprietary, VLSI based, 32 byte
Short Burst FIFO. The 4 Kbyte Data FIFO is
coupled to the tape interface through a 2-level
pipeline that enables read/write data rates up to 2
Mbytes/second. The 32 byte Short Burst FIFO
links the Data FIFO to the VMEbus and is
designed to attain burst transfer rates greater than
10 Mbytes/second.
With this architecture we've given you the ability to
operate the slowest start/stop to the fastest GCR
caching tape drives at maximum efficiency on the
VMEbus. You've asked us for the highest
performance products possible. At Ciprico
we listen ... and respond.
CIRCLE NO. 9 ON INQUIRY CARD
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T. Rimfire. Tapemaster and Ciprico are all registered trademarks ol
Ciprico Inc.

Other Tapemaster 3000 features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

32 bit addressing, 8, 16, or 32 bit data transfers
Programmable interrupt level and interrupt vector
Hardware byte-order swapping
Supports pass-through commands with optional
parameters to support vendor-unique features
Three cable exit options: through P2, from on-board
connector, or through additional face-plate
Scatter Read/Gather Write
Reads or writes tape records of unknown and
unlimited record length
Device drivers for many operating systems
including UNIX V and UNIX BSD 4.2
Companion board to the Ciprico Rimfire 3200
VMEbus SMD-E disk controller

For information about our full line of Rimfire and Tapemaster products contact us at the following locations:

Clprlco Inc.
2955 Xenium Lane
Plymouth, MN 55441
612/559-2034

European Office:
United Kingdom
Phone (0252) 712-011

.. .where people Hsten-and respond~M

LETTERS
LOSS OF CONTEXT
To the editor:
In your December 1985 article on binary compatibility (Page 31), I am
quoted with a modest but significant loss
of context. The "half truth" of (Intel
Corp.) 80286-80386 compatibility is the
one-way nature of the relationship-(that is,) code written for use with the
386's capabilities won't move down to
the 286.
The 286 is one of the very few processors where integers and printers make
sense as different-size objects. This is the
" nasty" side of the 286. For binary portability, the integer and printer sizes need
to be constant and probably the same
size.
The real misleading element is the
concept that one vendor's binary compatibility somehow provides that to the
entire UNIX domain. Digital Equipment
Corp., Motorola Inc. and other vendors
have had binary compatibility between
products within the same family (DEC
VAX and Motorola MC680XX families),
but that does not mean binary code can
be moved between a VAX and a 68000.
The Intel family is another internally
compatible, single-vendor family-with
less actual binary compatibility than ei-

ther the VAX or 68000 lines.
Jim Isaak
Director of Product Planning
Charles River Data Systems Inc.
Framingham, Mass. 01701

ported disk drives have also topped U.S .
counterparts. Fujitsu's 10 1/2-inch Eagle is
one example at the high end, and Rodime (Pie. )'s 31/2-inch fixed drive is an
example at the low end.
3. U .S. companies that have had the
economic and technological clout to
combat the foreigh suppliers have not
met the challenge successfully. For example, Control Data (Corp.)'s leadership is
waning, if not gone. It has focused too
long on removability and big disks, products that are either dying or vulnerable .
Its foray into the low end with its 3 1/2inch Cricket was a technological debacle.
Entrepreneurs and venture capitalists
must also share the blame. Was it greed
or poor business planning that caused
more disk-drive companies to be
spawned than the market could support?
Wouldn't our industry be in better shape
if there had been fewer but better-financed and better-managed disk-drive
start-ups?
In short, we brought a lot of it upon
ourselves. Foreign suppliers have simply
done a better job in many instances and
capitalized on our weaknesses.
Joe Molina
President
Technology Forum
Pomona, Calif. 91768

FAIR TRADE
To the editor:
I share your concern for the declining
U.S. trade surplus for computer equipment and support your recommendations (MMS, February, Page 5). For
more than a year, the United States has
been reduced to being a net debtor nation. If we can't maintain a trade surplus
in such an important high-technology
area as computers, how can we hope to
maintain our once pre-eminent economic
strength?
I believe there are factors other than
price and sociopolitical considerations
that have contributed to the significant
penetration of the U.S. OEM disk-drive
industry by foreign suppliers.
1. Marketing by foreign companies has
often excelled the best the United States
has to offer. Fujitsu (Microelectronics
Inc.) is one example.
2. Reliability and performance of im-

COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK UPDATE
The following company did not appear in the Communications Handbook
NETWORKING SOFTWARE
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TOUCHSTONE SOFTWARE CORP.
909 Electric Ave., Seal Beach, CA 90740, (213) 598-7746
asynch modem

MAC LINE

Uni Host

145

allows a Macintosh to communicate over
asynch lines to UNIX, VAXNMS or other
hosts; permits transfer of text and binary
files using an end-user-oriented menu
system

PCworks

3Bnet, ISN
connectables

ISN, asynch
modem , PC
interface

IBM PC/MS-DOS

Uni Host

195

allows personal computer to communicate
over asynch lines to UNIX, VAXNMS or
other hosts; permits transfer of text and
binary files using an end-user-oriented
system

Uni Host

machinedependent

asynch port (3Bnet
for 3B2
computers)

Berkeley UNIX Version 7
(XENIX, VENIX, UNOS)

PCworks,
MACLINE

295-795

allows UNIX or look-alike machine to communicate over asynch lines or Ethernet to
personal computers and Macintoshes;
permits transfer of text and binary files
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If you want to raise your sales, raise your hand.
Create new markets withTl-Speech:
Tl-Speech offers you speech
capabilities designed to give you a
hand in opening the doors to untapped markets. With it, your system designs will be more innovative.
You'll provide customers with better
solutions, and have an opportunity to
make more money.
Simply put, Tl-Speech provides
voice 1/0 for computer applications in
a wide variety of fields. Applications
include voice mail and telephone
access to computers for businesses
of any kind, robot-calling for telemarketing, hands-free data entry for
Tl-Speech is a trademarlt of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
trademark of International ~inCM Machines

IBM is a registered
Corporation.

TI reserves the right co change ir.s prices and product offerings at any
time without notice.

31596
Cl 1986Tl

manufacturing, medicine and research and development. It can even
act as a learning aid in computerbased training.
Tl-Speech was designed with you
in mind, too. Its handy, modular
design means that you use only the
hardware and software you need for
your applications. And it's affordable.
For under $1,000, a plug-in option
board delivers voice 1/0 capabilities
on most IBM®-compatible PCs.
Chances are, you've been looking
for new ways to expand your customer
base. Tl-Speech is an effective, cost-

efficient answer. Put it to work, and
watch your business opportunities
increase.
For an example of Tl-Speech at
work, call l-512-250-4114. For more
information on Tl-Speech, call us
toll-free at 1-800-527-3500.

•

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

Storage Technology's
New2925

Tape Accelerator.

StorageTek's Model 2925 gives you
the speed you need, and the features your customers demand. The
2925's Accelerator
(Cache) feature
,l~T'1E dynamically
E
~llill1\.J
adapts to system
requirements and
• the host's capability
. .. at transfer rates ranging from
100 kilobytes per second up to 1. 25
megabytes per
second. The 2925
goes with speed
indeed; but what
it comes with
1s even more
remarkable.
Error correction codes are built into the
cache's 256k of multi-record memory; so
your data is checked both as it enters
cache and as it is written onto tape. Data
can be retrieved directly from cacheshould defective media be encountered.
The 2925 allows OEM systems integrators to attach ANSI-compa t ible
1600 / 6250 bpi capability to systems
ranging from micros to minis . . . without
software modification. For ease of integration, the 2925 is available with either
StorageTek- or Pertee-compatible interfaces.
That's still only the beginning- be sure to read the accompanying
list of features. You'll understand at a glance that 2925 performance
is not only speed... but reliability, flexibility and ease of operation.
StorageTek's experience with GCR 6250 bpi technology includes
a full 11 years of pioneering, proving and perfecting. Our 2920
Series includes the 2921 (50 ips start/stop), the 2922 (50 ips
start/stop with 100 ips st reaming) in addition to the 2925 subsystem.

TAKE THE
EftfOftU
P
DRIVE

·c

Take a drive in our 2920 Series . ..
and experience performance you'll be proud to call your own.
Storage Technology. It's More Than Our Name ... It's Our Commitment.
OEM MARKETING/ 3N. Lou isvi lle. Colorado 80028-0001 USA (303) 673-4066
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Our engineers sr,end many
longllours at the plant.

Bonsai.
The most intricate example of the
gardener's art. Single trees barely a
foot in height that display the grace
and dignity of venerable oaks, majestic pines, and flowering plums.
The Japanese craftsmen who
nurture these delicate trees don't
forget a thousand years of heritage
when they pass through the
gates of their workplace.
For in Japan, work isn't just a
nine-to-five job, it's an extension of
a way oflife.
The same culture and refinement
with which our people have been

raised, the same respect for attention to detail, accompanies them all
the way to our assembly line. As a
result, they are devoted to building

unmatched quality into every product they craft.
Line printers. Laser printers.
Dot matrix printers. And our entire
line of DEC-compatible and ASCII
terminals.
Each and every one designed,
built, tested, and delivered with lasting standards. Backed by a highly
diversified, $70 billion company well
into its second century of worldwide sales.
Certainly, it is not that the competition cannot craft their goods as
well as C.Itoh's people do.
It is simply that they choose not to.

01' Tl'IAUNAU
Where craftsmanship is still a tradition.
CIE TERMINALS, Inc., 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714-6297. 1-800-624-2516
© 1986 CIE Terminals, Inc. DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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HP OITEBS llISC llACHIB'B FOB lll.A1"UJ'ACT'Ullm'G, DBSmll'
With little fanfare, Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., announced the
latest reduced instruction set computer (RISC) in its Spectrum program. The
new Series 800 is the top end of HP's 9000 line and is aimed at manufacturing and design markets. The first model in that series, the 840, uses the same
processor technology HP introduced in its first RISC machine earlier this
year. Rated at 4.5 million instructions per second and priced at $113,500, the
840 comes with a floating point coprocessor, 8M bytes of memory, a sixchannel multiplexer and a 16-user license for HP-UX, the company's UNIXlike operating system. Expect deliveries in the fourth quarter.-Mike Seither
FCC ACTS TO l!lll'l'OBCB LABBL LAW
Small labels have suddenly become a big issue. Those labels, located by law
on the back of most personal computers and peripherals, indicate that the
device has been certified as meeting radio-frequency emission standards established by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and that the
equipment does not interfere with other electrical or electronic devices, such
as radios, television or public-safety communications systems. But, according
to an FCC Public Notice, many companies are selling peripherals without
having them separately certified and labelled. AB part of an FCC crackdown on
unlabelled devices, a commission task force "ticketed" as many as 2,500
computer products at the Comdex/Spring '86 computer show as a visible
reminder that manufacturers who do not comply with the FCC's certification
rules face fines of up to $2,000 for each violation.-Stephen Sha.w
IBM WOBD-Bl!ICOGl'IITIOJI' SYBTBM Gl!ITS J'OUB TDDJS MOBii WOBDS
IBM Corp.'s Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y., is
testing a 20,000-word version of its PC/AT-based, 5,000-word, speech-recognition system that it recently demonstrated at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. The 5,000-word system uses two three-board subsystems based
on proprietary digital signal-processing chips for acoustic and language modelling. The 20,000-word "Tangora," named a.:fter the fastest typist in the
Guinness Book of World Records, uses 12 boards in an expansion box and has
a 94.2 percent overall accuracy rate, compared to the 90.7 percent rate for
the 5,000-word version. The Research Center is fine-tuning the Tangora's
human interface and beginning work on continuous-speech input.

-Jesse V1c tor
TI .All'lfOUJl'CBS Fm&T LA SB'R PBill'Tl!IBS
Saying its offerings are aimed at "shared-resource" environments, Texas
Instruments Inc. has joined the ranks of laser-printer makers with the OmniLaser Series 2000. The three models in the series are built around a heavyMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986
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duty laser print engine from Ricoh Corp. The printers, which range in price
from $5,995 to $7,995, buck the current trend toward low-cost (less than
$2,000) laser printers. But Tl's Peripheral Products Division, Temple, Texas,
hopes good numbers in duty cycle and machine life will put the machines in
offices where up to 10 desktop computers share a single printer. The $5,995
2108 has a duty cycle of 10,000 pages a month and a machine life of 600,000
prints. The numbers for the top-of-the-series 2015 and 2115 are 25,000 pages
a month and 1.5 million prints.-Ja.mes F. Donohue
EUROPE LOOKS FOB. EVIDENCE 01' CHIP DUMPING
U.S. semiconductor makers' concerns that Japanese competitors are dumping chips-selling them in the United States at prices lower than in Japanhas spread to Europe. The European Electronic Component Manufacturers
Association (EECA), Brussels, has established a working party to look for
evidence of dumping in Europe. EECA secretary general Neville Lyons says
that the organization is working closely with the European Commission,
which is negotiating with the United States and Japan to ensure that any
antidumping accord is a worldwide agreement, not one between just the
United States and Japan.-Keith Jones
HAllB.IS T.AB.GE'l'S DEC WITH MCX SYSTEMS
The new MCX family of supermicrocomputers from Harris Corp., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., based on Motorola Inc.'s MC68020 microprocessor and the UNIX
operating system, is aimed at markets for computer aided design, manufacturing (CAD/CAM) and so~ware engineering (CASE). Meant expressly to compete with Digital Equipment Corp. offerings, the MCX line ranges from the
$18,700 MCX-30 model 40 to the $73,000, four-processor MCX-5 model 70,
which supports up to 64 users.-Miohael Tucker
FROM FUJITS'U: EMBEDDED IPI .A1'D P.A.llALLEL-TllAl'fSFl!IB. DB.IVES
Fujitsu America Inc. is taking aim at real-time image-processing applications with the introduction of a parallel-transfer drive. Now available in
evaluation units, the 689M-byte Fujitsu Eagle can simultaneously read and
send data over five channels. The Eagle uses a modified storage module device
interface, has a transfer rate of 12.29M bytes per second and an access time
of 18 msec. The San Jose, Calif., company has also unveiled an 8-inch, 337Mbyte drive with an imbedded intelligent peripheral interface (IPI). Evaluation
units of the M2333P IPI drive, which has a transfer rate of 2.6M bytes per
second, are expected in the third quarter.-Mike Seither
P.AllALLEL LOWl!JB.8 THE PB.ICE FOB. FAULT TOLEB.ABCE
Look for a full line of computers later this summer from Parallel Computers
Inc., Santa Cruz, Calif., that will provide fault tolerance for as little as
$21,000. The low-end system, housed in a deskside pedestal, is built around
Motorola Inc.'s MC68010 16-bit processor. It can have up to 4M bytes of
memory, 200M bytes of mass storage and 16 I/O ports. That system can be
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E~ST

When disk performance counts,
Macrolink delivers.
The MACRO 3 + is the fastest SMD
disk controller available for your Concurrent Computer/Perkin-Elmer CPU. We
support data rates over 3 .OMB/second for
the latest high-performance disks and
our 16 sector-buffers improve system
throughput under all conditions. Onboard diagnostic & high speed formatter
makes installation fast too. Other exclusive features: highest formatted capacity,
Error-Free Formatting, media compatible with IDC and MSM packs, and more.
Our Solid State Disk system offers ultimate E~STER
performance - up to 20 times faster than
conventional disks. No special drivers or
software modifications are required for OS/3 2
or XELOS, so installation is easy. The SSD uses our
standard 3200 series memory modules, supports
up to 268MB, and can be dual ported.
The Macrolink SCSI/Laser disk interface gives you 1 gigabyte of removable
media on-line storage. We've made WriteOnce-Read-Mostly (WORM) optical
technology available for your system today.
Call today for our catalog, and find

out iiiGGl~s;:ac~::~:n~~Wbtion

is available world-wide, and from
Concurrent Computer.
Macrolink, Inc., 1500 N. Kellogg Drive,
Anaheim, California92807
Phone (714) 777-8800
' TWX 910-591-1671.

mmactolinlf Inc.
Perkin-Elmer isa rcglHcred trademark of Pcrkln-Elmc:r l:orp. XELOS and Concurrent Computer arc registettd crademarks or Concurrent Computer
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• 1 mi lion pixels/second I

(QG-1280)
(QG-640)
1111C01nd drawing speed
rs two new intelligent color graphics boards for the
·1280 and QG-640 provide the speed and resolution
upgrade DEC's MicroVAX and PDP computers into
:Graphics workstations.

1280 has a resolution of 1280 x 1024. The board 's drawing
35,000 vectors/second means complex pictures are
In under a second. For solid modelling applications, an
30 accelerator module complete with zbuffer provides fast
surface elimination and shading.

• 30 accelerator SPACE MA
• MicroVMS and RSX drivers
The QG-640 is the perfect solution for OEM's requiring the
performance but with less resolution; 640 x 480, at 50% les8
Unlike conventional graphics terminals the QG-1280 and QG-640
directly accessible from the a-Bus. There are no slow serial
communication links. You "see" results immediately.
Let our new generation graphics boards "speed up" your
workstation design - today.
Call Toll Free: 1-800-361-4903

<•T•)mallOH
llC, MlcnlVMS, RSX, MlcroVAX, POP are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
WCHINE II a ngll1ltld tradlmartc of Matrox Ltd .

1055 St-Regis Blvd
Dorval, Quebec, Canada
H9P 2T4
Tel.: (514) 685-2630
Tix: 05-822798
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upgraded in the field to handle the 32-bit 68020 CPU and up to 24 ports.
Parallel also plans a $70,000, 68020-based, single-bay system with as much
as BM bytes of memory, 3G bytes of disk-drive capacity and 256 ports. Parallel
plans a 68020 upgrade for its present product, the 300XR.-Mike Seither
SOJ'TCLONB OJ'J'J!IBS SOLUTI01" TO PC-I1"COllP.A.nBILI'l'Y
Personal computer makers whose machines are incompatible with IBM
Corp. PCs are turning to Control-C Software Inc., Portland, Ore. Control-C
offers So:tliclone, a program that changes the device-driver and ROM-basic
input/output system instructions of an IBM PC application, such as Lotus
Development Corp. 1-2-3, to those of the host. It allows incompatible machines to run the most popular PC application packages. British personal
computer makers like Apricot Inc., International Computers Ltd. and Research Machines Ltd. appear to be the first to adopt Sofliclone for their
machines. Look this month for Softclone on Apricot's XEN.-Keith Jones
PCs, MA.CmTOSH BUN 01" Nl!JW KOWDf COllPUTJIBB
Kowin Computer Corp. of Montebello, Calif., is shipping a new family of
office computers that feature both voice and data communications. The UNIXbased multiuser Kowin Office, a group of graphics computers, file servers and
executive workstations, is bundled with 10 application packages that include
spreadsheet, word-processing and calendaring facilities. Messaging sofliware
works with built-in telephones . Kowin aims the systems at resellers, who can
add their vertical software, and claims the IBM Corp. PC and Apple Computer
Inc. Macintosh can be connected as full-fledged workstations. An eight-user
system costs $20,900 and includes 2M bytes of RAM, speaker phone, a 20Mbyte rigid disk drive and Kowin's Office software.-Mike Seither
ISKl\.A VJDIBUS BOARD J!IXl!ICU:tBS PDP-11 IlfBTB.UCTIOJIS

Touted as the first Jl 1 processor board optimized for the Digital Equipment
Corp. RSK-llM operating system, VMEx Jll from Iskra Technologies, Farmingdale, N.Y., executes the entire extended PDP-11 instruction set. The $2,395
double-height board combines an on-board VMEbus requester and interrupt
handler with a 15-MHz DEC Jll processor, up to 512K bytes of dynamic RAM
with parity, memory management, RS232 and Centronics parallel ports, realtime clock and programmable timers.-Jesse Vlotor
VISA GBTS SllAB.T WITH CB.J!IDIT CAB.DB

Visa USA, San Mateo, Calif., says it will be the first credit-card agency to use
a new generation of "smart" credit cards that will authorize transactions
within themselves without the need for a terminal. The company is expected
to take delivery this month of 100 prototype cards developed by SmartCard
International Inc., New York, the exclusive licensee of French smart-card
patents. The production version of the card will include a proprietary 64K
electrically eraseable programmable ROM (EEPROM), magnetic stripe, touchsensitive keyboard and a display screen. Features include accessing credit and
banking accounts, tracking purchases, a personal notepad and a calculator.
-

Stephen Shaw
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TECH FILES: A QUICK LOOK AT 1'l!IW PRODUCTS Al'fD TECHROLOGY
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore., has introduced the $1,795 4696 color
ink-jet printer, which produces paper copies or transparencies at a resolution
of 120 dots per inch in about 2 1/2 minutes. For $6,995, the printer can be
configured with Tek's 4510A rasterizer to create presentation-quality copies.
Tak is aiming the printer at OEMs for computer aided design, mapping and
data-analysis applications. -Mi.ke Seither

A flexible disk copying machine that transfers IBM Corp. PC application
soft.ware from 5114-inch media to 3112-inch media is available from Kedia
Systems Inc., Irvine, Calif. The model 7350 copier duplicates 128 disks per
hour and costs $29,350; the $24,150 model 6350 copies 82 disks per hour.
-

Mike Seither

Near-letter quality (NLQ) is now available on Output Technology Corp.'&
family of high-speed dot-matrix printers. The $2,095 OT-700n prints 200
lines per minute in draft mode and 35 to 51 NLQ characters per second in
10-pitch Helvetica and includes dual-mode dot-addressable graphics and front
and bottom paper feed. Epson FX and DEC LA-120 emulation and serial and
parallel interfaces are standard. NLQ factory upgrades for Output's OT-700e
are available for $395. The Spokane, Wash., company has added IBM Corp.
5224/5 or 5256 printer emulation to its OT-777 model.-Bruce MacDonald
The new 1500 series of full-height, 5114-inch Winchester disk drives from
lllicropolis Corp., Chatsworth, Calif., has an unformatted capacity of 383M
bytes, an 18-msec average access time and connects to the host via the
enhanced small device interface (ESDI). The drives use thin-film media, allowing them to operate with 2,7 run-length limited ( RLL) controllers. The company expects to ship evaluation units of the $1,900 drives in August, with full
production scheduled in the first quarter of next year.-Carl Warren
NOTES FB.011 OVBB.SBAS; West German electrical and electronic equipment maker, ABG
AG, Frankfurt, is bidding to buy the rest of high-performance minicomputer
manufacturer llodcomp Inc., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., of which it already owns
19 percent. It's offering $42 million, or $9 a share. AEG hopes to capitalize on
Modcomp's strong sales in Europe, which a spokesman says are expanding
much faster than sales in the United States. Europe accounted for one-third of
Modcomp's $70 million sales in 1985.-Keith Jones

European soft.ware implementing the graphical kernel system standard
(GKS) on different computers is now available in the United States from the
Template division of llegatek Corp., San Diego. Template will market GKSGRAL and GKSGRAL-3D from GTS-GB.AL GmbH of Darmstadt, West Germany.
The two products implement the 2-D and 3-D versions of GKS, respectively.
Template expects the new products to complement its own graphics soft.ware
offerings. They include Figaro, said to be the first-delivered implementation of
the draft standard Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
(PHIGS).-Keith Jones
22
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Our belief in distinctive features
endures in our latest Vf220 emulator.
Geisha
With whitened face and elegant
kimono. In the past, she was a fashion
innovator. Now she is a curator
of tradition.
It is our respect for such features that
leads us directly to the CIT 224 terminal, a product renowned for distinctive
features.
You can, if you wish, take the CIT
224 directly from its carton and employ
it anywhere you'd use a DEC VT220.
The moment you begin using it,
however, the CIT 224 makes a grand
leap from mere compatibility to clear
superiority. Because, as you would
expect, we designed it with many

features not found in the DEC terminal.
There is our larger 14-inch display.
Two more inches on a tilt and swivel
monitor with 10 x 16 character cells,

gives you greater resolution and character definition. Not to mention less
strain on your eyes after a long day.
The CIT 224 delights many users
with twice as many function keys. It
also has eleven set-up screens-four
more than the competition.
But there is yet one more feature
that DEC has found impossible to craft
into their terminals. CIE Terminals
reliability. It is our dedication to reliability that helps us keep our warranty
repair incidents under one percent
And keeps our prices so fiercely
competitive.
And that may just be the most distinctive, most beautiful feature of all.

01' Tl'IAUNAU
Where craftsmanship is still a tradition.
CIE Terminals, Inc., 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714-6297. 1-800-624-2516
©1986 CIE Terminals, Inc. DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Victory is the bottom line.

All year long you've been striving for it.
Victory.
By outstriding the competition. Cultivating business relationships. Striking the moneymaking deals. Stretching toward the big reward.
COMDEX/Fall puts you in the midst of thousands of the computer industry's leadersdrawn to the main computer event of the year to see the latest and the best, to buy the
fastest and most reliable, to learn from an array of conference sessions run by experts only
COMDEX can provide.
COMDEX helps you seal your most profitable deals and lay the groundwork for new
ones. And gives you a head start on the '87 race.
Because the finish line is the bottom line.
Call (617) 449-6600 now to reserve preferred exhibit space. Or write to:
The Interface Group, Inc., 300 First Avenue, Needham, MA 02194.
~~

comIO(EXfill
Join The Winner's Circle.

c1986 The Interface Group, Inc.

November 10-14, 1986, Las Vegas, Nevada
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IT'S TIME YOU GOT A SHERMAN TANK.
Funny how so much rides not on
what is said. but how it's said. And
everything seems to come down to
just one thing-the way it looks
on paper.
That's why a new MICROLINE"'
290 series printer is the best weapon
in the war of the words.
OKIDATA MICROLINE 290 series
printers are faster than other leading
printers in their class. And we can
prove it. We recently compared the
MICROLINE 292 to the IBM® Proprinter and the Epson"' FX286.
The other printers require
two passes of the printhead
to produce crisp, clear Near
Letter Quality text. But the
MICROLINE 292 features our
unique " Dual Nine " printhead. that needs only one
pass. The result? After four

hours of continuous Near Letter
Quality printing, the Epson printed
only 181 pages. the IBM, 21 5. But the
MICROLINE 292 was the clear winner with 54 5 pages!
The 290's are winners in other
ways. too. With speeds of 200 cps in
Utility mode. A wide carriage on the
l493Unurnlload
VdbyFoq1•, Plltl'6

OOIQTHII!iLLQ .. HJICTTH£JTIOfFll

Yourloard•tronglyreco.Hnd•your•j•ctth•JTIOroup'a
ofter. TbeGroup .. ntayo11r accephnceinHchang•for
• PfiCka9aofca1 hand a ha rH ofindetanin.bla•alua.
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We put business on paper.

MICROLINE 293 for 16" spreadsheets. Color capability for impressive reports and presentations.
Versatile paper handling. And a
feature selection menu that's as easy
to order from as pointing a finger.
OKIDATA printers are made
especially for most PC's. Whether
it's an IBM. AT&T"' . or COMPAQ"' ,
your OKIDATA is fully compatible.
And every printer is designed and
manufactured by OKIDATA. one
of the most reliable and
respected printer companies
in the industry.
A slingshot was a terrific
weapon once. But it's no
match for today's big guns.
When the battle lines are
drawn. draw on an OKIDATA.
For the dealer nearest you.
call 1-800-0KIDATA today.

OKI DATA is a registered trademark of Oki America , Inc.
Marque de~ de Oki America, Inc.
MICROLINE Is a registered U.S. trademark of Oki America . Inc.
IBM Is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
AT&T is a registered trademark of Amerkan Telephone & Telegraph. Inc.
Epson is a registered trademark of Epson Corporation .
COMPAQ Is a registered trademark of COMPAQ Computer Co.
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Introducing the Freedonf ONE from Liberty Electronics
The Freedom ONE is the one terminal
for all of your ASCII needs. With the
Freedom ONE you don't pay more for
advanced features. With the Freedom
ONE you don't sacrifice features just
because you pay less. At $449 the Freedom
ONE gives you the best of all worlds-in
one terminal.
The Freedom ONE is designed to be there
with all the features you need whatever
your application. A 14-inch flat screen
gives you the ultimate in crisp, clear characters in either 80 or 132 colunm display
formats. Popular emulations like Freedom
200, WY-50, Viewpoint A2, TeleVideo
950, and ADM 31 let you fully utilize all

your existing applications programs. An
adjustable height keyboard with 44 easy to
program keys (88 with shift) lets you tailor
the key layout and functions to your liking.
Compact and attractive styling gives your
workspace a state-of-the-art look with
room to spare. These are just a few of the
no-compromise, unbeatable features you
get standard with the Freedom ONE.
For more information call Liberty
Electronics today (415) 543-4353, and
ask for it all. Ask for the ONE.

Liberty
We Make Terminals
CIRCLE NO. 21 ON INQUIRY CARD

Freedom is a registered trademark of Liberty Electronics WY-50 is a trademark of 'Wyse Technology ADM is a trademark of Lear Siegler, Inc.
Viewpoint is a trademark of Applied Digital Data Systems, Inc. Tele Video 950 is a trademark ofTeleVideo Systems, Inc.
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Vendors rally around
DGIS graphics interface
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Mike Seither
Associate Western Editor

Semiconductor, software and board
manufacturers are beginning to throw
their support behind a new standard
for personal computer graphics that
advocates claim will drastically reduce
program-development time and usher
in a new era of high-performance
graphics applications .
The proposed standard , called the
Direct Graphics Interface Specification (DGIS) , is the creation of Graphic
Software Systems Inc. of Beaverton,
Ore. GSS wrote the original version of
the specification , then farmed it out for
comment to a broad base of companies
that supply graphics products. The response resulted in a recent agreement
on an open standard for a board-level
interface that resides in ROM . DGIS
provides for a closely coupled hardware link between the chip-based
graphics subroutines and the intelligent graphics processors. According to
some supporters of the idea, DGIS
could offer, depending on the hardware configuration, from three to five
times the speed of current graphics
boards , such as IBM Corp. 's enhanced
graphics adapter (EGA) for the IBM
PC.
The ROM-based interface contains
an extensive collection of software subroutines to produce on-screen graphics
and text. These DGIS calls-there are
more than I 00 of them for such graphics primitives as circles , lines and windows---can be invoked by either the
application program or the operating
system. Backers claim that DGIS is not
encumbered by the hardware dependencies of a particular display controller. DGIS , they declare, is hardware
independent. As a result, software deMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

DGIS: A NEW MEMBER OF THE BOARD
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DGIS is a board-level interface that resides in ROM and works with a
graphics coprocessor in IBM PCs and compatibles.

velopers can write applications without
having to learn the intricacies of a
processor chip's instruction set.
Saved from the graveyard?

" What DGIS will do is specify primitives in a single, standard manner. To
the software developer, it really
doesn't matter how the hardware underneath accomplishes that," says
Robert Carr, chief technologist for
Ashton-Tate, the Torrance, Calif. ,
software giant. Carr believes that
DGIS, among other things, will offer a
way to speed up graphics applications
for Intel Corp. 8088-based PCs. "A lot
of people agree they don't work as fast
as they might," says Carr. "This might
save them from the graveyard."
Ashton-Tate is only one of more
than a dozen companies to publicly
express support for DGIS. Other soft-

ware heavyweights have also signed
up, including Borland International
Inc., Lotus Development Corp. and
Software Publishing Corp. Semiconductor makers also support the specification. Prominent on the list are Texas
Instruments Inc. and Hitachi America
Ltd., though neither has mentioned
specific product plans. On the other
hand, Intel, Hillsboro, Ore . , plans to
introduce a major DG IS-related product in the second quarter of 1986,
according to Garth Wilson, general
manager of Intel's graphics components operation.
Other manufacturers are at once enthusiastic and reserved. "DGIS is a
standard that would eliminate the
Tower of Babel that exists as [a result
of the speed at which] hardware
changes," says Larry Finch, president
of Paradise Systems Inc. of South San
27
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Francisco, Calif. Paradise sells graphics chip sets and complete graphics
boards to OEMs. One of the problems
now , says Finch, is that , when hardware comes out for a higher resolution
monitor, software that a developer already has written for a previous display
controller usually won't run with the
new device. The developer has to rewrite for the new hardware. Finch says
that Paradise backs DGIS but that the
standard won't go anywhere unless
software developers follow their sympathies with applications. "It makes no
se nse to burn hardware if there are no
programs for it," he asserts.
The early support for DG IS reflects
the industry'~ interest in getting higher
performance hardware to the market
faster, says Tom Clarkson, president of
GSS. Clarkson cites a recent report
from Future Computing Inc. , a Dallas
market-research outfit, showing that in
1985 high-resolution products accounted for only 12.5 percent of unit
shipments of graphics boards. Lowresolution color boards accounted for
65 percent of shipments; monochrome ,
for the remaining 22.5 percent. Future

Computing forecasts that, by 1990, 88
percent of unit shipments will be highresolution color graphics boards. The
researchers expect most of these to be
based on the lower-cost EGA, despite
DG IS' speed advantages.
Foreign protocols offer new paths

EGA is considered a de facto graphics standard for the PC. It reproduces
16 colors on the screen (out of a palette
of 64) at a resolution of 640 by 350
pixels. But some industry observers,
including Clark5on, point out that
so me customers demand more than
EGA can deliver. Yet Clarkson quickly
adds th at DG IS is intended to coexist
with-not supplant-standards like
EGA or others established by companies such as Hercules Computer Technology , Berkeley, Calif.
DGIS has been designed to operate
with the MS-DOS and PC-DOS operating systems. Display controllers that
incorporate DGIS devices must conform to the IBM PC-bus interface.
Clarkson says it is conceivable that a
version for other operating systems,
such as UNIX, may be possible.

It is also conceivable that manufacturers may implement one or more
graphics standards on a single board as
a way of making their product support
as many existing applications as possible. According to the DGIS specification, manufacturers can use "foreign
protocols, " which are simply descriptions of other graphics standards.
These protocols would provide various
paths to the graphics hardware. One
path to the screen, for example, could
be through EGA silicon. Another
path , using DGIS , could provide higher resolution , off-screen memory or a
larger color table. " The exact capabilities of the DGIS path would be determined by the advanced-graphics-display processor and [by the] additional
memory on board ," the specification
says.
GSS plans to license DGIS code to
board manufacturers. They can use the
the GSS ROM kits to program their
own DGIS chips . GSS is also actively
working with semiconductor firms like
Intel and Texas Instruments to modify
their graphics processors to accommodate DGIS.
0

Finl players llne up llehlncl new graphics spec
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When the initial public announcement of the Direct Graphics Interface Specification (DGIS) was
made recently , 16 vendors expressed support for
the standard . The prime mover behind the specification, Graphic Software Systems Inc. (GSS) , Beaverton, Ore., expects more vendors to support
DGIS , once p~oducts hit the market.

The first DGIS-based applications a,nd hardware
are expected to be available late this year, according to GSS president Tom Clarkson. Companies
aren't talking yet about unannounced products, but
here are some of the first players to announce their
support for DGIS and what kinds of products may
appear from them.

Company

Likely products

Company

Likely products

Ashton-Tate
Torrance, Calif.

icon-based operating environment

NCR Corp.
Dayton, Ohio

chip~sets

AST Research Inc.
Irvine, Calif.

boards

Number Nine Computer Corp.
Cambridge, Mass.

boards

Borland International Inc.
Scotts Valley, Calif.

application programs

Paradise Systems Inc.
South San Francisco, Calif.

boards, chips

Chips & Technologies Inc.
Milpitas, Calif.

chip sets

Software Publishing Corp.
Mountain View, Calif.

application programs

Hitachi America Ltd.
San Jose, Calif.

processors

Tecmar Inc.
Solon, Ohio

boards

Intel Corp.
Hillsboro, Ore.

processors

Texas Instruments Inc.
Dallas, Texas

processors

Lotus Development Corp.
Cambridge , Mass.

application programs

Western Digital Corp.
Irvine, Calif.

chip sets

Microfield Graphics Inc.
Beaverton, Ore.

boards
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Will success spoil the
Corporation for Open Systems?
Bruce J. MacDonald
Assistant Managing Editor
It has been called the most significant industry development in the last
five years but chastised as having made
mistake after mistake. Smaller companies won't survive without it, say analysts-who add in the same breath that
it is already too big to accomplish its
goals.
Is it? Has the Corporation for Open
Systems (COS) grown more unmanageable with every new member?
From almost every angle, COS
looks like a roaring success. Since its
formation in January, 45 companies
have joined the non-profit organization. That includes IBM Corp., whose
growing power is said to have
prompted the founding of COS. The

membership list includes manufactur- methods to ensure that they do. Thomers, OEMs and end users and grows as Chun, COS chairman and corporate
almost weekly. Its annual budget al- projects vice president at Tandem
ready stands at approximately $5 mil- Computers Inc ., Cupertino, Calif.,
lion, and it recently hired Lincoln says the group plans to have test beds
Faurer, former director of the National for file-transfer and electronic-mail
Security Agency, as its first president. software "up and running" by early
But, many wonder if that momen- next year.
tum means it will miss its chance to
Few people underestimate the size
redirect the computer and communica- of tho.se tasks, and COS has suffered
tions industries.
its share of skeptics. Some industry
Its goals are simple enough. It seeks analysts and trade press writers preto promote U.S . support of such pro- dicted COS would fail because the
posed international standards as the biggest computer vendors wouldn't
International Standards Organization's comm it themselves seriously to it, and
open systems interconnection (OSI) that it wouldn 't attract those vendors'
model and the Integrated Services top technical staffs. Then , critics said
Digital Network (ISON) so that differ- that it wouldn't be able to circumvent
ent brands of computers can talk to antitrust laws; that it needed to, but
one another, and to establish a single, wasn't, considering European and Japconsistent set of tests and certification anese standards work; and that IBM

Where ~OS should focus-one analyst'• view
The Corporation for Open Systems (COS) has
ambitious plans-too ambitious, says George
Colony of Forrester Research Inc., Cambridge,
Mass. But he maintains it might succeed if it is
willing to narrow its focus.
lf the group can concentrate specifically on promoting the top layers of the open systems interconnection (OSI) model-rather than the entire
seven levels-to ensure that different systems' applications can be interconnected, interoperability
might be achieved more simply and quickly. IBM
Corp. 's market penetration of the application-to-application level, where it has placed the Advanced
Program-to-Program Communications (APPC) facility of its Systems Network Architecture (SNA), is
limited.
"COS should not waste its time battling embedded IBM protocols and the non-critical areas like
building wiring and document management," he
advises. Smart vendors should not only support
COS, i.e. OSI, application bridges, he says, but
also build their own proprietary networks to solve
their customers' immediate problems and commit
resources to IBM compatibility.
One need look only at Data General Corp., a
COS founding member, to see that Colony's formula is already popular-and that pragmatism sells
computers. Recently the company announced both
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

XTS/SNA Backbone, a software package that permits DG's computers to communicate transparently
over SNA, and SNA Suspend Manager, which allows users to suspend .{:ind re-enter up to three
IBM 3278 terminal sessions, DG's Office Automation and CEO software, and user-integrated applications.
llM CONTllOLI THI LION'S SHARI OP Nnwoau
(Percemage of Fortune 1000 companies
currently using these products)

100%

SNA 63%
DISOSS/
DIA

49%

12°/o

SOURCE: FORRESTER RESEARCH INC.
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wouldn't join.
Those concerns were nonsense, says
a source close to COS. What industry
observers overlooked, or didn't know,
he says, was that a handful of major
computer vendors began laying the
groundwork for COS as long ago as
1984. Those companies include AT&T
Co., Burroughs Corp., Digital Equipment Corp., Northern Telecom Inc.
and Sperry Corp.
Their motivating concern was IBM
and its ever-stronger grip on the market , according to the source. "Those
guys were really scared," the source
recalls. " There is a perception that
even AT&T was going to have its clock
punched, and when a company like
AT&T is having that much trouble ,
how much was a smaller firm going to
have?"
The ground breakers contacted the
CEOs of the biggest companies in the
industry, and by late last year, COS
had become a main topic of conversa-
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tion at the boardroom level. Although ganging up on it, say some analysts.
COS was not formally set up until For its part , IBM says it supports OSI.
COS executives categorically deny
January, the top technical people of
what became the 17 founding compa- that the group was formed to counternies had begun meeting a year earlier. act IBM 's increasing domination of the
To avoid antitrust problems , compa- computer · industry. Analysts, howevny lawyers have been carefully moni- er, will tell you IBM power did inspire
toring every step of the process. And COS' founding. One such is Jack Bidalthough COS limits membership to dle . His father is A.G.W. Biddle , presNorth American companies, the group ident of the Computer and Communihas taken European and Japanese cations Industry Association , the trade
companies into consideration from the group that spearheaded COS. A marbeginning, says the source. They will ket analyst with The Gartner Group
be allowed to join , " probably within Inc., Stamford, Conn., Jack Biddle
the next year."
stresses that, without COS , IBM 's revIBM's decision to join COS came as enue and profit trends will continue,
a surprise to many , although some leaving smaller firms to flounder. "You
observers think it had no choice but to really have to wonder where the R&D
sign up. They feel IBM's commitment money is going to come from for the
to OSI has been half-hearted at best , competitors to stay current," he says.
driven only by the need to sell its " I mean , they're making 60 percent of
products in Europe , where demand for revenues and less than 30 percent of
OSI-compatible products is strong. If profits [compared to the boom years of
nothing else, joining COS was a way the early '80s]. You've got to make
for IBM to prevent competitors from profits to stay current, both in manu-
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A true multi-user business operating system for the IBM PC, XT and AT that supports up
to 26 inexpensive terminals without any add-in processor expansion boards.
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Supports a library of high-level minicomputer business languages, and vertical applications
software packages.
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Delivers the processing speed and performance of a minicomputer ... for a fraction of the
cost.
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facturing and technology. "
"The margins involved, if you're
able to sell a proprietary system, are
higher ," he adds, " and IBM is in an
increasingly powerful position to control where and when in a computer
system profits can be earned. If you
project that trend out, [other companies] don't really have a choice."
But will COS fly? Gartner's Biddle,
for one , believes so. "I think there will
continue to be mid-level infighting in
the development groups , but there's
someone standing over their shoulders
now. " He explains that if an engineer
tries to gain a competitive edge for his
company through COS ' development
committees-a common concern
among COS critics-it will be made
obvious to all. "There are going to be
people watching these guys , and that's
a big change ," he adds.
"It's a matter of survival; COS has
to happen ," echoes William Johnson ,
vice president of systems and commu-

CIRCLE NO. 22 ON INQUIRY CARD

nications engineering at DEC. If it
doesn't , he explains, "you would see
major customers getting together
around given industries and defining
what it is they needed , and if you
wanted to sell to them you'd have to
implement that. " He cites General
Motor Corp. 's Manufacturers' Automation Protocol (MAP) as an example.
The role for integrators

If COS can eventually ensure that
different vendors' machines will communicate with one another without the
various and often convoluted gateways
and interfaces that are necessary
today, where will it leave all those
smaller companies who make a living
off those products? Venture capitalists
have invested heavily in such multivendor products , says Jack Biddle . If
widespread adoption of international
standards permits large manufacturers
to tie their machines together them-

se lves, COS may indeed reshape the
industry-though into greater , not
lesse r, consolidation .
Vendors are emphatic about COS'
benefits for system integrators, however , and some see numerous opportunities for the smaller hardware and software makers as well . " More than
anything else," says Don Street , manager of networks and communications
for Intel Corp.'s Systems Group and a
delegate to COS' Strategy Forum ,
"COS will introduce the opportunity
for the smaller guys to focus on true
added-value applications. COS is
going to open up whole new industries
because it's going to open up opportunities for the little guy to build a
product he knows can conform to a
standard , and he knows he 's got a
market he can attack." He names expert-system software development as
one potential market .
Other analysts think COS has already missed the boat. Andrew Allison

I
I
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of Los Altos Hills, Calif., believes that
with so many members, the number of
competing interests will be too great to
produce a useful specification.
Allison says Parkinson's famous law
would indicate, "The maximum number of people who can belong to a
committee that will do anything useful
is 21," and adds , " I think it's true ."
Calling COS a tailback position for
those vendors who already offer complete system solutions , Allison argues
that they have joined only to assuage
their nagging concern that proprietary
architectures may not prove the route
to success . He adds that those vendors
will participate only to the extent that
they can influence COS to their best
advantage .
"That 's where you run into the
problem of the number of participants ," he explains , adding , "Good
things happen when one company or
one very small group has a good idea
and implements it , and then a lot of
, people recognize it and jump on the
wagon."
To be effective , he continues , COS
will have to move fast. With so many
members , the group will have to quickly settle on a set of protocols, do a
limited amount of tweaking and resist
the urge to make any proposed open
architecture look like proprietary systems already on the market. " It wi ll
probably be clear in two or three
months whether COS is capable of
picking a target and going after it, " he
maintains , " or whether it's going to
flounder around until a standard appears by accident ."
George Colony of Forrester Research Inc., Cambridge, Mass., is even
more skeptical. " You don't let IBM
into this sort of thing, " he says emphatically . " That was the dumbest
move they could have made . They had
the right idea , the right concept and
the right people-CEOs , not technoweinies . It was a complete business
decision to do it, a very smart idea .
However, from that point on they
made mistake after mistake. They said ,
' We' re going to be a standards organization ; we 're going to go public; we' re
going to try to get IBM involved; we're
trying to expand membership. ' Those
moves were antithetical to the original
32

purpose of the group. "
COS suffers from three major problems , he explains. IBM's installed base
of communications will prevent the
group from imposing standards in
some areas; vendors' competing interests will result in stalemate because
they won't let their installed customer
base be endangered; and COS is driven by OSI , whose standards are being
specified, particularly at the upper layers , at a slow pace. Customers need
answers now , he stresses; they can't
wait for COS.
The cost of trying to solve those
problems will not be cheap. COS executives anticipate an annual operating
budget of approximately $10 million,
paid for by membership fees. Regular
membership costs $25,000 a year; research membership, for companies
with annual revenues of more than $25
million , costs $50 ,000 for the first year

and $25 ,000 thereafter; and senior research membership , for companies
with more than $150 million in revenue , will cost $375 ,000 for the first year
and $175 ,000 annually after that. More
than a third of the budget will be spent
on research and development, but critics wonder if that will be enough. Last
year IBM spent $4.7 billion on R&D.
COS will succeed if it can keep to its
goal of establishing file-transfer and
electronic-mail standards and testbeds
by early next year, says Jack Biddle.
"If COS can get some stuff out there
and it works, and it starts to get some
of the press that MAP's got-that this
is for real . . . they can do the same
thing that some large vendors do-issue statements of intent to unfreeze
markets ."
And if it can't?
" Something will bubble up ," says
Allison. " Probably IBM ."
D

VMEbus specs: Will
industry back private lab?
Mike Seither
Associate Western Editor

This month VMElaboratories , a
new , independent testing company located in Denton , Texas, will begin a
major marketing effort to sell manufacturers a service that certifies that
their components comply with the tight
rules of the VMEbus specification .
The novel inspiration behind VMElaboratories is one that most industry
participants-manufacturers and system integrators-will readily applaud .
For manufacturers , VMElabs offers
impartial testing, and certification ,
which assures users that the company 's
products conform to the rigorous mechanical and electrical specifications of
the VMEbus. In the competitive
VMEbus industry, a company with
certified products could have a marketing advantage over others who don't .
For system integrators , VMElabs'
seal of approval may offer them the
assurance that certified products from
different vendors will work together.

Both manufacturers ancl system integrators agree that mixing VMEbus
products from different vendors is
often a trying job because many
boards aren't designed according to
the VMEbus specs. One of the major
problems that results from this is inconsistent timing among boards .
Whether VMElabs will help to eliminate this situation and succeed as a
business may well depend as much on
the demands of the user community for
a disinterested testing organization as
it does on the support of manufacturers, who must foot the bill for testing.
For a company with a broad product
line , that could mean a considerable
investment. The cost of certifying a
board will cost about $7 ,000. Testing
other products based on a de sign already certified by VMElabs will run
about $1 ,000, according to the company .
David Allen , president of VMElabs ,
is optimistic that the idea will catch on.
Much of his confidence stems from
John Black , VMElab's " spearhead of
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986
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credibility ," without whom the company would not have even tried to get off
the ground . Black is VMElab's technical consultant who designed the test
procedures for certification. Black is a
former Motorola Inc. engineer and
one of the primary authors of the
VMEbus specification. Now an independent consultant based in Tempe ,
Ariz. , Black is considered one of the
most knowledgeable VMEbus experts
in the field .
As part of its strategy, VMElabs
also hopes to attract new vendors entering the market for VMEbus products. The lab hopes to convince these
vendors that certification will lend
credibility to their equipment. "Half a
dozen manufacturers on board will
pretty much guarantee our success,"
Allen reasons .
There are plenty of manufacturers
for VMElabs to woo. In its latest vendor directory , the VMEbus International Trade Association (VITA) ,
Scottsdale , Ariz. , identifies about 200
companies worldwide. Together they
produce more than 1,000 components
for the high-performance VMEbus , including everything from 32-bit CPU ,
memory and disk drive controller
boards to backplanes and card cages.
These companies are vying for part of
the exploding market for VMEbus
products, a market that VITA estimates will grow to $1.2 billion by the
end of 1990. That's a fivefold increase
from this year's $250 million (see
chart) .
In theory , products from these vendors should work in concert , largely
because the VMEbus specification is
so comprehensive . But it's a rare system integrator who hasn't run into
problems mixing and matching products from different manufacturers. The
reasons, according to Black, vary:
rushing products to market without
adequate testing , misunderstanding
the specification, not adequately supporting some features . "It's becoming
a very competitive market," he says .
The ones getting stuck with the mistakes are system integrators. " I could
name you a long list of commerical
(VMEbus] board manufacturers who
violate the spec," says Jeremy
Rosenblatt , a senior program manager
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986
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SOURCE: VMEBUS INTERNATIONAL TRADE ASSOCIATION

with Integrated Automation , an
Alameda , Calif., company that builds
image-document-management systems.
"Their design errors show up as subtle system failures ," says Rosenblatt .
He says that some board manufacturers design later products around earlier
boards that did not originally conform
to the spec. " If you stick with one
vendor , everything is fine . But you
can't do that all the time ," he says. The
result is that system integrators have to
make modifications to the boards.

system . For example , the rule covering
the design of power-failure modules
does not define what a power failure
is-it could be a brownout or complete
loss of power. Throw in yet another
variable: some systems use AC, others
DC. The rule is to inform other parts
of the system that power is going down
so that necessary housekeeping can
take place , such as saving data. For
VMElabs to test for compliance with
rules like that , it will rely on the manufacturer's stated assumption of what
constitutes a power failure .
Stating assumptions
To help manufacturers understand
What VMElabs hopes to offer is the certification test , VMElabs has
assurance that all certified products published a 500-page document that
will operate correctly at the bus-inter- outlines the conformance procedure in
face level-that is, as the specification detail. It costs $40, but that charge can
tells users the products will behave. later be deducted from test fees. "The
The lab will check for conformance procedure gives you a pretty clear unagainst Revision C. l , the latest version derstanding whether or not you'll pass
of the VMEbus spec. That specifica- before submitting your design ," says
tion , one of the most comprehensive Black .
for any bus , is broken down into four
VMElabs will test for conformance
sets of design guidelines : rules , recom- in three areas: electrical, mechanical
mendations, suggestions and observa- and temperature. A two-phase electritions. VMElabs will test for minimum cal test covers correct characteristics of
conformance with the rules , says line drivers and receivers. This is done
Black.
through analysis of schematics of
VMElabs is aware that some rules printed circuits. Then , VMElabs uses
are open to interpretation , depending its own test equipment to verify the
on the kind of equipment used in a proper use and timing of VMEbus
33
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signal lines. This is an area where
many designers have gotten into trouble because the VMEbus signal lines
look a lot like those of the Motorola
MC68000 processor. " Some people
just assumed they could connect one
pin to another," says Black.
Mechanical testing simply assures
that manufacturers used the correct
connector in the right location. The
laboratory also checks to make sure all
dimensions meet the VMEbus specification.
Finally , VMElabs tests components
for operation at room temperature. If
requested , the lab will test at whatever
extremes the customer specifies.
Should a component fail the test ,
VMElabs will provide the manufacturer with enough information for it to
simulate the problem in its own company lab. Where only a simple fix is
required , the lab will suggest design
changes , says Black. More complicated redesigns can be negotiated
through VMElab's consulting service.
Once a component passes tests ,
manufacturers will be allowed to use
the lab's " Conformance Certified"
seal on its products or literature.
VMElabs retains possession of all
boards it certifies as a hedge against
manufacturers who may alter a design
later without having those changes certified . "If someone begins to fudge or
spins off designs, we'll have components in stock to determine what is and
what is not certified ," says VMElabs '
Allen .
Will Motorola bite?

During testing , VMElabs will release no information qn a manufacturer's product , or whether it is even
being tested , without approval of the
customer, says Allen. However, when
a product is certified, the lab will make
the information available to potential
customers. Parties interested in learning whether a product is certified can
call VMElabs toll free at (800) 6545227.
To remain as objective as possible ,
VMElabs will neither market nor endorse any VMEbus products. The
company says its selection of any product could be construed as an endorsement.
34

Whether the seal of the Texas lab
will become as familiar to the computer industry as the UL of Underwriters'
Laboratory is yet to be seen. Some
observers believe the idea may take
some time_ to catch on . There is a
wait-and-see attitude because the
stakes are high.
One major question is what Motorola , the undisputed leader in VMEbus
products , will do . The Phoenix , Ariz .,
electronics giant commands about 25
percent of the worldwide market with
more than $30 million in sales last year
of such components. Officials there
find the idea attractive if VMElabs can
provide more extensive and reliable
testing than manufacturers. But , for
now , they have reservations.
Cautions Andreas Schreyer, marketing manager of Motorola's microsystems division: " Since we are number
one, we see our role as probably more
important than it should be [vis-a-vis
VMElabs] . If we stepped in now , it

would be like forcing the entire community to do so. We'd rather let the
industry decide whether this is a good
service, rather than having Motorola
force it down everyone else's throat. "
Smaller manufacturers of VMEbus
products , like Mizar Inc., St. Paul,
Minn., find the notion of impartial
certification alluring, but they are also
keeping an eye on the bottom line.
Says
Mizar
president
Steven
Darnauser: "We have 40 different designs. It would cost us a quarter of a
million dollars to have them all certified ." He notes that, for a $5 million
company , that's a lot of money.
Meanwhile , VMElabs' president
Allen is sure he's on the right track.
The company polled 1,500 users recently and got an overwhelming response in favor of impartial testing , he
claims. " Once system integrators specify certified products, the pressure will
be on manufacturers to get it done."

D

Trans-Atlantic standards
•
promise
common e-mail
Keith Jones, European Editor

As a prelude to its members developing X.400-compliant electronic-mail
software, the Corporation for Open
Systems (COS} is expected to adopt
soon a set of standards based on X.400
protocols. It will mean, says Joseph St .
Amand of Wang Laboratories Inc. , a
wide , new market for COS members
who sell systems on both sides of the
Atlantic. St. Amand represents Wang,
of Lowell , Mass., on the COS executive committee.
The X.400 standards began life in
Europe as recommendations from the
Comite' Consultatif Internationale
Telephonique et Telegraphique. COS
has been established to promote the
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI}
model and other proposed international standards such as the Integrated
Services Digital Network (see "Will
success spoil the Corporation for Open
Systems ," Page 29 ). ISDN also origi-

nated with the CCITT. The X.400
recommendations are being adopted
by the International Standards Organization as part of its extensive set of
OSI proposals. X.400 fits into the
seven-layer OSI model at the top , or
Application, layer. The X.400 proposals will be the first OSI ApplicationLayer standards to be implemented
worldwide.
Proprietary e-mail standards are already available from some computer
systems vendors. But X.400 is intended to facilitate e-mail traffic
among different vendors' computers
and among different e-mail networks ,
referred to in X.400 terminology as
" domains." They can be public or private, national or international.
According to St. Amand , the X.400
standards backed by COS will be the
same as those just adopted by the U.S.
National Bureau of Standards. NBS
has collaborated closely with computer
vendors and standards-making bodies
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

IBM System /36 users.

Make this phone call
or you'll never know what
increased ntain storage
can do for you.

If you want 512Kb or 256Kb memory cards
for your IBM~ System/36, your choice is
simple.
Wait for IBM to deliver its newest
feature.
Or call EMC and get immediate
delivery.
Why you need more main

storage in the first place.
Insufficient main storage is the single
biggest limitation on th.e performance
of your System/36.
That's because every user, application and peripheral requires main
memory.
By simply adding more main storage, you automatically speed up response time and improve productivity.
What makes EMC add-in
memory bettet
To start with, EMC's new 512Kb and
256Kb memory cards utilize 256K RAM
technology. Our 256Kb card, for example,
has almost 50% fewer components
and interconnections than IBM's. So it's
inherently more reliable and consumes
less power.
What's more, every single EMC memory board undergoes a rigorous 100-hour
test and bum-in procedure in one of our
own System/36's.
Our quality control pays off, too. Of
the thousands of EMC memory boards
installed in System/38's, not one has ever
caused unscheduled system downtime.
We've installed more memory in IBM minis
than any other independent suppliet
Our customers include leading Fortune 500
companies, such as Allied Bendix, Equitable
Life, Campbell Soup Company, GTE and Bank
of New York, to name but a few.
And the list is growing longer every day.
For obvious reasons.

EMC is the only manufacturer of add-in memory to
offer you an unconditional lifetime warranty.
And EMC memory boards are 100% compatible with
your System/36.They fully support all IBM memory and memory diagnostic routines-and do
not affect yom IBM maintenance agreement in any way.
Better yet, EMC's new 512Kb and
256Kb memory is priced a full 25 %
less than IBM's comparable memory.
Our volume discounts and trade-up
credits can make your savings
even greater.
100% money-back guarantee.
If you're not 100% satisfied with
your EMC memory for any reason,
simply return the board within 30
days and we'll refund 100% of yom
money. No questions. No hassles.
And of course, no waiting.
To place your order for immediate
delivery-or for more infonnationjust call the toll-free number below today. Or write
EMC Corporation,
12 Mercer Road, Natick,
MA01760.
1b order or for more
information, call today:

1-800-222-EMC2
jln MA, call 617-655-6600)

European Headquarters: In London (088385) 2434;
International Number ·44 88 385 2434. U.S. TELEX 948615.
IBM is a registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation.
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EMC
No one is more committed
to memory.
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Take a drive in the fast lane.
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The Micropolis 1320 Series from Hall-Mark.
Cruise at top speed while improving your performance
when you select the Micropolis 1320 Series 5Y•" Winchester Disk
Drives from Hall-Mark Electronics.
Featuring high capacities of up to 85 megabytes. super
reliability and fast access times of 28 milliseconds, the Micropolis
1320 Series Winchester is fully compatible with the industry st an-
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dard ST 506/ST 412 interface and is designed to perform in diverse
application environments.
When you're ready for the fast lane. make Hall-Mark your
nationwide source for Micropolis Disk Drives. With 32 stocking
locations nationwide, we provide on-time delivery backed by tech·
nical support. Put yourself in the driver's seat. Call us for an evaluation. We're the people who care.
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in Europe , where X.400 is being promoted more enthusiastically than in
the United States, he adds.
One of the strongest European proponents of X.400 is International Computers Ltd . (ICL) of London. Steve
Dooley , manager of mail and
messaging at ICL's office-business center in Bracknell, England, explains
that the X.400 standards being
adopted by computer vendors in Europe and the United States are functional standards , or profiles. These
profiles are more precise than both the
ISO X.400 standard set and the
CCITT recommendations. They give
exact values to such parameters as the
length of information fields needed to
send an e-mail message. This information includes the time , date and subject , and the names and addresses of
both sender and recipient.
In Europe those profiles have been
formally ratified by two closely collaborating standards bodies, Centre
Europeen de Normalisation (CEN)
and Centre Europeen de Normalisation Electrotechnique (Cenelec) ,
both of Brussels. Together they formulate European information technology
standards for the European Commission. "The X.400 profiles adopted by
NBS have been harmonized with CEN/
Cenelec, so there will be very few
differences ," promises St. Amand.
Europe leads the way

COS wants standards it promotes in
the United States to conform to those
promoted in Europe , says St. Amand .
The European Standards Promotion
and Awareness Group (SPAG) is carrying out a similar task. SPAG comprises a dozen leading European computer makers and was set up more than
three years ago by the European Commission to campaign for OSI standards. It has worked closely with CEN/
Cenelec on the X.400 profiles.
" Europe has taken the initiative
with X.400 , and SPAG has led the
way ," observes Julian Patterson , an
analyst with the European office , in
Watford , England , of The Yankee
Group of Boston. St. Amand concurs ,
but he attributes Europe's lead not
only to SPAG's activities but also to the
strong support for X.400 coming from
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

Europe's powerful telephone companies , most of which are governmentowned and enjoy a monopoly or nearmonopoly in their countries. Those
carriers are establishing public X.400based e-mail networks that will be used
to link private X.400 domains operated
by major computer users.
Incentive to 'stop the rot'

The real goal in this work is to
establish X.400 as the dominant worldwide e-mail standard before IBM
Corp. can establish a proprietary
e-mail standard with its Document
Content Architecture/Document Interchange Architecture. DCA/DIA
forms part of IBM's Systems Network
Architecture (SNA)-its proprietary
equivalent to the OSI model. Leone
Pease , an office-automation analyst
with Venture Development Corp., Natick , Mass. , sees Europe's common
carriers as the standard bearers in the
fight: " Europe's common carriers are
much stronger than those in the United
States and are making IBM come into
the X.400 fold ."
St. Amand is confident that IBM
will not inhibit the commercial adoption of X.400 in the United States. He
points out that IBM is active in both
COS and the NBS X.400 working
group and predicts that the company
will provide products for both SNA
and OSI. The Yankee Group's Patterson adds that , while acceptance of
SNA has been more widespread in the
United States , IBM's U.S. competitors
are now desperate to "stop the rot" by
promoting X.400 and other OSI standards through initiatives such as COS .
Just how acquiescent is IBM to all of
this? Fairly , it would appear to those in
Europe. At this year's Cebit exhibition
in Hannover, West Germany, IBM
participated in a demonstration of
X.400-based e-mail transfer among different vendors' systems. IBM 4300 series mainframes and VAX minicomputers from Digital Equipment Corp.
were the only U .S. machines in the
SPAG-organized demonstration. Other
participating vendors included Groupe
Bull , Paris; ICL; Nixdorf Computer
AG , Paderborn, West Germany ; and
Siemens AG , Munich. Connected to
the Cebit e-mail circuit by a DEC

VAX-111750 was the West German
data-processing research institute ,
Gesellschaft fti"r Mathematik und
Datenverarbeitung mbH., of Bonn.
West German interest in X.400 is such
that the government is funding several
X.400 software-development initiatives as part of a program to establish a
network linking West German universities and research institutes.
Additionally , X.400 implementations for the UNIX System V and
Berkeley UNIX Version 4.2 operating
systems are being prepared by software house Danet GmbH of Darmstadt . And West German universities
and institutes with DEC VAX computers running VMS will use X.400 software now being prepared by DEC's
worldwide networking , communications and office-automation softwaredevelopment center in Reading , England.
Even though the X.400 profiles from
NBS and CEN/Cenelec are suitable for
implementation on current computers,
some important facilities extending the
capabilities of X.400 have yet to be
added . There is a need to implement
X.400 software on single-user personal
computers. Two new protocols called
P3 + and P7 should permit that .
CCITT is defining P3+ , while the
European Computer Manufacturers
Association defines P7. ECMA concentrates more on forming standards
than on promoting them. ECMA developed additions to the original
CCITT X .400 recommendations ,
which have been included in the profiles being adopted by CEN/Cenelec
and NBS. St. Amand believes that
NBS will have profiles for P3 + and P7,
at least in draft form , by late this year
or early next.
X.400 will not rest there . According
to St. Amand , upcoming developments for the recommendation include
incorporating the NBS X.400 profiles
in the next version of the Technical and
Office Protocol by the TOP user
group. Even more important , a resolution will be sought for the differences
between the NBS and CEN/Cenelec
profiles and those X.400 profiles
drawn up in Japan by a group of companies led by Nippon Telegraph and
D
Telephone Corp. of Tokyo.
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Without the right channel
connections, you worit break
any system speed records.

re,

~

Your networks or devices are only as
fast - and reliable - as their access to the
mainframe. Settle for serial connections, and
they move at a snail's pace. Buy an umeliable
channel product, and they can stop cold.
KMW's Auscom division gives you the
best of both worlds: Interfaces to the IBM
channel that move data at up to 2 megabytes
per second, and a 10-year record of rock-solid
reliability no one else can match.
KMW's Auscom channel products let
you connect your non-IBM devices and
networks directly to any IBM® or plugcompatible mainframe. We offer both
system-level channel products for end
users and board-level products (such
as Q-bus"', Multibus® and VMEbus)
for OEM's. And no changes to your
host operating system or access methods
are required, since our interfaces function as
standard control units on your mainframe.
Our channel interfaces emulate multiple
controllers and support different devices and
protocols simultaneously. For instance, a single Auscom interface can link your host to
both local and wide area networks. And they
can be programmed by Auscom or your staff
to support most any connection you want to
make.
Our interfaces connect IBM mainframes
to Ethernet, ProNet, X.25, Tl, IEEE-488,
high resolution graphic devices, high speed
printers, non-IBM computers, custom devices, custom networks and more.
We've got your mainframe connections.
Call us at 1-800/531-5167 (in Texas, 512/2881453) or write KMW Systems Corporation,
8307 Highway 71 West, Austin, Texas 78735 .

•

KMW
SYSTEMS
CORPORATION

For the right connections
Auscom is now a division of KMW Systems Corp.
IBM ® is a registe re d trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation. Multibus ® is a re giste red trade mark of Inte l Corporation.
Q-bus ,.. is a trade mark of Digital Equipme nt Corporation.
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Competition, not technology,
fuels the drive for ISDN
Lynn Haber, Associate Editor

Ultimately, it will be end users who
benefit from the much talked about
Integrated Services Digital Network.
But the current push for ISDN stems
more from competition among telecommunication providers than from
any desire on their part to make innovative services available to customers.
ISDN represents the ultimate architectural concept in a digital highway: a
telephone network designed to carry
voice, data , message, video and image
traffic from a local area network to a
wide area network.
To attempt to understand the hoopla
surrounding this utopian , global, endto-end digital internetworking scheme ,
one must disentangle the voices promoting it. Each of them, not unnaturally, pontificates for his own interests.
Those interests are directly related
to industry projections for anticipated
sales of ISDN-related products-which
some analysts view as the next frontier
for industry revenue . According to International Resource Development
Inc., a market-research and consulting
company in Norwalk , Conn. , the value
of shipments of ISDN-related equipment will grow from an estimated $45
million this year to more than $11
billion by 1991.
ISDN suppliers include a host of
participants: long-distance telephone
companies; Bell operating companies
(BOCs); central office switch manufacturers; customer-premise equipment
and private branch exchange manufacturers; data-communication equipment manufacturers; semiconductor
companies; and computer equipment
companies.
Digital transmission promoted

The ISDN concept becomes tangible
as the protocols that define the network's interfaces unfold . These standards , known as the I-series of recommendations, are published by the
European-based Comite Consultatif
Internationale
Telephonique
et
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

Telegraphique . Both U .S. and European industries sit on its various standards committees.
The idea of ISDN originated in Europe in the late 1960s. It was an attempt to standardize data communication transmission between different
nations with incompatible public telephone networks. In the United States ,
ISDN has been driven by the competitive telecommunication environment
that resulted from the deregulation
and divestiture of AT&T Co. , in addition to the expanding telecommunication requirements of multinational
companies.
When AT&T stood essentially alone
in telecommunications, the monolithic
corporation's field of vision was virtually unimpeded by competition. Divestiture changed that. AT&T Communications (ATTCOMM) found itself
competing for customers not only with
the BOCs but also with other longdistance telephone companies , such as
MCI Corp. and U.S. Telecom Inc.
While ISDN holds promise for end
users in terms of economy and enhanced services, industry analysts
agree that ISDN is primarily a banner
under which ATTCOMM- and the
BOCs can modernize their networks
from analog transmission to digital.
"The long-distance telephone market
is big, but it's not a rapidly growing
market ," says Kim Myhre, director of
communications and office-automation research at International Data
Corp. , Framingham , Mass. "And the
way to generate additional revenue ,"
says Myhre , "is to offer enhanced telecommunication services-but that requires that the networks be updated ."
The BOCs depend on businesses ,
which constitute a small percentage of
their overall customers but generate
the bulk of their revenue. They need to
maintain these customers by offering
them the sophisticated communication
networks they demand. Although the
BOCs are legally limited in what they
can offer in terms of enhanced services , industry watchers expect the pa-

rameters of the regulated-versus-deregulated telecommunication business
to change over the next five years.
To this end , according to Jean
Buffham , research analyst at IRD , the
BOCs are attempting to bring back
Centrex services-private enhanced
networks-and integrate the enhanced
Centrex services with ISDN services ,
when they become available. "This
would put the BOCs in a competitive
position to offer something that nobody else does ," she notes.
Filling in the pieces

The theory behind ISDN is this: If
there is a universal set of rules or
guidelines that manufacturers can adhere to , compatibility among a myriad
of
equipment-telecommunications
and data communications, hardware
and software-will exist. The ISDN
vision will have to become a reality.
But the computer industry hardly
matured under the guidance of a benevolent communal spirit. Computer
companies touted proprietary systems
and software, and users today find
themselves with incompatible vendor
equipment and islands of networks.
On top of that, the breakup of Ma Bell
promoted , for good and for bad , further product diversity.
Manufacturers are virtually operating in the dark because ISDN standards are presently either nebulous or
nonexistent. ISDN standards are based
upon the International Standards Organization 's seven-layer model for
open systems interconnection (OSI).
The CCITT publishes its recommendations every four years-the last report
was published in 1984 and the next is
expected in 1988. The 1988 report will
fill out the standards recommendations, but that doesn't imply that the
recommendations will be complete.
Additionally , recommendations to
date have only addressed the bottom
three layers of the model. And , as
IRD's Buffham contends , " Standards
or no standards , vendors must design
ISDN products now."
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see your way clear

You're not alone. It's easy to get confused
by the enormous spectrum of networking
requirements, products and technologies
that blur the way.

Let Augat bring your picture into focus.
Augat is one of the world's most respected
names in electronic interconnection technology. We possess a unique capability for
network solutions, because of unequaled product breadth coupled with vast experience in
the OEM and CATV marketplaces.
Augat offers an unusual combination; the
resources of a large ($250,000,000.00), vigorous growth company plus a willingness and
ability to go beyond merely selling products.

Our commitment to total solutions comes
from years of experience in the CATV market,
where total support is an integral service.
Let us help you enjoy a better view. Call
or write "NETWORKING", Augat/Broadband
Communications Group, 710 Narragansett
Park Drive. Pawtucket, Rhode Island 02861 ,
(401) 724-4400.
Broadband Network Electronics • Coaxial
Connectors • Fiberoptics • Test Equipment
• System Compatible Cross Connections

11Tr.1f1@8ROADBAND
~ COMMUNICATIONS GROUP
Quality and Innovation
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INTRODUCING THE ITT XTRATMXL.
THE POWERFUL NEW BUSINESS SYSTEM.
ITI has taken a giant step in the
evolution of system technology.
The new Multi-User m XTRATM
XL provides performance, storage and
memory unlike any of its competitors.

Ultimate performance.
The ITT XTRA XL is a high performance super micro-computer that
runs both DOS and Xenix and expands
to meet virtually every business need.
ITI has combined superior components that break the boundaries for
processing speed. The ITT XTRA XL
line of multi-user systems not only
offer users of standalone workstations
a powerful server engine for local
area networking, but also provides a cost
effective solution to a sophisticated
shared logic environment.

CPU speeds unsurpassed by
industry standards.
The ITT XTRA Xl.:s unsurpassed
capabilities are assured by a design that
includes the 80286 microprocessor
operating at 8Mhz, with zero-wait
state memory, dynamic 1/0 disk caching, and hard disk with an average
access time of 28 milliseconds.
ITT's MS DOS 3.1 includes support
for disk drives larger than 32 MB
without the requirement to partition,
unlike other implementations.

Ideal LAN servers.
The ITT XTRA XL Model I <Formatted 40 MB) and Model II <Formatted
72 MBl feature :
• Mass storage capacity up to 144 MB
to dramatically extend the typical
80286 LAN server platform.
• Nine industry compatible expansion
slots (six 16-bit and three 8-bit).
• 225-watt international power supply
with variable speed fan.
• Two serial ports and one parallel
port built-in.

Better multi-user performance
ITI's new XTRA XL Models ill (40
MBl and IV (72 MB) systems feature :
• XENIX Operating System V.2.

•Unique 8Mhz 80186-based communications coprocessor for dramatic
throughput speed.
• Support for up to 32 communication ports.
• License for up to 16 users.
• 60 MB tape backup.
LAN Engines
Models I* and
II**

640KBRAM
l.2MBFD
Keyboard
40MBHD*or
72MBHD**

Multi-User
Systems
Models ill* and

IV**
1.6 MB RAM
1.2 MB FD
Keyboard
60 MB Tape
Communications
Co-Processor
(8 ports)
XENIX System V.2
40 MB HD* or
72 MB HD**

Entire product line solution.
In addition, ITI addresses entrylevel as well as single power-user requirements with the ITT XTRA™ and
XTRATMXP.
The entry-level ITT XTRA is an
aggressively-priced standalone system,
engineered for ongoing reliability.

While the ITT XTRA XP uses the
IBM PC !IT as a foundation to provide
an even better solution. The result
is a system as fast as the IBM PC !IT at
prices comparable to the IBM PC XT
Combined with the new ITT XTRA
XL it's an entire family of tireless
business performers ready for any
application, big or small.

Superior support and
proven strength.
Over 65 years of telecommunications and technologies credentials back
up every ITI product. Which is why
we're able to offer computers that
deliver unparalleled performance for
such competitive prices.

Call ITI' today. (800) 321-7661.
In California, (800) 368-7300.

ITT

BUSllESS COMPUIBIS

BECAUSE TIME IS THE UI1IMA1E BOTIDM LINE
ti 1986, m Information Systems
IBM, PC and PC XT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines, Inc. Intel 80286 and 80186 are registered trademarks of Intel
Corporation. X£NlX and MS DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp.
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The ThleVideo 955.
•
Seeing is belie

Sure, most S600 terminals can scrunch 132
columns onto a 14" screen.
But you need a magnifying glass to read them.
Not so with the
TeleVideo® 955. That's
because we redesigned
·the proportion of our characters and put more space
between them. And then
put them on a high contrast, super dark screen.
The result is the most readable 132 column ASCII
display available.
But there's more to the
95'5 than meets the eye.
Take our tilt-and-swivel
positioning, for example.
The screen rotates through

1VI955

WY-50

WY-50+

Green or
Amber

Green
Only

Yes

No

No

512

128

140

Maximum nonvolatile bk!es per
function ey

256

4

64

High contrast
super dark Matsushita screen

Yes

No

No

5629

5599

5699

~amically

ocatednonvolatile function
key memory

List price

a full 270° right and left,
and from -5°to+15° up
and down. (Which makes
backs and necks feel a
lot better.)
Then we put all this in
a machine with an incredibly small footprint, measuring just
9" x 12:1 The result is
a terminal that meets all
the human factors standards recommended for

adoption by the American National Standards
Institute.
The TeleVideo 955. It's
a real eye-opener.

0 TeleVideo®
Settle for more.

TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3568, (408) 745-7760
AMSTERDAM: 31.2503.35444, PARIS: 33.1.4687.34.40, LONDON: 44.9905.6464
0 1986 TeleVideo Systems. Inc. WYSE is a trademark of Wyse Technology.

See your
TeleVideo ilistributor.
CALIFORNIA
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICES
Sunnyvale [ 408) 745-7760
Newport Beach [714) 476-0244
D .H. MINICOM
Los Angeles [213) 483-2400
DAVID JAMISON CARLYLE CORP.
Culver City [213) 410-9250
DIGITAL SOURCE, INC.
San Diego[619) 569-9333
DUCOMMUN DATA SYSTEMS
Cypress [714) 220-6588
EMERITUS
Fresno [800) 325-9892
KIERULFF ELECTRONICS, INC.
San Jose [ 408) 220-6300
LEASAMETRIC
Foster City [ 415) 574 -4441
PREMIER SOURCE DISTRIBUTING
Irvine [714) 261-2011
RC DATA
San Jose [ 408) 946-3800
U.S. INSTRUMENT RENTAL
San Mateo [415) 572-6600
VIVITAR COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Santa Monica [213) 829-3672
WESTERN MICRO SYSTEMS
Mountain View [415) 964 -2050

FLORIDA
GENTRY ASSOCIATES
Orlando [305) 859-7450

GEORGIA
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE
Norcross[404) 447- 1231
INFOTEC, INC.
Atlanta [404) 458-1400

ILLINOIS
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE
Schaumburg [312) 397-5400
DATA ONE
Prospect Hts. [312) 520-1300
PRO COM SALES
Elk Grove Village
[312) 860-1123
TEK-AJDS INDUSTRIES
Arlington Hts.
[312) 870-7400
UNITED STATIONERS
Forest Park [312) 699-5000

BENCHMARK COMPUTE R SYSTEMS
Minneapolis [6 12) 831-2300
PC EXPRESS
Burnsville [612) 894-9153

NEW JERSEY
DATA STORE
Cherry Hill [609) 779-0200

NEW YORK
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE
Syosset [516) 496-4777
ARROW ELECTRONICS
Melville [800) 323-4373
MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
Hauppauge [516) 435-1199
TRANSACTION CONCEPTS, INC.
Forest Hills [718) 544-8898
TRICOM GROUP
W. Hempstead [516) 483-9700

NORTH CAROLINA
PEN-TECH SALES
Greensboro [919) 852-6000

OHIO
COMPUTER PLACE
Brooklyn Heights
[216) 351 -7444
E.Q.S. SYSTEMS
Chesterland [216) 729-2222
REYNOLDS & REYNOLDS
Dayton [513) 443-2264
WC. KOEPF & ASSOCIATES
Chargin Falls [216) 247-5129

OREGON
OMEGA DATA, INC.
Hillsboro [503) 640-3995

PENNSYLVANIA
ARCH ASSOCIATES
Fernwood [215) 284-0327

TEXAS

NASH & ASSOCIATES
Indianapolis [317) 925-1050

TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE
Irving [214) 550-1060
CARTERFONE COMMUNICATIONS
Dallas[214) 630-9700
INTERPRINT. INC.
Austin [800) 637-0600
INTERPRINT. INC.
Houston [713) 465-0580
INTERPRINT, INC.
Plano [800) 527-5113
MICRO SOURCE OF TEXAS
Richardson [214) 690-5111
US DATA CORPORATION
Richardson [ 2 I 4) 680-9700

MARYLAND

WASHINGTON

FEDERAL DATA CORPORATION
Rockville (301) 294-9682

DATEC, INC.
Seattle [206) 575-1470
DYNAMIC SYSTEMS NORTHWEST
Mukilteo [206) 745-531 I

INDIANA

MASSACHUSETTS
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE
Woburn [617) 890-3282
ARROW ELECTRONICS
Woburn [6 17) 938-8700
BUTLER ASSOCIATES, INC.
Newton [617) 964-5270
STRATUS COMPUTER
Marlboro [617) 460-2000

MICHIGAN
MIDCOM COMMUNICATIONS
Southfield [313) 353-5696
STAR-TRON IC
Farmington Hills
[313) 477-7586

VIRGINIA
MARVA DATA SERVICES
Falls Church [703) 893-1544

CANADA
ARROW ELECTRONICS
CANADA LIMITED
Montreal, Quebec
[514)735-5511
COMPUTER DISTRIBUTION, INC.
N. Vancouver, BC
[ 604 J 984-0641
DATAMEX, LIMITED
Montreal, Quebec
[514) 355-4923

MINNESOTA
AVNET COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES
Eden Prairie[612) 944-1114

0 TeleVideo®
Settle for more.
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Data communications equipment
companies such as Racal-Milgo , Sunrise, Fla., and Codex Corp., Mansfield, Mass ., while actively engaging in
ISON research and product development, see themselves in a transition
period. While ISON creates a host of
new business opportunities for data
communications manufacturers, the
interim period will be one in which
new product development conflicts
with the traditional product line that
these companies offer. These are primarily devices that convert the digital
world to analog, says IDC's Myhre .
Howard Krauss, director of new
business development at the electronics division of Racal-Milgo , says that,
while the company does not reveal
R&D figures, the allotment for ISDNrelated research is substantial. "ISON
is a fundamental technology that will
not only change the type of products
we produce but will also change the
way customers view and use telecommunications."
According to IDC's Myhre , communications is the new frontier in chip
development. " ISON consolidation in
chip technology will provide ISDNrelated cost savings."
Buffham agrees. " The ISON chip
market is generating a lot of interest
among semiconductor companies, who
see it as a new niche-market opportunity."
But companies such as Advanced
Micro Devices Inc. , Harris Corp.,
Intel Corp., Motorola Corp. and Siemens AG face an uphill battle to maintain momentum in the face of evolving
standards . VLSI chips are expected to
aid in the transition to ISON as it
matures, by providing an upgrade path
for existing equipment while keeping
pace with the ISON technology. But
the design standards are not in place
yet. "These companies are walking on
eggshells," says Buffham , "but they
can't afford to do nothing."
Companies such as Intel , Phoenix ,
Ariz., are currently working on product development for the proposed interface standards , though Graham Alcott,
marketing
manager
for
telecommunication products doesn't
expect to see "co mplete building
blocks" for another four to five years.
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SPEEDING INFORMATION ACCESS
THROUGH OPTICAL DISK TECHNOLOGY
THE 301 SERIES OPTICAL
DISK SUBSYSTEM
• Hitachi's 301 Serles optical disk subsystem
enables a computer to access as much as 5.2
gigabytes of on-line information. The 301 Series
optical disk subsystem consists of a formatter/
controller that handles as many as four disk drives,
each having a write-once storage capacity of 2.6
gigabytes. The drives record data by employing a
semiconductor laser to score microscopic pits on a
12-inch disk coated with a photosensitive tellurium-selenium medium:
This proprietary technique produces sharply defined pits that can be read
back with high accuracy and reliability.

• The 301 Series drive automatically checks each data
bit after it is written and also records error-correcting
bits. The c9mbined use of read-after-write checking
and error-correction codes reduces expected read
errors to 10-12 , allowing storage of both image
and encoded data.

• To assure data retention, the 301 's
disks are sealed in a glass envelope
and then encased in an easy-to-handle
plastic cartridge. The predicted data
life of the doubly sealed disk is more
than 10 years.

© 1986 Hitachi America, Ltd.

How Hitachi's 301 Series
Facilitate Information
Storage and Retrieval
• The 301 's formatter/controller
Implements either the Industrystandard SCSI Interface or a GP-IB
(IEEE-488) Interface, which enables
the disk subsystem to be used with
a wide range of computers. The unit
Includes Its own memory buffer to
speed data transfer between a host
computer and the disk drive, which
has a 250 millisecond average
access time.

With the introduction of its 301 Serles optical disk system, Hitachi has
taken a giant step forward In speeding Information access. Unlike conventional disk units, which record
information magnetically, the model
301 stores data optically-by using
a laser to Inscribe microscopic pits on
a specialty coated disk surface and
subsequently read them. ,
The results: a big leap In storage capacity per disk. A 301 Series system
can store 2.6 gigabytes of Information on a 12-lnch disk. The 301 Series
library unit, which combines an automatic disk changer with one or two
drives, can store and retrieve 83 gigabytes of Information-yet occupies no more space In an office than
would a large filing cabinet.
The ability to record so much Information so compactly opens vast new
applications for on-line information
storage and retrieval. For example,
with the 301 Series, It becomes economl~ally feasible to create extremely compact electronic archives
for storing and retlreving copies of
medical records, engineering drawings, and other documents, much
faster than with conventional microfilm or magnetic tape storage. Other
applications include electronic publishing and backup of volatile databases in large-scale information
processing systems. For more Information, contact:

Formatter Controller OF301 S-1/ 2

Hitachi Developed
6000 Gate LS 1

Hitachi America, Ltd.
Library Unit OL301 S-11

This 12-lnch optical disk
can store 2.6 gigabytes of
Images or encoded data.

Computer Division
Peripheral Systems Marketing Department
950 Elm Avenue , San Bruno, CA 94066
Tel: 4 15/ 872-1902
or: 313 Speen Street, Natick , MA 01760
Tel: 617 / 655-5501

• The 301 Serles library unit provides
as much as 83 gigabytes of on-line
storage capacity. It Incorporates a
formatter/controller, one or two disk
units, and an automatic changer
for as many as 32 disk cartridges.

@HITACHI®
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Too noisy.

Too big.

Too much.

How to keep from buying
the wrong UPS.
If you've been told a big, noisy, expensive uninterrupGPS systems have a low initial cost with many featible power supply is the only way to really protect your
tures, which are traditionally optional, included free.
power-based system from error or disaster, look again.
Plus, our extraordinary reliability, ease of use and
Yes, you do need a UPS.
service make the cost of ownership low.
- -- So why buy the wrong UPS when the right
But a UPS doesn't have to hog half your
~ one is as close as your telephone. Call GPS
computer room, or put your staffor your treasurer-into shock. Not
today. (800) 854-3469, in California
• ::-I ·· · •
(800) 824-8912, (714) 956-9321, Telex 182283.
when the UPS is from General
Power Systems.
I· General Power Systems, 1400 North Baxter St.,
Anaheim, CA 92806-1201.
GPS is the pioneer in transistorI
based UPSs with all the benefits
-----=
Now, UL Listed models
that implies-small, quiet, cool,
lKVA-lOKVA.
reliable, efficient. In fact, a GPS
system is often half the size of
another supply of comparable
power. And because GPS
manufactures the most complete
line of UPSs on the market, we
have what you need-on-line models
from 500VA to 50KVA, and exceptionally
small standby systems from 200VA to
A Division of ALS Corporation
2000VA with transition times as low as 2ms.
SEE US AT BOOTH #C3861 AT
NCC '86
CIRCLE NO. 99 ON INQUIRY CARD
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INDUSTRY OVIRYllW1 COMPUTIR VINDORS
CONSOUDAn RllOURCU ••••••••••••••••••• •54
In the face of increasing competition and a prolonged industry slump, manufacturers are banding together in a variety of joint efforts including mergers ,
strategic alliances , R&D sharing and government-sponsored and private consortia. This consolidation and cooperation is worldwide but doesn't necessarily cross national borders.

OSI STANDARDS SPUR PRODUCT PROPUSION •••••• •67
Promising plug-compatibility for polyglot computers, the International Standards Organization's open systems interconnection (OSI) networking protocols
are finally being backed up with products. This article is the first in a
three-part series and focuses on the lower layers of the seven-layer OSI
model. The second and third articles , which examine the upper layers, will
appear in July and September.

SMALL BUSINISSIS BOUnR PC SALIS • •••••••••• •as
p. 54

.... Teaming up

Many market-research concerns report only on how many units of a commodity have been and will be purchased. Focus Research Systems' ongoing personal computer surveys track the specific buying plans of U .S. companies:
What brands are small businesses planning to buy-and which ones will they
pass up-in the next 12 months.

SOPTWAU TOOU SLASH DIVILOPMINT TIMI • ••••• •95
The nemesis of all programmers is time. Fortunately, a variety of softwaredevelopment tools-such as libraries of subroutines and functions-are available to assist programmers in quickly creating customized packages for verti_JL-L.._ _-1:......Jz::;:::===i..~;._--1.,.__.L_..cal-market applications.

MASS·ITORAGI MARKIT STAGIS A COMIBACK • ••• •103
Bloodied , but not beaten, the mass-storage market is back on track with new
standards, interfaces and product categories. Among new developments are a
proliferation of drives in the 3 1/2-inch form factor, a rapid emergence of SCSI
and ESDI interfaces and refinements in optical-disk technology. And tapedrive and controller manufacturers are keeping up .

p. 103 ...

. . . Back on tra c k
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OUR 310 AP HAS RATHER
ORDINARY PERFORMANCE
COMPARED TO
MOST MINICOMPUTERS.
1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111

Its CPU performance is
only marginally faster than
theVAX*-11/ 780 shown
on the right, for example.
And even with a couple
additional high-performance application
boards slugged in, it can't
quite keep up with a
WangVS300.
But this parity changes
to a powerful competitive
edge when another

number is considered.
open system, and a comCost.
plete open product lineOur new 310 AP gives from operating systems
to applications software
you over 1 MIP of CPU
performance for under
to networking- all based
$20,000. (A fifth the price on standards.
of a mini.) And you can
And because the 310 is
add up to three additional a truly open system, you
CPU boards to provide
can have more than 50
up to 5 MIPS of perforindependent software
mance, for under $50,000. packages. More memory
Which makes this
if you want it. Or additional Winchester drives.
either one of the most
ordinary minis around, or
And all our systems are
the most extraordinary
supported fully by our
SUpermicrO.
Composite MIPS Rating
But what's in a '"' 5
name? Performance 4
is performance,
]
whatever name it @3
1111111111111111 111111111111111111 goes by. And with -~ 2
~
1111111111111111 11111111111.1111111 this expandable
system you can
~
cost-effectively
~
Afi~-2 Afi~-3 ,J,l/&4
i%~
deliver the performance worldwide customer
your customers need.
service organization.
An expandable open
When new technology
system like this allows you comes along our systo avoid obsolescence
terns don't get obsolete
by making future upand replaced, they get
upgraded.
grades of performance
and/ or functionalitywithJust ask the people
out having to buy a new who bought our first ones
system.
four years ago.
For further informaBut there are open
11111111111111111 11111111111111111 systems and there are
ti on call toll-free (800)
548-4725. Or write Intel
11111111111111111 11111111111111111 open systems.
The starting point for
Corporation, Lit. Dept.
any open system that
W286, 3065 Bowers Ave.,
really is an open system Santa Clara, CA 95051.
is, of course, standards.
We support more
standards than anybody.
So we can offer a complete

i

1

I:

3 10
AP

780

VAX

i•nte1®

*VAX is a registe red trade mark o f Digital
Equipme nt Corp. ©1986 Intel Corporatio n
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PICK, PICK,PICK.

SHmSHmSHm
At NCR, quality and quantity have a
cause and effect relationship. We ship lots of
Towers because OEMs know and trust
NCR quality.
Our reliability fanatics know how to
pick a nit. Our OEMs know how to pick a hit.
NCR's unique combination of research
and development programs,
quality assurance procedures,
and massive production
capabilities allows us to deliver
the highest quality products,
in volume. On time.
NCR spends over a
quarter of a billion dollars
every year on research and
development. More than many
computer companies gross.
Then, once a design
is accepted for production, we
unleash our nit-picking
reliability fanatics. They subject every Tower• product
to a gauntlet of excruciating
tests, culminating in a final
bum-in: three full days of
flawless performance.
The result of all this concentrated
effort is a Tower you can build upon with certainty. A system nucleus with dependability
engineered in every step of the way. And that
means fewer service calls-higher customer
satisfaction -from your accounts.
Equally important as delivering a
product that lives up to your expectations is
delivering that product when you expect
it. And here's where all our nit-picking pays
off, for you. Aided by our R&D and quality
assurance efforts, our production lines fill
orders for two or two thousand Towers, without missing a beat.
We've designed an unparalleled program
at the NCR OEM Systems Division to say just
one thing to ambitious OEMs: Go! Go! Go!

THE TOWERS.
BUILT FOR SYSTEMS BUILDERS
BY NIT-PICKING FANATICS.

NCR Corporation, U.S. Data Processing Group, OEM Systems Division, USG-1, Dayton, OH 45479. Nationwide (800) CALL NCR.
Tower is a registered trademark of NC R Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 28 ON INQUIRY CARD
o 1986 NCR Corporation
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COMPUTER VENDORS
CONSOLIDATE RESOURCES
Manufacturers worldwide team up for shared R&D, mergers and consortia to
protect their turf as competition heats up in a maturing marketplace
Andrew Allison
Contributing Editor

The computer industry exhibits all the signs of
marketplace maturity-including the salient one
of domination by only a few suppliers. The rapid
pace of market development , its segmentation
and the continuing preoccupation with IBM
Corp. 's dominant role within the industry tend ,
however , to mask this maturity . And, what 's
more , the positions of established suppliers in a
mature market can change dramatically when
one or more vendors fail to respond to technological or market shifts.
Hence leading industry participants in the
United States, Japan and Europe are reacting to
competition through consolidation and coopera-

tion. These efforts range from strategic alliances
between individual suppliers to industry-wide
consortia, both public (i.e., government sponsored) and private .
The sort of consolidation that took place within the mainframe industry during the 1960s was
mirrored in the minicomputer industry during
the 1970s. Just 15 years ago, 70 participants
competed in the minicomputer market. But, JO
years later , three suppliers accounted for over
two-thirds of revenues. The same thing is happening in the personal computer industry today.
Consolidate and cooperate

In the face of accelerating technological development and computer-market maturity , manufacturers are discovering the power in numbers.

In Japan, the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI) remains the model for such
industrial consensus-building, acting as an effective . coordinator of technological development.
Similarly , the Alvey Directorate in the United
Kingdom also looks promising.
The response to MITI in the United States has
ranged from radical improvements in semiconductor product quality to the establishment of a
variety of cooperative research and development
efforts. Perhaps the most far-reaching result has
been U.S. government encouragement of cooperative R&D among large American corporations. Last year, Congress provided legislative
relief from the antitrust implications of such
joint development efforts by passing the National Cooperative Research Act and , by year end,
38 cooperative projects , ranging from steel making to telecommunications , came into being.
Such cooperative efforts in the United States
are not without antecedent. The first major
cooperative se miconductor R&D effort was the
Department of Defense's VHSIC (Very High
Speed Integrated Circuit) program , designed to
improve military systems performance through
better IC design and fabrication. Although the
VHSIC projects are military-application specific ,
the contractors are all active in the commercial
marketplace . Another significant DOD-funded

program likely to benefit the commercial market
is the long-standing DARPA (Defense Advanced
Research Project Agency) research into artifical intelligence.
A more recent trend is the development of
university-based "Centers of Excellence" such as
the Center for Integrated Systems (CIS) at Stanford, Calif., a partnership of Stanford University , the DOD and 20 industrial sponsors. CIS
seeks to integrate solid-state research, fabrication and applications.
Europeans react to U.S., Japan

In Europe , the threat of Japanese domination
has invoked national and multinational responses. The Common Market has established
two major projects. One , the European Program
for Strategic Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT), is the successor to the 1983 Market-funded IT (information technology) program. ESPRIT focuses on software , advanced
information processing, office automation, computer-integrated manufacturing and advanced
microelectronics.
This roughly $1.25 billion , 10-year program ,
half funded by Market grants, was launched in
February 1984. Its objectives are to encourage
cooperative research , to avoid duplication of
effort and to achieve parity with the United

Leading
industry
participants in
the United
States, Japan
and Europe
react to
competition
through
consolidation
and
cooperation.

l/lustra/1011 by Richard G1edd
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States and Japan. Three quarters of the funding
is devoted to finding "system-driven" solutions
to existing problems; the remainder goes to more
speculative projects. The first group of 270 participants garnered 104 grants , totaling about
$126 million. Of these, 27 grants were in advanced microelectronics. Participants in eight of
the grants included the European affiliates of
IBM, AT&T International Inc., Digital Equipment Corp. and ITT Corp.
A second major pan-European program is
more recent. In mid-1985, Europe's four largest
electronics companies-Cie Generale d'Electricite (CGE), N.V. Philips, Siemens AG and
Thomson S.A.-prepared a plan for an advanced-technology project. They concentrate on
R&D for large data-processing and complex,
decision-oriented systems. Dubbed Eureka , the
resulting program has been underway since last
November. Eureka has encouraged Common
Market members to cooperate on high-technology projects. Like all such multinational pro-

U.S. RAD CONSORTIUM PARTICIPANTS
Company
AT&T Information Systems
AT&T Technologies Systems

VHSIC

...

Advenced Micro Devices

SRC

...

Allled-Slgnel Corp.
Amdahl Corp.
Bell Communications Research

Control Data Corp.

...

Dlgltal Equipment Corp.
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
E-Systems
Eastman Kodak Corp.
Eaton Corp.
Falrchlld Semiconductor
GCACorp.
General Electric Co.
General Instrument Corp.
General Motors Corp.
Goodyear Aerospace Corp.
*Gould/AMI Semiconductors Inc.
GTE Laboratories Inc.
Harris Corp.
Hewlett-Packard Co.
*Honeywell lnc./3M
*Hughes Aircraft Co. lnc./Unlon Carbide
*IBM Corp./Northrup

CIS

cos

...
...

...
,,,,
,,,,
,,,,

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...,,,,
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...
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,,,,
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...,,,,
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*Indicates team leader/partner on VHSIC only; other memberships refer only to first
company listed. For example, Honeywell is team leader, 3M the partner on
VHSIC ; Honeywell alone is a member of the four other consortia.
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...

...

...

Burroughs Corp.
Concurrent Computer

MCC

...

,,,,
,,,,

grams, Eureka is susceptible to political squabbling, uncertain funding and diffuse objectives.
Certain European countries have established
their own government-supported activities.
France , for example , helped in the formation of
a major telecommunications company through
the combination of CGE and Thomson-Brant ,
another French company. A similar result is
hoped for in the reorganization of the French
computer industry around Groupe Bull. Also,
France is nationalizing its electronics industry ,
though this may be tempered or reversed by the
new administration.
In the UK, the government-sponsored Alvey
Directorate-a nationwide R&D effort-has
identified four major areas for government-industry collaboration: VLSI; software engineering (based on UNIX); man-machine interfaces;
and intelligent knowledge-based systems. The
government has committed $600 million for up
to 50 percent funding of industry R&D projects.
Similarly, the government of West Germany has
established a $1 billion, matching-fund , electronics R&D program with heavy emphasis on submicron ICs.

Industry pools its chips
In addition to the VHSIC and various
DARPA-funded R&D projects , two private corporations have been set up in the United States
to encourage semiconductor and systems R&D .
The firs t , the Semiconductor Research Corp .
(SRC), was established as a subsidiary of the
Semiconductor Industry Association in February
1982. Membership is open to semiconductor
component and equipment manufacturers .
SRC's objective is to extend knowledge in semiconductor-related areas by funding university
research.
SRC's goals are to plan , promote , coordinate ,
sponsor and conduct research that will result in:
new knowledge of semiconductor materials and
phenomena, and of related scientific and engineering subjects required for the useful application of semiconductors; the development of new
and more efficient design and manufacturing
technologies for semiconductor devices; and an
increase in the number of scientists and engineers that are proficient in research, development and manufacture of semiconductor devices. It has also been suggested that SRC might
run a fully automated, government-owned , contractor-operated facility to produce a 4M-bit
CMOS RAM . The corporation hopes to have
developed the technology to produce such devices by the end of 1987.
The second major domestic, private-sector
activity is the Microelectronics and Computer
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986
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Corp. (MCC). In contrast with SRC, which is
encouraging device-oriented basic research within the university environment, MCC has been
(since 1982) a systems-oriented applied R&D
co-op funded by industry members. MCC intends to separately channel the results of its
activities to the companies that fund the individual programs. After three years of exclusive use
by those who paid for particular technological
developments, MCC hopes to license them to
others as an additional source of revenue . The
applied-research activities of MCC are wellsuited to utilizing the fruits of the basic-research
labors of VHSIC and SRC.
Four separate 6-to-10-year programs have
been established by MCC in the fields of advanced computer architecture , computer aided
design and manufacturing, packaging and interconnection and software technology.
A third U.S. industrial consortium is the Corporation for Open Systems (COS), a non-profit
group formed to develop standards based on the
International Standards Organization's open systems interconnection (ISO/OSI) model. COS
was founded in January 1985 by 16 manufacturers of computers and communications equipment in response to a perceived threat presented
by a technical committee of the European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA) . It
was rumored that ECMA would accept IBM's
Systems Network Architecture (SNA) Logical
Unit 6.2 as the standard for the upper two layers
of the seven-layer OSI model; in February,
however, the ECMA formally rejected it.
The composition and objectives of COS make
it clear that it represents an organized effort to
counter the increasing presence of SNA in interconnection. Note also COS' data-processing and
office-automation orientation and the belated
participation of IBM, which joined only when it
became clear that its participation was vital.
In Europe , 1984 saw Philips and Siemens
announce a five-year, $470 million joint research
project for the development of a sub-micron
CMOS process and 1M- and 4M-byte dynamic
RAMs that are expected to be ready for the
commercial marketplace by 1989 (still about two
years behind Japanese schedules). This venture
is interesting in that it brings together suppliers
of the two leading microprocessor families.
Choosing partners: mergers
Another notable trend is the formation of
what are frequently referred to as " strategic
alliances" among or between companies for the
development of technology. Most of these arrangements are, in reality, marriages of convenience that usually fail to develop the mutual
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

interests necessary for a long-term relationship.
Nevertheless they have an impact on the market.
For instance, new entrants in the mid-range
computer market show a pronounced tendency
toward joint marketing. Notable among them
are Stratus Computer Inc. 's agreements with
Italian office-equipment manufacturer Olivetti
SpA and with IBM. (IBM markets Stratus' faulttolerant system as the System/88.) Other fairly
typical arrangements are those of Sequent Computer Systems with Matsushita Electric Co. and
Siemens; Pyramid Technology Corp. with Nixdorf Computer Corp. and Sharp Electronics
Corp.; and Ridge Computers with Groupe Bull.
As to marketing scientific/engineering computers, Alliant Computer Systems Corp. has
entered into a joint agreement with Apollo
Computer Inc., and both Alliant and Convex
Corp. have joint technology and market-development arrangements with Sun Microsystems
Inc. In January, AT&T Information Systems'
(ATTIS) Components and Electronic Systems
Division invested in Counterpoint and Omnicad .

U.S. R&D CONSORTIUM PARTICIPANTS
Company

VHSIC

ITT Corp.

National Semiconductor Corp.
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Northern Telecom Inc.
Northrup Corp.
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Perkin-Elmer Corp.
*Philips Research/Signetics Corp.
RCA Corp.
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Rockwell International Corp.
Silicon Systems Inc.
Sperry Corp.

,,,

Tektronix Inc.
Telex Computer Products Inc.
Texas Instruments
*TRW/Motorola lnc./Sperry Corp.
Union Carbide Corp.
United Technologies Communications
Varian Associates Inc.
Wang Laboratories Inc.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Xerox Corp.
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LSI Logic Corp.
Monolithic Memories Inc.
Motorola Inc.
NCR Corp.
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Intel Corp.

Monsanto Co.
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*Indicates team leader/partner on VHSIC only; other memberships refer only to first
company listed . For example, Honeywell is team leader, 3M the partner on
VHSIC ; Honeywell alone is a member of the four other consortia.
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IBM ASCII terminals:

The case in black and white.
Introducing a somewhat
more colorful
member of the family.
Meet the IBM 3164 ASCII
Color Display Station.
It gives you eight foreground and eight background
colors. On a 14" screen.
And because of its 8 x 16
character matrix, the 3164
gives you clear, crisp characters in color.
But is color any reason to
buy IBM's 3164? It is, according to studies that indicate
the use of color increases
productivity, decreases errors
and promotes user satisfaction.
Color, of course, is far from
the sole reason for choosing
the 3164. To appreciate the
others, you should get to know
the rest of our ASCII family.
Emulation.
Another side of the family.
Our ASCII terminals are
designed to fit into existing
systems. Even if the systems
aren't ours.
Emulation Capability

3161

IBM 3101 Model 881
ADDS Viewpoin t•
Hazeltine 1500*
Lear Siegler ADM·3A*
Lear Siegler ADM·5*
TuleVideo 910*

3163

IBM 3101 Model 881
DEC VT 52*
DECVTIOO*
TeleVideo 950*

3164

IBM 3101 Model 881

For example, our basic
ASCII Display Station, the
IBM 3161, emulates up to six

programmable
function and editing
14''
12"
12"
Screen size
keys
so they can be
25x80 25x80 25x80
Lines x characters
custom-tailored to fit
8xl6
8xl6
8xl6
Character matrix
Yes
No
Yes
Double-sized characters
your application
24
24
24
Line drawing characters
needs. The 3163 and
Jump/ Jump/
Vertical scroll
Jump
Smooth Smooth 3164 models also
24
24
Definable function keys
24
have redefinable and
No
Yes
Yes
Windowing
recappable
keys.
Horiz. Vert./
Vert./
Partitioning
Superior
ergoHoriz.
Horiz.
1920
7680
7680
Characters in buffer
nomic design isn't
confined to the keyterminals. And the advancedboard, however. All three
function 3163 emulates a
displays tilt and swivel for maxnumber of higher level ASCII
imum user satisfaction. And, of
course, by making the display
data streams.
What's more, every one of
easy to read, we made it easier
our ASCII terminals can
on the eyes. In addition to the
operate in its own function8 x 16 character matrix, we gave
rich native mode.
it an advanced non-glare
etched screen, cursors, and
Our family is flexible.
character and field attributes
Our unique plug-in carlike blink, reverse video, undertridges allow for considerable
scoring and dual intensity.
flexibility in your operation.
High standards.
For example, simply by
Competitive
prices.
switching cartridges you can
shift a terminal from one data
Quantity discounts are
stream to another.
offered, too. And financing
And, in many countries
is available through the IBM
cartridges are also available
Credit Corporation. Best of
that go beyond emulation to
all, each terminal comes with
let you operate your ASCII
the quality, service and supterminals in several foreign
port you'd expect from IBM.
languages. Appropriate forContact your IBM marketeign language keyboards are
ing representative, or call
also offered.
1800 IBM-2468, Ext. KC/96,
for the IBM Authorized DistribEnhanced ergonomics.
utor nearest you. And we'll preAnother family trait.
sent more evidence in the case
All our ASCII terminal
for IBM's ASCII terminals.
keyboards have 102 keys. But
It may be all you need to
that's not all they have in com- • color your view.
mon. Every keyboard also has
•ADDS Vie.,point is a trademark of Applied Digital Data
Systems. Inc.: Hazehine 1500 is a trademark of Hazdtme
a low profile, gentle contour
Corp.; Lear Siegler ADM-3A/ ADM-5 are trademarks of
Lear Siegler, Inc.; Tele Video 9KJ/9':XJ are trademarks of
and typewriter touch.
leleVideoSystems, Inc.; DEC VT52/VTIOOaretradeAnd our keyboards have
marks of Digital Equipment Corporation .
Features

3161

3163

3164
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Counterpoint, a spinoff from Convergent Technologies Inc., makes engineering and scientific
workstations. It had been working with Omnicad
to develop CAD software. This trend appears
likely to accelerate .
The merger mania of the past few years has
also had its impact on the electronics industry .
U .S. companies that have recently made significant new investments in the industry include
General Motors Corp., with its purchase of EDS
and investments in several software and computer-vision developers; and General Electric Co.,
with the addition of RCA to its previpus acquisition of semiconductor manufacturer Intersil.
Another case in point is that of AT&T Co.,
which in December 1983 purchased for $260
million a 25 percent interest in Olivetti. The
agreement , which represents the biggest minority stake ever acquired by a U .S. company in a
foreign corporation , gives AT&T the right to
raise its share to 40 percent within four years . It
gives Olivetti exclusive rights to market ATTIS'
38 computer series in Europe . ATTIS resells
Olivetti 's IBM-compatible personal computers
in the United States.
IBM plots strategies

IBM participated in the merger mania with its
acquisition of 12 percent (since increased to 19
percent) of Intel Corp. in December 1982 and of
15 percent (now 100 percent) of Rolm Corp. in
June 1983. Industrial sponsors seeking to establish or improve strategic positioning in the electronic field may well become a significant source

Representative U.S. consortia
Center for Integrated
Systems (CIS)
Att n: Dr. James Meindel
Co-directo r
Stanford University
Stanford . Calif. 94305
(415 ) 725-3600
Corporation for Open
Systems (COS)
Attn : Dave Stejskal
Suite 607
700 N. Fairfax St.
Alexandria. Va . 22314
(703) 739-2300
Microelectronics and
Computer Technology
Corp. (MCC)
9430 Research Blvd .
Austin , Texas 78759-6509
(51 2) 343-0860
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Semiconductor Research
Corp. (SAC)
Box 12053
Research Triang le Park. N.C
27709
(919) 541 -9000
Very High Speed
Integrated Circuit (VHSIC)
Attn : E.D. Maynard
OUSDRE (V HSIC-ED)
Room 139, The Pe ntagon
1211 S Fern Washington . D.C
20301
(202 ) 694-3871

of financing for established participants and
start-ups.
How , then , is IBM responding to all this flux ?
Certainly , one of IBM 's declared objectives is to
become the low-cost producer in each area in
which it competes. Regardless of whether or not
this is a feasible objective, the attempt to do so
will create opportunities for subassembly suppliers like SCI Systems , which has risen to the rank s
of the Fortune 500 on the success of the IBM PC.
During the first half of the 1980s , IBM concentrated on development , especially of high-end
minicomputers , mainframe processors and software , and on establishing SNA as a de facto
communications standard for IBM products .
The fact that the IBM PC came to dominate its
market segment during this period was purely
fortuitous. The company's performance in the
minicomputer market has been less impressive ,
despite the aggressive price/performance characteristics of its 4300 Series. And , until early this
year , IBM had no presence in the burgeoning
workstation market , an omission it has rectified
with the introduction of the RT PC , based on
reduced instruction set computer (RISC) technology .
During the second half of the decade , IBM
can be expected to strengthen its presence in the
minicomputer market. The RT PC targets the
scientific-engineering segment , and IBM will address commercial needs with a replacement for
the overpriced and under-powered System/36.
IBM's focus will be on applications rather tha n
products, especially in the office-automation and
communications areas, in which the competition
has been making significant inroads , and in the
industrial market. There will also be a steady
increase in the proprietary component of the PC
family in order to keep profit margins up .
The future of computing

The United States and Europe appear to have
organized effective responses to the Japanese
challenge and , assuming reasonable success for
the various programs, it does not seem likely that
any single bloc will dominate semiconductor or
systems technology . The competition , though ,
should accelerate certain inevitable developments. For example, the worldwide emphasis on
microtechnology will make 4M-bit dynamic
RAMs available in production qua!'ltities by the
end of 1987 and logic circuits of a similar level of
complexity available 12 to 18 months later.
Microprocessors and the associated periphe ral-support circuits will be early beneficiaries of
advances in semiconductor fabrication and packaging , leading to ever more powerful and lowe r
cost configurations of microcomputers and
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

All VMEbus products are not
created equal In fact, we don't
know of ANY that are equal to
the Interphase®line ofhighperformance VMEbus controllers.
Interphase takes a family
approach to VMEbus product
development Our system
architecture and software
features are compatible across
the product line. This allows
quicker development cycles and
offers logical growth paths.
V/SMD 3200 SMD Disk

Controller-is the industry's
preeminent 32•bit SMD
controller with more V/SMD
3200's installed today in
VMEbus systems than any other
similar product It interfaces to
any SMD or SMD-E drive with
data rates up to 24 Mb/s, and
adapts to your system environment through programmable
system parameters.
lnterphase's multitasking
Virtual Buffer ArchitecturesM
permits the V/SMD 3200 to move
data with extraordinary speed
and is the key to zero-latency
operation. The on-board 68000
processor manages a pool of
buffers and state machines,
which allow it to immediately
start moving data no matter
where the head lands on the

track. It can transfer an entire
track of data in one disk rotation
and by pre-fetch caching, will
continue to read and cache data
even after it has finished
transferring those requested.
These cached sectors can then
be transferred without an
additional disk access.
V/ESDl3201ESDIDisk

Controller-using the powerful
lnterphase Virtual Buffer
Architecture, handles the latest
high-speed 51/4'' ESDI disk drives
with hundreds of Megabyte
capacities. A sister product to
the V/SMD 3200 SMD disk
controller, the V/ESDI 3201 is the
logical migration path from SMD
storage devices to a 5 114'' form
factor. Totally software compatible with the V/SMD 3200, the
V/ESDI 3201 will "PLUG AND
PLAY'' with existing drivers to
protect software investments for
the future.
A 24 Mb/s disk drive front-end
ensures complete compatibility
with future higher speed drives.
V!rape 3209 112 Inch Tape
Controller-represents the
lnterphase commitment to
design compatibility and ease of
integration through its closecoupling with both V/SMD 3200

•+•
•

and V/ESDI 3201 disk controllers.
It supports 8, PERTEC interface,
1/211 9-track tape drives at speeds

of 200 ips and above and is the
perfect controller for start/stop
or streaming applications.
An lnterphase exclusive
CacheFlow5M feature allows
expensive drive performance
with an inexpensive drive by
eliminating the need for costly
intelligence and large buffers. An
on-board processor and SK or
optional 128K buffer create
intelligent FIFOs that start
moving data even before the tape
is up to speed and keeps tape
streaming. The V/Tape 3209 can
run at up to 320 ips, at 6250 bpi,
meaning that it will handle
future tape drive advances.

FIND OUT MORE
Our family approach to these
and other VMEbus products
makes your task much easier.
From peripheral controllers to
system foundations, from our
Design Assistance Group to our
First Time User Program, no ·
one is VMEqual to Interphase.
To learn more about our products, our support or anything
else, just call:
(214) 350-9000

INTERPHASE®
corporQtion

2925 Merrell Road• Dallas , Texas 75229 •Telex: 9109976245 NASDAQ-NMS:INPH
Interphase International
93a New Street, Aylesbury, Bucks. HP20 2NY, England (0296)35661 Telex: 826715 AERO G
lnterphase is a registered tradem ark of .lnterphase Corporation
.
Virtual Buffer Architecture and CacheFlow are Service Marks of lnte rphase Corporation
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HowlbPUT
PENlb PAPER.
First, clear your mind of all thoughts of
using a plotter. There's a faster,more colorful,
more controllable way to get color
hardcopy.
The new Seiko Hardcopier.
It gives you solids like you've never seen
before. In shades you've only thought
about. Because this hardcopier lets you
work with 4,912 colors. And adjust the
individual intensity of each one.Without
relying on your host to do the
work.
Plus you can use the copier's
own intelligence. Doing color
assignments,dithering techniques, scaling,rotation,aspect ratio
changes,
print-

•I I
II

BG
BG
BB
BB
GB

ii

I ii I
I I I I

ing density adjustments and special effects
with easy front panel control entries.
Then you'll see your A or B size copies
(and A size transparencies) in as little as
45seconds.
Interfacing is easy; too.You can work
with either video (no need to write software)
or parallel interfaces. And get copies the
same morning your hardcopier is delivered.
One more thing.Your hardcopier can be
a shared resource with Seiko's new multiplexor. Because it lets you connect up to four
different signal sources at the same time.
So make a note. Look into the Seiko
Hardcopier today. You'll see the fastest,most
colorful way ever to get your pen on paper.
CallMartinNelsonat
(408) 943-9100 today:

SEIKO
I
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C> 1986 Seiko Instruments LI.SA, Inc.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

supermicrocomputers. Without a major change
in the way that semiconductor components are
marketed, the products will be offered by many
suppliers. This, in turn, will increase both the
opportunities for new participants and the challenges for established suppliers.
IBM's decision to utilize its proprietary RISC
microprocessor instead of the Intel 80386 for its
supermicrocomputer line should, at least in the
short term, benefit the Motorola Inc. family .
However, the benefits associated with RISC will
lead to considerable development in this area ,
with consequent risk for some established participants and opportunities for others. The other
major decision made by IBM was essentially to
modify UNIX into AIX-for Advanced Interactive Executive-as a proprietary version for the
RT PC. This obviously has the objective of
trying to prevent ATTIS from controlling the
UNIX standard . Industry participants would do
well to follow the example of COS , in response
to the SNA threat , and unite behind System V.
At the high end, superminicomputer suppliers
will continue to pursue the high performance
that has been the mainstay of the segment,

goaded by the increasing performance of the
specialized number-crunchers being developed
by several new market entrants.
At the low end, the IBM PC family and its
clones will become even more ubiquitous than at
present, spreading from its dominance in the
professional application area to industrial and
instrument applications. But because the basic
hardware and software are fixed, and readily
available to all, the scope for innovation is
restricted to performance enhancement, cost reduction and reconfiguration for specific applications. This, however, is little different from what
hundreds of OEMs have been doing with DEC's
PD P-11 and other popular minicomputers for
the past 15 years. The biggest hurdle faced by
low-end computer vendors is gaining access to
channels of distribution. Nevertheless , opportunities still abound. As in any commodityoriented market , control of costs and knowledge
of the marketplace are the only prerequisites. D
Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 727 Medium 728 Low 729

Andrew Allison is
an independent
product planning
and market
development
consultant based
in Los Altos Hills ,
Calif , and a
contributing editor
of Mini-Micro
Systems . He was
formerly with
Digital Equipment
Corp , Rolm Corp
and Advanced
Micro Devices.

rack Down UNIX"' Applications
Without Breaking a Sweat.

Look Whars In

Store For You.

Until now, UNIX users like yourself
bad to be super sleuths, running from
place to place tracking down an aprlicalion here and a development too
there.

Relax. Your search Is over. The UNIX
Software Department Store cracks your
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toughest computer case. We have
business applications, programming
tools, and distributed networking
soludoos uniquely tailored to UNIX.
Programs that work together. It's a
store where the staff really know their
UNIX. All under one roof.

The choice Is yours. Whedler It's

XENIX": VENir, System V or 4.2. All
as close as your telephone. Tm:k us

down today for your.fr# UNIX Soludon
Catalog. We'll get it to you right away.
No sweat.
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UM.
23 EutSt.

~,MA02141

(617) 577-8383
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It would pay you to mark it on your calendar.
Because today is the day we introduce our new Pinwriter~ P5XL dot matrix printer. The only dot
matrix printer available capable of producing the crisp, black printing you associate with a letter-quality
printer. Because it's the only one designed to use not just a fabric ribbon, but a letter-quality multistrike
film ribbon-the same ribbon used in typewriters and letter-quality printers.
It's only natural that the first dot matrix printer with true letter-quality
A LITTLE
printing should be an NEC. After all we make Spinwriter®letter-quality
printers, the most popular line today, as well as the Pinwriter P5 series dot
BLACK MAGIC.
matrix printers, the most advanced and extensive family of 24-pin printers
Actual line printed with the
available.
Pinwriter PSXL printer.
Black letter-quality printing is not the only thing our Pinwriter P5XL
can do. It can also use an optional ribbon to print seven other colors. And it has the finest graphics resolution of any impact printer available. So charts and drawings are much more vivid. Plus it's very fast,
extremely quiet and can use an array of type faces. And it's designed and built to have the reliability that
has made NEC printers legendary.

CaC

Computers and Communiclltlona

© 1906 NEC Co'!'.

Now for all the exclusive features we managed to pack into the Pinwriter PSXL, you'll find it only
costs about the same as other top 24-pin dot matrix printers.
The Pinwriter PSXL printer is the newest addition to the only 24-pin printer line that has a model
designed to fit every need and budget. See them at your dealer or for more information call 1-800-3434418 (in MA 617-264-8635). Orwrite: NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave.,
Boxborough, MA 01719.

NEC PRINTERS. IBEY ONLY STOP
WHENYOUWANT1HEM10.

NEC

NEC Information Systems, Inc.
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HOW
TO
BE
IN
6
PLACES
AT
ONCE.
Only aFalco 500
dows like the Falco 500. Nobody.
It lets you create six windows on
one screen-each one configured
as a separate terminal. That means
each one has its own operating

Multi-HostTerminal
can open windows J, THE REMOTE
TELECOM
onto all these
worlds--toda~_

--,,-,. . ._ -

WORLD.

No other product in its class
delivers productivity like the Falco
500 Multi-Host Terminal.

THE SPECTACULAR
PRODUCTIVITI' MACHINE.
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OSI STANDARDS SPUR
PRODUCT PROFUSION
As OSI standards earn approval, a blitz
of OSI products and customers poised to buy
foreshadow a burgeoning industry
Wendy Rauch-Hindin
Special Features Editor

Just a year ago, computer and peripheral
companies considered the International Standards Organization's open systems interconnection (OSI) protocols, which promise plug-compatibility among polyglot computers as well as
vendor independence, meritorious but lacking in
clout.
Now, however, after severa l years of development , OSI standards have become commercial
realities. In fact, six OSI protocols have been
approved as international standards. These are
ISO's Network, Transport and Session protocols; the IEEE 802.3 and 802.4 local area network protocols; and one graphical-image protocol. Several others, dealing with file transfer and
access, virtual terminals , database access and
integrity, office document handling, information
presentation and common application service
elements, are nearing final standardizat~on (see
"How the OSI layers stack up ," Page 68 ).
With these standards approved, productsVLSI, board-level and software-have become
available off the shelf. Many companies are even
merging their proprietary networks with these
standards. Moreover , the Department of Defense (DOD) is migrating to OSI from Transmission Control Protocol /Internet Protocol
(TCP/IP) and doubts the long-term future of
TCP/IP.
This is the first of a three-part series schduled to
appear in Mini-Micro Systems on OSI standards.
Th e second article will appear in July; the third,
in September.
MINI -MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

Commercial implementations also stepped
into the limelight this year. General Motors
Corp. and Boeing . Computer Services are, respectively, leading the way among large-scale
users in implementing OSI-on the factory floor
with the Manufacturing Automation Protocol
(MAP) and in business and engineering offices
with the Technical and Office Protocol (TOP).
(See " How OSI, MAP and TOP differ," Page
71.)

OSI faces obstacles

OSI will not succeed overnight: Two major
problems remain. The first centers on converting
existing installed systems to OSI. Several companies are tackling this problem by designing gateways, routers and bridges between proprietary
and OSI protocols . Some companies intend to
gradually migrate to OSI . The seco nd problem
involves the need for better testing procedures to
ensure interoperability. The National Bureau of
Standards and Industrial Technology Inc., Ann
Arbor, Mich ., are working to rectify the problem. Problems notwithstanding , there seems to
be no doubt that ratification of, and massive
compliance with, the OSI protocols is imminent.
By the early 1990s, GM will be a major OSI
protocol user. Gabriel Tiberio, executive director of advanced manufacturing engineering at
GM, has committed the company to implementing OSI, particularly in the form of the MAP
protocols.
OS I's ability to integrate and transfer information between the factory and the office is also
attractive to Boeing. Looking toward the TOP
options in OSI, Robert Dryden, president of
Boeing Computer Services, Vienna, Ya., says,
67
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"We have informed all our computer suppliers
that , in the future, purchasing preference will be
given only to those companies that are prepared
to se II us TOP-compatible equipment. "
An infor mal survey by Hewlett-Packa rd of 38
Fortune 1000 discrete- and process-manufacturing companies provides a more compre hensive
vision of the technology's futu re in those environments. The survey indicates that at least 39

MAP networks with a total of 1,040 nodes will
be operational in 1986 (not counting those implemented by GM , the largest user) . Next year ,
acco rdi ng to the survey, the number of MAP
netwo rks should swell to 316 and contain 10,809
nodes . The companies polled further indicated
that these networks will be connected via gateways , bridges or ro uters to PBXes and to networks based on 802.3 baseba nd protocols, IBM

How the OSI layers stack up
The International Standards Organization's open
systems interconnection's seven layers of specifications reflect various networking requirements:

APPLICATION LAYER
Common Appllcatlon Service Elements (CASE)
•Handles remote log-in
•Sets up associations to named peers and agrees
on the semantics of the information to be exchanged
•Handles Commitment, Concurrency and Recovery (CCR)
Specific Appllcatlon Service Elements (SASE)
•File Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM)
•Basic Class Virtual Terminal (BCVT)
•Forms class virtual terminal
•Message handling
•Editable text and document exchange
•Job Transfer and Manipulation (JTM)
•Directory service
•Database access and update
•Editable graphics exchange
•Operating system command and response language
•Industry protocols developed by special-interest
groups, e.g ., for banking , invoice, real-time process-control and inventory
PRESENTATION LAYER
•Negotiates concrete transfer syntax (bit-encodings) for character sets, text strings , images and
other data types to be exchanged
•Specifies syntaxes for transf~r
•Handles session services pass-through (passing
Session services to the Application Layer after
transfer syntax is negotiated)

SESSION LAYER
•Maps addresses to names (users retain same
name if they move)
•Connection establishment and termination
•Data transfer
•Dialogue control (who speaks when, how long ,
half- or full-duplex)
•Synchronization between end-user tasks
68

•Graceful and abrupt closure
•Breaks up dialogue into different activities handled on one session connection

TRANSPORT LAYER
•Reliable end-to-end bit pipes (transport connections)
• Multiplexes end-user addresses onto network
•Handles end-to-end error detection and recovery
• Flow control
•Monitors quality of service
•May disassemble and reassemble session messages

NETWORK LAYER
•Sets up routes for packets to travel (establishes a
virtual circuit)
•Addresses network machines on the route
through which the packets travel
•May disassemble transport messages into packets and reassemble them at the destination
•Sends control messages to peer layers about
own status
•Congestion control (regulates flooding within the
network)
• Recognizes message priorities and sends messages in proper order
•Handles internetworking (both connection-oriented and connectionless)

DATA LINK LAYER
•Ensures reliable transfer of data across a single
link
•Adds flags to indicate beginning and end of messages
•Adds error-checking algorithms
•Makes sure data is not mistaken for flags (transparency mechanism)
•Provides access methods for local-area networks

PHYSICAL LAYER
voltages and electrical pulses
cables, connectors and components (into media)
collision detection for CSMA/CD access

•Handles
•Handles
terfaces
•Handles
method
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Is this an way to
feed ainto
your integrated
tans?
Here's how Telxon helps
Cobol-like TCAL language
to handle your most
you start data into your
challenging applications.
systems electronically, no
· · ·· - ··. Our documentation is commatter how remote the
plete, accurate, available.
location where it originates.
: ., ··- · ,:
Telxon PTCs. They
Pencil and paper won't
prompt. They edit. They transmit and receive
make it today. Even at the start. Now you
can collect, process, store, transmit real-time accurate, machine-readable data - to and
from your micro, mini or mainframe.
data on the spot.
Do you know us?
You can use Telxon Portable Tele-Transaction Computers (PTCs) to extend the reach
Call or write lllllllllllllJI
800-321-2424 ~~!'!~....
and control of your management informa(in Ohio call
tion network to the original transactions 800-222-3330).
in field, factory or warehouse.
Telxon, 3330
Telxon is the world leader in handheld
W Market Street,
computers, with 56 support and service
offices and a 24-hour hotline to back you up. Akron, Ohio
44313.
We have the power in hardware and our
'

Call or write for free video tape, "Telxon Portable Tele-Jfansaction
Computers ... The Systems Solution. · Spedfy 3/4", 1/2" VHS or Beta.

TE~f/Jll
Think what we can help you do.
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ALL OF THE TOP COMPUTER MAKERS ALREADY KNOW-

THE DIFFERENCE .BETWEEN HAVING
AN EXIDE ELECTRONICS UPS AND NOT
HAVING ITIS LIKE DAYAND NIGHT.
Each of the top 10 computer manufacturers uses Exide Electronics Uninterruptible Power Supplies for their power
protection. Because they know tnat not
having Exide Electronics' quality of
Rrotection can leave their computers in
the dark.
Reliability is the biggest reason
for choosing Exide Electronics-because
you want to know that your UPS will
work before you need it to work. But
that's not the only reason.
Just look at our Series 1000 ...
from 3 kVA to 10 kVA, no other manufacturer can pack this much power protection into such a small package. In fact,
there are thousands ofSeries 1000 UPS's
already installed. You can choose from
six different capacities, with multiple
voltage options and receptacles. And
each model is
about the size
of a twodrawerfiling
cabinet. So it
fits
nicely in•
to your office
or computer
•
room, quietly
protecting
your_power.
These
disttnguishseries 1000
ing features
~[;~~~':l~':n~ are the result
ofmorethan
twenty years of power
protection leadership. And a commitment to making sure that our products
are exactly what we say they are.

·--

Uninterruptible Power Suwlies.

If you want a UPS you can really
depend on, buy it from the company you
can really depend on. Exide Electronics.
Call us today at 1/800/554-3448. In North
Carolina,call 1/800/554-3449.

EXIDE -ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 58189, Raleigh, NC 27658, 919/872-3020, TLX 289968
In Canada, 5200 Dixie Rd.,Suite 20, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 1E4
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Corp. 's Systems Network Architecture and Digital Equipment Corp.'s DECnet.
It's a switch that major users, rather than
dominant suppliers, lay down the rules for standards. But, with this kind of pressure , and with
large numbers of Fortune 1000 and military
buyers in the United States and overseas , IBM
was one of the first suppliers to get OSI protocols up and running. This disproves any notion
that, for fear of losing face , IBM would never
implement OSI , staying exclusively with its own
SNA . Apparently , IBM is more concerned with
losing market share.
Vendors line up

DEC also has begun replacing its proprietary
Digital Network Architecture with OSI-standard
communications protocols . Meanwhile , Gould
Inc. has gone so far as to discontinue its proprie-

tary Modway network in favor of MAP/OSI. In
addition , Advanced Computer Communications, Industrial Networking Inc. , Intel Corp. ,
Motorola Inc. and Ungermann-Bass Inc . already
have OSI-based board-level and software products for the factory and/or office. What's more ,
Allen-Bradley Co., Charles River Data Systems
Inc., Concord Data Systems Inc. , Control Data
Corp., General Electric Co ., Honeywell Inc. ,
Sperry Corp. , Stratus Computers Inc. and Sun
Microsystems Inc. are only some of the companies that offer box-level systems and software to
execute OSI protocols. Yet another company,
Northern Telecom Inc., has begun to provide
OSI in its PBXes.
Commercial OSI product development is continuing at a fast pace. Within the year , OSI
products will be forthcoming from most large
computer manufacturers, network vendors and

How OSI, MAP ancl TOP differ
The open systems interconnection (OSI), Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) and Technical
and Office Protocol (TOP) are based on a sevenlayer model, defined by the International Standards
Organization. The protocols specify the rules, functions and services for machine access and communications across the network.
The two lowest layers (Physical and Data Link)
deal with physical connections, recognition of messages and some reliability chores. The five upper
layers (Network, Transport, Session, Presentation
and Application) handle internetworking, reliability,
connection management, presentation of inforll'!ation and meaning of information exchanged. Normally, each layer on a system uses the services of
the layer beneath it and communicates with the
corresponding (peer) layer on another system.
The three lower layers are specific to each type
of network, while the top three layers are networkindependent. Situated between them, the Transport
Layer resolves the differences among physical networks.
Unlike the OSI protocols, the MAP and TOP
standards are not intended to define new protocols.· Rather, they are recommendations and descriptions of existing and proposed standards and
of options within these standards.
MAP and TOP primarily specify OSI protocols.
However, portions of their specifications are based
on protocols defined by ANSI, IEEE, Comite Consultatif Internationale Telephonique et Telegraphique (CCITT), the Electronics Industries Association,
the National Bureau of Standards and the lnstruMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

ment Society of America. Where standards are still
emerging, or do not exist, they are being defin_ed
for MAP and TOP on an accelerated, custom basis
in order to provide required functionality that can
be implemented immediately. Many of these standards will eventually be proposed as OSI standards .
A comparison of MAP and TOP reveals that they
both specify the same OSI protocols at layers 2, 3,
4 and 5. These are IEEE's 802.2 logical-link protocol, Connectionless Network protocol (for message-routing and internetworking), Class 4 Transport protocol (for end-to-end data reliability) and
Session kernel (for name and address translation
and synchronization) .
MAP and TOP diverge, however, in their choice
of other OSI options at the bottom two layers. Oriented toward the factory floor, MAP specifies OSI
broadband coaxial cable as the physical (layer 1)
backbone media and the 802.4 (token bus) protocol's access methods and electrical and mechanical specifications for interfacing devices to a network. In contrast, TOP specifies baseband and
802.3 carrier sense multiple access with collision
detection (CSMNCD)-commonly used in office
environments.
OSI, MAP and TOP also differ in their messaging
protocols. CCITT's X.400 store-and-forward messaging protocol, which forms the basis of OSI office document protocols, is the messaging protocol
of choice for TOP's office environments. Because
storing or forwarding mail for robots in a factory
environment is not applicable, MAP defines its own
real-time messaging .protocol.
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© TeleVideo.
I98(i Qume
Cor~'fg~
are registered trademarks.
Wyse
a

It took vision to create an instrument so versatile
it could go froIIl boogie to Bart6k.
In 1840, A. J. Sax created the
potential for musical forms
he'd never even heard. We
give you the same kind of
potential with the new QVT
119 PLUS- The most powerful
ASCII terminal you can buy.
And the most beautiful.
So make your own kind of
music. Dual microprocessors
give you more speed than
you11 ever need. And the abil......_______ _ _ _r_eyes.
_ _. ity to support two hosts lets
you retrieve and manipulate data almost
any way you want.
Software compatibility includes
TeleVideo, IBM 3101, and emulation of
the Wyse WY-50.
You also get the power of 44 programmable functions. Double-high,
double-wide characters. Horizontal
scrolling. 80 or 13 2 columns. Four pages
of memory.
And with the resources ofITT Qume
behind you, you have the backing of
a full orchestra. To find out more, call
800-223-2479 or write 2350 Qume
Drive, San Jose, CA 95131. ITT Qume.
The company with peripheral vision.
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communications companies (see Table). Many of
these products are expected to run under UNIX.
In addition, 41 companies (the total at press
time) , including IBM, have formed the Corporation for Open Systems (COS), a non-profit consortium , to accelerate the delivery of OSI products and to devise methods to ensure

011 PROTOCOL IMPUMINTATIONI MULTIPLY
When available
Company

Second
half 1986

By first
half 1986

Advanced Computer
Communications
720 Santa Barbara St.
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101
(805) 963-9431
Circle 3n

network, transport, session,
presentation,
FTAM, CASE,
802.4

Allen-Bradley Co.
747 Alpha Drive
Highland Heights, Ohio 44143
(216) 449-6700
Circle 338

network, transport, session,
CASE, FTAM

AT&T Information Systems
1 Speedwell Ave.
Morristown, N.J. 07960
(201) 898-3278
Circle 339
Bridge Communications Inc.
2081 Stierling Road
Mountain View, Calif. 94043
(415) 969-4400
Circle 340

network,
transport, session, FTAM,
CASE, directory, 802.3,
802.4
network,
transport

session, virtu·
al terminal

Burroughs Corp.
1 Burroughs Place
Detroit, Mich. 48232
(313) 972-7000
Circle 341
Charles River
Data Syatems Inc.
983 Concord St.
Framingham, Mass. 01701
(617) 626-1000
Circle 342

802.3

network,
transport, session, FTAM,
CASE,
directory

Codex Corp.
20 Cabot Blvd.
Mansfield, Mass. 02048
(617) 364-2000
Circle 343
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. network,
transport,
802.2

Concord Data
Systems Inc.
303 Bear Hill Road
Waltham, Mass. 02154
(617) 890-1394
Circle 344

network; trans- CASE, FTAM,
port, classes 2 directory
and 4; session; 802.2;
802.4

Concurrent Computer Corp.
2 Crescent Place
Oceanport, N.J. 07757
(201) 870-4500
Circle 345

network; transport, class 3

Control Data Corp.
8100 34th Ave., S.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55440
(612) 931-3131
Circle 346

network

network, transport, session,
FTAM, X.400

interoperability. The COS is under the umbrella
of the Computer Communication Industries Association.
Even though a large sponsoring consortium of
protocol adopters with market clout is essential
to the success of an OSI standard, it's been the
development and approval of the protocols that
have paced its progress. The seven layers of OSI
protocols are specified and approved by numerous countries , computer manufacturers, network
vendors and communications carriers participating in the ISO community. Each protocol must
be approved as a draft proposal , a draft international standard and an international standard
before it becomes an ISO standard .
Getting approval hasn't been easy . When a
group of experts representing different opinions
and interests meet to agree on how to change
complex rules, teeth gnashing and skirmishing
over proposals are bound to occur. But , over
time, the experts find points of compromise .
Thus, many OSI proposals for layers 1 through
5 have become finalized in the form of ISO
standards. These layers are Physical, Data Link ,
Network, Transport and Session. Many upperlevel protocols for layers 6 and 7 (Presentation
and Application) have reached, or are about to
reach, draft international standard status.
But the closer the end appears, the farther
away it gets . Several reasons exist for this apparent contradiction. First, standardization in one
area tends to breed a taste for standardization in
other areas. For example, the National Bureau
of Standards is spearheading a recently formed
working group to specify spreadsheet formats for
communications purposes.

The impact of ISDN
Second, major changes are oi:curring in communications technologies and in the network
services they deliver. Prominent among proposed technologes is ISON (Integrated Services
Digital Network), and Robert Blackshaw, senior
consultant at Omnicom Inc., Vienna, Ya., predicts that ISO may have to redo or extend the
OSI Transport Layer protocol in order to accommodate ISDN's capabilities. Applicable from
local to internationally scaled wide-area networks (WAN), ISON is the network system
design that promises universal interfaces for all
kinds of digital communications with the flexibility to accommodate new equipment types and
applications.
Whether ISON will eventually replace all
other communications technologies, or whether
it can eve r be achieved at all, is not yet clear.
However, many large corporate buyers in Europe and in the United States (not just the
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986
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Start with the right touch.
Finish with a great design.

Incorporating a touch activated display
into your system shouldn't be an afterthought. Adding touch is the best way to
make your product truly interactive, easier
to use, and better suited for the real world.
It's no wonder that touch is growing in
popularity. And used in a wide range of
applications-from interactive video displays in stores, banks , airports, and hotels
to specialized systems in hospitals, training
facilities, and factories .
But it's important to add the right touch.
That's why Carroll Touch developed the
Smart-Framem line of low-cost scanning
infrared touch systems. Featuring a powerful, built-in microcomputer, these add-in
units provide exceptional functionality and
reliability at the right price. Just the right
touch for a great design.
Discover more about Smart-Frame
products. Contact Carroll Touch today.

a subs1d1ary of AMP Incorporated

In Touch with Technology

PO. Box 1309
Round Rock , TX 78680
512/244-3500, Telex 881906
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Carroll Touch and Smart-Frame are
trademarks of Carroll Touch. Inc.

Presentation graphics on paper and overhead transparencies are
easy and fast applications.

Facit 4544 Multicolor Flexhammer printer challenges your software creativity. It can even print full-color camera pictures.

The 148-column width gives you full color pictures from your
screen dumps and CAD systems.

As a demand document printer the Facit 4544 eliminates paper

waste.

THE PRINTING COLORBOX FOR
YOUR SOFTWARE CREATIVITY
The Facit 4544 F1exhammer Multicolor Printer
concept will add further dimensions to your system.
The all-perfect, non-deteriorating printouts define it
as your ultimate printer for large-volume quality printouts, with 100% duty cycle. To operate either as a 225480 cps TEXT PRINTER with a repertoire of up to 512
characters (including optical readable OCR-A and
OCR-B digits), or as a LABEL PRINTER with variable-size
characters and bar codes with LOGMARS capability.
The multicolor versatility of the Facit 4544 makes
it a printing colorbox equal to any challenge offered by
your software creativity. As a GRAPHICS PRINTER it zips
out any type of curve, diagram, map and picture with
mixable, industry-compatible colors.
Accepting media sizes up to A3 (ANSI B), it will
also give you full color pictures and flow charts from

your screen-dumps and CAD systems.
Furthermore, as a DEMAND DOCUMENT PRINTER the
Facit 4544 will not waste one single form. Just tear off
where the next form begins - you can start your printout as close as 3/4" (17.5 mm) from the top of the
form.
But, the Facit 4544 will save you a lot more than
just paper. Experience the full-color potential of your
system at your nearest Facit representative.
The Fadt 4544 is also available in a 2-color version, the Fadt 4542.
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Head Office: Facit AB, S-17291 Sundbyberg. Sweden. Phone: (8) 7643000
USA: Facit Inc. P.O. Box 334, Merrimack. NH 03054. Phone: (603) 424-8000
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telephone companies) have begun planning for
ISON and purchasing new equipment based on
these plans. Again, when major customers seem
to be determining standards , it is important for
OEMs and value-added resellers to consider the
divergences between ISON and OSI when planning products.
OSI's internetworking activities in the last
year already reflect ISON's impact. OSI provides two different methods of interconnection
in the Network Layer. One method , the socalled area networking protocol approach , is
typically used to link LANs. The other method
enhances or modifies all interconnected subnetworks, so that they all offer exactly the same
service, and then connects them so they appear
as a single homogeneous network.
ISO previously focused most of its internetworking emphasis on the area networking protocol approach. In the wake of the ensuing protocol development , interconnected MAP-type
networks became the hot items for product
development and user planning.
Anticipating circuit-switched ISON capabilities and the new generation of microprocessorcontrolled high-speed switches that handle both
packet-switched and circuit-switched networks,
attention has shifted to integrating LANs with
packet-switched and circuit-switched networks.
For example, ISO revised the internal organization of the Network Layer (ISO 8648) . This layer
allows system integrators to more easily understand how to use the protocol and to achieve
homogeneous networking service over several
different underlying technologies.
In addition, several mixing and matching network protocols have been proposed or ironed
out. Such schemes specify, for example, how to
use Comite Consultatif Internationale Telephonique et Telegraphique (CCITT) X.25 packet-switching protocols on top of LANs, coupling
X.25 with the OSI Network Layer and reliably
transmitting from WANs to local networks . Still
missing , however, is a protocol that handles
reliable transmission in the other directionfrom local networks to WANs.
Unfortunately, the problem of how to handle
reliable internetworking between LANs and
WANs has plagued ISO. The functions involved
are part of the Network (commonly called " Internet'') and Transport protocols. These protocols provide two diverse networking techniques:
the connection-oriented or virtual-circuit approach and the connectionless or datagram
mode . What's more, the choice of a technique
has economic and political implications.
On the one side, AT&T Co. , the European
network providers and IBM are vigorously lobMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

bying for the connection-oriented mode because
their economic and/or political interests are at ·
stake. On the other side, almost all computer
manufacturers and network vendors have an
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Data General Corp.
4400 Computer Drive
Westboro. Mass. 01580
(617) 366-8911
Clrcle 347

802.3

network.
transport

session.
FTAM. X.400,
802.4. 802.5

Digital Equipment Corp.
146 Main St.
Maynard, Mass. 01754
(617) 897-5111
Circle 348

network, trans- session,
FTAM, CASE,
port. 802.3
X.400, 802.4

Company

network.
transport, session. FTAM,
CASE. X.400,
802.3, 802.4

Excelan Inc.
2180 Fortune Drive
San Jose. Calif. 95131
(408) 434-2300
Circle 349
General Electric Co.
Data and Information
Systems Division
12020 Sunset Hills Road
Reston. Va. 22095
(703) 478-6000
Circle 350

transport, ses- network,
sion , CASE
FTAM.
directory

Gould Inc.
Information Systems Section
6901 W. Sunrise Blvd.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33310
(305) 587-2900
Circle 351

network. transport. session .
FTAM, CASE

Hewlett-Packard Co.
8020 Foothills
Roseville. Calif. 95678
(800) 367-4772
Circle 352

network. transport. session,
FTAM, CASE,
X.400, 802.2,
802.3, 802.4

Honeywell Information
Systems Inc.
Honeywell Plaza
Minneapolis, Minn. 55408
(612) 870-5200
Circle 353

custom network. transport, session,
FTAM

IBM Corp.
1133 Westchester Ave.
White Plains. N.Y. 10604
(914) 765-1900
Circle 354

on Series/1:
network. transport, session,
FTAM. CASE,
directory; on
370s-in
Europe only:
transport,
session

Industrial Networking Inc.
3990 Freedom Circle
Santa Clara. Calif. 95052
(408) 496-0111
Circle 355

network, transport, session ,
FTAM, CASE.
802.4

Intel Corp.
3065 Bowers Ave.
Santa Clara. Calif. 95051
(408) 987-8080
Circle 356

network, transport. session,
FTAM. CASE.
directory

network. transport. session,
FTAM
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economic interest in insisting on the connectionless approach. And the DOD has its own reasons, including security and communications survivability, for favoring the connectionless mode.
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When available
Company

By first
half 1986

Second
half 1986

LISP Machine Inc.
Suite 900
6033 W. Country Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045
(213) 642-1116
Circle 357

network, transport , session ,
FTAM, CASE ,
directory

McDonnell Douglas
Computer Systems Co.
P.O. Box 19501
Irvine, Calif. 92713
(714) 250-1000
Circle 358

virtual
terminal

Motorola Inc.
Communications Sector
Systems Division
1301 E. Algonquin Road
Schaumburg, Ill. 60196
(312) 397-1000
Clrcie 359

network, trans- session,
B02.3
FTAM, CASE,
port, B02.4
directory

network,
transport, session, FTAM,
CASE

National Semiconductor Corp.
675 Almanor St.
Sunnyvale, Calif. 95051
(40B) 737-5000
Circle 491

B02.3

NCR Corp.
1700 S. Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, Ohio 45479
(513) 445-5000
Circle 360

network, trans- X.400
port, session,
FTAM

Northern Telecom Inc.
2100 Lakeside Blvd.
Richardson. Texas 750B1
(BOO) 32B-BBOO, Ext. 49B
Circle 361

X.400 (standalone)

X.400 (interconnected)

B02.3

Prime Computer Inc.
Prime Park, Mail Stop 15-26
Natick, Mass. 01760
(617) 655-BOOO
Circle 362
Siemens Energy &
Automation Inc.
Programmable Controls Division
10 Technology Drive
Centennial Park
Peabody. Mass. 01960
(BOO) 322-7224
Circle 363
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network.
transport, session, FTAM.
CASE,
directory

Sperry Corp.
Information Systems Group
P.O. Box 500
Mail Station B-700
Blue Bell. Pa. 19424
(215) 542-4011
Circle 364

custom network, transport, session

Stratus Computer Inc.
55 Fairbanks Road
Marlborough, Mass. 01752
(617) 460-2000
Circle 365

network; transport, class 4;
session, BCS;
FTAM ; CASE;
directory

X.400

transport,
classes 0-3;
session. BAS
and BSF;
X.400

So , to understand how OSI networks and
subsystems evolve, you need to understand some
details both about the two OSI networking techniques and about the economic and political
ramifications involved in adopting either.
Connection-oriented networking determines
and establishes in advance the links between
geographically distant machines. All transmitted
data flow over these paths as sequential data
packets. Overly large data packets are divided
into smaller ones for transmission and then
reassembled , using packet-sequence numbers at
the network's receiving end .
The connection-oriented service does not include specific internetworking or routing capabilities. It has traditionally been provided by
European network carriers and many WANs and
value-added networks in the United States.
In contrast , the connectionless-mode service
sends single data packets , unsequenced and unrelated to previously or subsequently transmitted packets. It interests local-network system
designers and integrators because local networks
transmit single, independent data packets.
Sequence numbers and other reliability co ntrols provided by connection-oriented networks
are not needed for many internetwork communications because local networks, such as Ethernets , have inherently low error rates. But, as
such controls are needed for internetworking,
local-network vendors want those controls
added at the Transport Layer.
To accommodate diverse WANs and LANs,
the final compromised version of the Transport
Layer standard offers five classes of transport
service (classes 0 through 4) that provide minimum to maximum reliability functions. Implementors can choose transport classes based on
their needs and on whether they already have
reliabil ity controls at another layer. Howeve r,
without special facilities, networks that use different transport classes can communicate with
each other only at the lowest common denominator of reliability.
For the DOD, communications survivability,
particularly during military crises , is the overriding network requirement. The DOD feel s that
this requirement is best provided by the connectionless t ransmission service , for several reasons.
The connectionless service supports adaptive
routing. And network operation is simpler because most bookkeeping and message-integrity
controls are performed at the terminal ends
rather than in the network. In addition, connection-orie nted networks entail a large amount of
overhead , which increases network complexity
and , therefore , the chance for failure .
Only after the ISO specified connectionlessMINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 19B6

Jon Garman, Director of Product Engineering
Workstation Division,
Sun Microsystems, Inc.

When Sun Microsystems
began looking at Multibus disk and
.
. tape controllers for their high performance
engineering workstations, they demanded a lot.
"We needed a fast Multibus SMD disk controller, one
that co~ld read fast drives, like the Fujitsu Eagle, at full
speed, says Sun Director Jon Garman. '7he boards we
were evaluating simply couldn't measure up. n
That's when Sun discovered Xylogics.
"Getting Xylogics' 440 controllers operational with
Sun's workstations was a positive experience, nGarman
r~members. What th~ manual said, the Xylogics boards
did, and the software interface was simple to use.
"~~had our first Xylogics board up and running with
UNIX mJUSt fo~r hours. It was quite phenomenal, n he says.
.
Next, Sun integrated the Xylogics 450 in
its second-generation family of
workstations because it was
the fastest, most reliable
Multibus board they could find.
"From the start, our number
one concern has been performance, nsays Garman. "But just

as important is
the support Xylogics gives
.
us. They've always been very responsive.
They /Jsten. And take us seriously. We have a close
working relationship: engineering to engineering and
management to management. They've always delivered
on their promises."
Xylogics' newest product, the 751 VME controller is
now being integrated into Sun's third generation of w~rk
stations, The Sun-3 Series.
Little wonder that Xylogics is the secret behind virtually every supermicro and workstation company. Or that
nearly half ?fall high performance Multibus disk and tape
controllers in use today are Xylogics.
Find out how Xylogics performance, reliability and
~upport ?an be part of your success story. Call or write for
information about our complete line of Multibus and VME
bus products.

THE SECRET'S OUT.

)xy1ogicsJ
Your Partner For Performance
144 Middlesex Turnpike
Burlington, Massachusetts 01803
(617) 272-8140
Kevin Gonor, Xylogics and Jon Garman ,
Sun Microsystems, with Sun-3/ 160 C
Color Workstation
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mode-in addition to connection-oriented-protocols could the DOD consider adopting OSI
protocols. The connectionless internetworking
protocols and network service definitions have
been approved as international standards. Now,
the DOD must resolve its quandry about whether its networking future lies with OSI or TCP/IP.
On the one hand, the DOD would like to use
commercial standards , wherever possible, to
gain the price, training and development economies supported by off-the-shelf products. Facilitating a migration to OSI is the fact that the OSI
Network and Transport protocols also are very
similar to the DOD's TCP/IP.
On the other hand, " similar" is not " same."
For example, the OSI and DOD internet protocols differ in their addressing schemes. However, the DOD admits that its internet protocol
addressing scheme is more limited than the
newer OSI scheme and says it will modify its
addressing scheme to be consistent with OSI. In
addition, although the OSI Transport protocol
provides the same services as the DOD's TCP, it
provides them in a different manner.
Last year, to help figure out what to do about
TCP/IP versus the ISO Transport and Network
protocols, the National · Academy of Sciences
chartered a committee to study the issues and
make recommendations. The committee recommended that DOD drop TCP/IP and migrate as
quickly as possible to the ISO protocols, without
jeopardizing national security, even in the face
of potentially high conversion costs.
- "The DOD is in agreement with the report,"
says Martin Thompson, ,associate director for
interoperability and standards at the Defense
Communications Agency, the executive agency
for DOD protocol development. " We are moving as quickly as we can toward use of the OSI
standards."
Thompson explains that the DOD is now in
agreement with CCITT's X.25 and OSI's Internet and class 4 Transport protocols. It is currently working with the National Bureau of Standards to incorporate some of its unique
requirements, such as security, into the higher
layers.
"We intend to have a dual standard for a
couple of years and migrate completely to the
international standard in five or six years,"
Thompson says. " We want to let the procurements specify either OSI or TCP/IP. It then
would be the vendor's choice as to what to bid ,
but the user's choice as to what to procure. We
hope the user would procure the protocols that
were most cost-effective , and we expect that
these would be the OSI protocols, because they
are the ones used most in industry. " Thompson
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

adds: "I think TCP/IP, 10 years out, will be
gone."
A new draft proposal specifies the use of X.25

011 PllOTOCOL IMPUMINTATIONS MULTIPLY
When available
Company
Sun Microsystems Inc.
2500 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, Calif. 94043
(415) 960-1300

By first
half 1986

Second
half 1986

1987

network, trans- CASE, directoport, session, ry, 802.4
FTAM, 802.2,
802.3

Clrcle 366
Syros Inc.
1050 E. Southern
Tempe, Ariz. 85282
(602) 897-2399

network, transport, session,
FTAM, CASE

Clrcle 387
Tandem Computers Inc.
19333 Vallee Parkway
Cupertino, Calif. 95014-2599
(408) 725-6000

transport,
classes 0-3

Circle 388

Texas Instruments
P.O. Box 225012
Mail Station 57
Dallas, Texas 75265
(214) 995-2011

Circle 369
3Com Corp.
1365 Shorebird Way
P.O. Box 7390
Mountain View, Calif. 94039
(415) 961-9602

network;
transport,
class 4; session, BCS and
BAS; FTAM;
CASE;
directory

traditional
computers:
network, transport, session,
CASE, 802.2,
802.4
transport,
class O; session; 802.3;
802.5; X.400

for artificial intelligence: network, transport, session,
FTAM, CASE
network;
transport,
class 4

Circle 370
Touch Communications Inc.

TOP-oriented:
network,
transport, session, presentation (context
management
subset), FTAM
(full OSI
version)

10 Victor Square
Scotts Valley, Calif. 95066
(408) 438-4800

Circle 371

Ungermann-Bess Inc.
2560 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara, Calif. 95050
(408) 496-0111

network, transport, session,
FTAM, CASE,
802.5

Circle 372
Wang Laboratories Inc.

network; transport, classes 0,
3, and 4; session, BCS and
BAS; FTAM;
X.400

1 Industrial Ave.
Mail Stop 1307B
Lowell, Mass. 01851
(617) 459-5000

Circle 373
The Wollongong Group
1129 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303
(415) 962-7200
Circle 374

Xerox Corp.
800 Long Ridge Road
P.O. Box 1600
Stamford, Conn. 06904
(203) 329-8700

network; trans- FTAM, CASE
port, class 4

session, presentation, TOP
applications

802.3

network, transport. session ,
802.2

X.400

Circle 375
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Lack of
agreement on
addressing
and routing
protocols has
stalled the
completion of
the
specification
for
lnternetworking
techniques.

on top of LANs. AT&T is its strongest advocate,
which is not surprising considering the connection-oriented, WAN-based telecommunications
sources of its revenue. In an attempt to keep the
traffic on the phone wires, AT&T has been
trying to persuade GM to go with an X.25
connection-oriented approach to networking
their plants.
This campaign has been moderately successful, according to AT&T and IBM salespeople.
But even this success might not have been possible if AT&T had not picked up support from
such big players in computerization as IBM and
Electronic Data Systems (EDS), the system integration/data processing group within GM.
IBM advocates a connection-oriented approach because its existing networking systems
are connection-oriented. EDS supports the same
approach because its thinking is often IBMoriented. Because an AT&T-IBM combination is
tough to beat, a number of other computer
manufacturers are banding together to avoid
being crushed by the juggernaut.
Addressing and routing lack agreement

Lack of agreement on addressing and routing
protocols has stalled the completion of the specification of internetworking techniques. Clearly,
transmitted computer data needs to know where
to go before finding out how to get there.
Therefore, standards designers felt they could
not specify a routing protocol until they first got
together on addressing. After a slow start, agreements on addressing zipped to a conclusion, and
a Network-Layer addressing scheme was recently approved as an international standard.
Specification of an addressing protocol was
slow-going because many compromises were required. For example, routing in Europe is done
by public data networks using geographical addressing schemes recommended by the CCITT.
However, large , multinational corporations and
organizations, such as GM, IBM, Chase Manhattan Bank and NATO, did not wish to be
subsumed under public networks. CCITT's
three incompatible addressing schemes posed a
futher complication.
The OSI finally agreed on a hierarchical
scheme that is not geographically oriented. It
subsumes different addressing schemes under a
top-level addressing structure. The top-level
structure indicates the type of address, such as
X.121 (the X.25 public data numbering), X.69
(used in Telex), E163 (used in public telephone
networks) and ISO 6523 (used for private, multinational organizations) .
CCITT's incompatibility problem was solved
by assigning CCITT three top-level addresses to
82

accommodate X.121, E164 (used for publicswitched telephone networks), and E165 (for use
in ISDN networks). The ISO 6523 private-identification scheme allows multinational organizations, once identified, to escape into proprietary
addressing methods.
Specifying routing standards presents a more
highly charged situation than addressing did, and
it will take more time to work out, because
"routing is where the money is," says David
Oran, network architect at DEC. Oran is a
member of the ANSI X353 and X353 .3 committees on Data Communications and on the Network Layer. How routing is done affects the
purse of every country, telecommunication carrier, computer manufacturer and user. Customer
charges are related to the time and amount of
data on a network, and money available for
equipment purchases is related to ongoing costs.
To simplify the specification process , the
United States has proposed that the routing
problem be tackled in two parts. One part would
specify how end systems, such as telephones or
terminals, talk to intermediate systems, such as
PBXes, for routing purposes. The second would
resolve how the intermediate systems communicate.
A U .S. proposal for solving the first part of
the routing problem has been accepted as a
working draft. It doesn't provide a complete
picture of how to perform routing in a global
environment, but it does specify how end systems should locate and identify themselves to the
intermediate systems or gateways necessary to
take data from a local to a remote point. ANSI is
now working on the second part of the puzzle:
the intermediate system, or relay-to-relay , protocol.
Still needed for interoperability are the upper
level protocols that establish a connection and
handle the presentation and meaning of information exchanged over a network. ISO has approved many of these . Others are nearing approval.
Several key questions remain unanswered. For
example, can the ISO keep mediating everyone's
differences so that all the protocols are approved? What upper level protocols are needed
for different applications? Will the networks
really operate together when the protocols are
implemented and the machines plugged in?
The answers will determine whether products
conforming to OSI protocols will consitute a
D
profitable industry for years to come.
Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 730 Medium 731 Low 732
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Last year, people like you got away with
nearly $200 million from us.

Hewlett-Packard's VAR discounts added up to some pretty good
getaway money. Enough for a lot of trips to exotic, faraway places.
Take a look at Hewlett-Packard's commercial VAR Program and
think how far you could go.
It offers discounts up to 35% on HP 3000 computers and
peripherals. 40% discounts on demo/development systems. 10% credits on
system upgrades if your customer decides to upgrade through us.
Of course, Hewlett-Packard's commercial VAR Program offers
more than discounts. For instance, service and support that have given HP
a worldwide reputation.
And now the program is even more profitable.
We've raised
- - - - - - - - - - the entry discount on the
The HP Program
HP3000 Series 37 minifor Value-Added Resellers
computer to 25%. We've
also increased the memory
0 Send me information on your commercial VAR
program and the HP 3000 Series 37.
to 1 MB and added HP instalI D Have an HP representative call me right away.
lation, all for a lower system price of
Name!Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$21,860 (before quantity discounts). I Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
So first get it all from I Address
H 1 p k d Th
City/State/Zip, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ew ett- ac ar . en get away
I Phone
Market _ _ _ __
from it all.
Mail to: Bob Hall, Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 694C,

I

10520 Ridgeview Court, Cupertino, CA 950141so2so3

F//0'9 HEWLETT
© 1986 Hewlett-Packard Company
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When you specify Princeton Graphic Systems Monitors,
you can be confident you've made the right choice. The
industry recognizes Princeton as a name that stands for
outstanding product performance, value, and support.
Product Performance-Princeton high resolution
monitors earn their reputation for dependability. Strict
quality manufacturing standards and superb engineering combine to produce a superior performance monitor. A Princeton monitor adds a quality image to your
system.
Value-Proven market acceptance has made Princeton
a leader in the monitor industry. You can expect Princeton
Graphic'Systems to deliver value in both price and per-

formance. For the second year in a row, our HX-12 high
resolution RGB color monitor has been voted the best
in the world.*
Customer Sensitivity-Our expert industrial sales
team can provide you with a full line of quality, dependable monitors to meet all your system requirements. And
stand behind you with strong customer support.
For more details and information, please call Princeton's
Industrial Sales Department-800-221-1490 ext. 721
(609-683-1660 in NJ only). Telex: 821402PGSPRIN.
Princeton Graphic Systems, 601 Ewing Street, Bldg. A,
Princeton, NJ 08540.
•PC World Magazine "World Class PC Contest" for 1984 and 1985.
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SMALL BUSINESSES
BOLSTER PC SALES
A survey of U.S. companies reveals that small businesses
represent a potentially lucrative market
for personal computer manufacturers and value-added resellers
Gene R. Talsky

IBM TO INCRIASI SHARI IN
PIRSONAL COMPUTIR MARKIT

Contributing Editor

If corporate America buys the computers it
says it plans to, the installed base of personal
computers (i.e., single-user microcomputers)
could grow 30 to 40 percent this year.
Although large and mid-size companies employ mainframes and minicomputers as their
primary business computers, they use microcomputers and personal computers for departmental
and application-specific tasks. Therefore, these
companies' buying plans significantly affect the
PC market. However, sales to small businesses
account for more than half of the total dollar
value of the microcomputer market.
A continuing survey of buying plans bears this
out. So far , more than 147,000 interviews with
small businesses-classified here as those with
more than 10 employees and whose primary
computers, if any, are microcomputers or personal computers-have been conducted by
Focus Research Systems Inc., West Hartford,
Conn. Their ongoing research in office automation reveals that less than 60,000 (40 percent) of
the interviewed small businesses had computers
in 1985. However, more than 21 ,000 companies
of the entire survey field said they planned to
buy computers in the next 12 months. In fact,
their budgeted expenditure for computers exceeds $575 million , with 80 percent of the spending intended by companies with under 100 emExtrapolating
these
actual
ployees.
small-business plans indicates that as much as $6
billion or more may be spent on computers by
small businesses nationwide.
Although larger corporations once bought
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986
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IBM continues to dominate the personal
computer market and is expected to control
57 percent by the end of this year. Zenith
has gained significant market share primarily by virtue of IRS and Air Force contracts .
personal computers by the thousands, their
planned purchases for the coming year average
just over 24 units. Still, the dominance of this
market segment by IBM Corp. continues to
grow. In businesses of all size , IBM personal
computers represent more than 64 percent of
planned personal computer purchases. That
would increase IBM's overall personal computer
85
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market share to almost 58 percent. IBM has
been only slightly less successful at penetrating
just the small-business segment, with less than a
43 percent share last year , but they are expected
to increase their share to 57 percent this year.
Here's to the winners

Based upon the
buying plans of
147,000 companies interviewed
in 1985, Apple,
Tandy and DEC
stand to lose
market share,
while IBM, Zenith, HP and
Wang will gain.

As a result of continually improving their
personal computer product lines, Zenith Data
Systems and Hewlett-Packard Co., after IBM,
will earn the most significant increases in market
share, if companies follow through with buying
intentions. Zenith continues to dominate governmental personal computer sales , especially to
federal agencies. Their recent contracts with the
Internal Revenue Service for as many as 18,000
portable personal computers and with the Air
Force for up to 90,000 personal computers represent potential revenue in excess of $600 million.
HP's Vectra line of IBM PC/AT-compatible personal computers offers impressive performance
at competitive prices and is receiving a better
reception than did its earlier HP 150 line.
According to Focus Research, sales of personal computers made by Wang Laboratories Inc.
should this year be running at a 25 percent
higher rate than in 1985. And Compaq Computer Corp. will continue to hold its own, retaining
a 3 percent share of the personal computer
market. It remains to be seen whether the recently introduced Portable II will open markets
for Compaq or simply subtract from purchases of
Compaq's Portable 286 models.
Unless Apple Computer Inc. releases new
products and improves its marketing strategies ,
the company stands to lose ground in 1986. The
desktop publishing market-thought to be po-
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tentially lucrative for Apple's popular LaserWriter printer and Macintosh computer-is not developing fast enough. This lag gives competitors
time to develop MS-DOS-based systems to challenge the Apple-DOS-based early entrants . In
fact, ClickArt "personal publisher" from T l
Maker Co. , Mountain View , Calif. , provides
IBM-compatible systems desktop-publishing capabilities equal to those of the Macintosh.
Tandy Corp. may also lose ground this yea r,
from its 3 percent market share in 1985 . However, its belated recognition of the MS-DOS standard (seen in the Intel Corp. 8088-based 1000 and
1200 models and the 80286-based 3000) coupled
with aggressive pricing and promotion may turn
it around.
Othe r major players whose share is slipping to
IBM include TeleVideo Systems Inc., Texas Instruments and Xerox Corp. Tele Video's primary
products, terminals, are under increasingly competitive price pressure, and the company has not
been promoting its personal computer products
as vigorously as last year. Texas Instruments
continues to stress engineering over marketing ,
creating good products that haven't sold well .
Having had limited success at the low end , TI is
betting on the introduction of its new 1500 series
of 32-bit , multiuser systems. For its part, Xerox
has restructured its sales organization and introduced several new products-including a desktop publishing system with a low-cost laser printer-in efforts to reverse the decline. Finally ,
Digital Equipment Corp. should slip slightly in
sales of its Rainbow and Professional series of
personal computers.
AT off to a slow start

A number of factors contribute to the failure
of PC/AT to dominate the personal computer
market as expected: lack of 100 percent software
compatibility with the PC and the PC/XT ; the
availability of higher performance, cheaper AT
clones; and buyers' anticipation of a higher performance AT from IBM , which was announced
in April.
In any case, planned purchases of XTs were
outnumbering ATs by more than 2-to-l at the
end of last year. This preference shows in all
corporate-market segments. What's more , competitive AT-compatible systems sport faster processors and better displays than does the AT , and
most of these clones are more software-compatible and lower priced than before, thereby limiting IBM's success. IBM 's recent AT price reductions are an effort to arrest this erosion.
Not surprisingly, in larger corporations which
use personal computers, according to Focus Research , spreadsheets are the most widely used
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

Office Automation

UNIX-Based Systems

It's All Yours

Looking for reliable UNIX'" -based office
automation? It's time you looked at Fortune,
with a complete line of applications that all
work together.

All this sofrware runs on Fortune's highperformance, UNIX-based, multi-user
supermicro- expandable, upgradeable, and
remarkably easy to use. A single system can
handle up to 32 users. And Fortune:Link
connects up to 255 multi-user Fortune systems in a local area network. So that all the
users in an office can share all the information,
all the sofrware, and all the peripheralsall the time.

Fortune offers the ideal system for small to
large businesses. Or even corporate America.
And with five years' development and testing
and 50,000 workstations installed worldwide, you know it works. With Fortune
Systems, it's all together. Now.
For all the facts, send in this coupon today.

Fortune:Word-Wang'"-like word processing, international languages, and the
largest share of the UNIX word
processing market.
Multiplan°- for everything from number
crunching to"what-if."
Graphics-create your own business presentations, based on GSS'" standards.
Databases-over 15 of the most popular
available.
Fortune:Windows-cut and paste between
eight applications, all together on a
single screen.
Communications-to put you on-line with
practically any local or remote system.

UNIX isa 1radcmark. of AT&T Bd l Laboraroria. Wang isa tr.ldcmark of
Wang Labor.atorics., Inc .• M ultiplan and M S.. DOS arc registered trademarks
of Mkrosoft Corp.,GSS is :a tr.wicmark ofGraphics Sofiwart' Systems., Inc.,
IBM and IBM PC arc trademarks of lntcm:n ionaJ Business Mact-incs,Corp.
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MS-DOS" Compatibility
If you have IBM"'PCs• or
compatibles, Fortune: Works puts
them right into our network. And
Fortune's UNIX Coprocessor
card adds multi-user UNIX capability to your IBM PC. No need
to choose between your existing
investment and multi-user technology. Now they work together.
Vertical applications? Hundreds
ofUNIX-based sofrware packages
ru;i on a Fortune. And MS-DOS
compatibility means you can keep
all your old favorites, too.
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I D Tell;:;;:; how-;;}:omm-;;-;.cscller can have it all together.- l
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D Tell me how a Fortune user can get it all together.
Name
Company _ _ __ _ _ __ __

I

_ _ _ _ __

I
I
I
I

Address

cu,Phone

s,,,.,. _ _ z,p _ __
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a network thJ
Thanks to 3+.
The multi-user PC network operating
system that does everything you need it to do.
Like conform to all the standards. And
play all the greats. Ethernet. STARLAN. Token
Ring. AppleTalk. Peripherals like the HP Laserjet
and Apple LaserWriter Plus all the latest multiuser software such as dBASE ill Plus, RM/
Cobol and R:base 5000 Multi-User
Because 3+ doesn't "emulate" the
standards like other networking schemes. It
implements them. Exactly. Including the Microcom MNP protocol. The XNS protocols. The

Microsoft Redirector And, of course, PC/MSDOS 3.1.
In fact, 3+ gives you everything PC/MSDOS does. "Plus" a whole lot more. Such as
intemetworking. To link multiple local area networks over ordinary phone lines. And remote
PC access. For networking at home or on the road.
Electronic mail, too. To send information
to any user on any of your networks. Whether
they're across the building-or the country.
And if you're designing for the IBM
mainframe environment, get our 3+ 3270. And
you're into the corporate data bank.

J+ suppon or AppleTalk and Tok.en Ring will be aYailable in mid-1986. WordPtrfect is a 1rademark of SSI Software. Sidekick is a registered trademark or Borland International. Open Systems is a trademark or Open Systems, Inc .• a
UCCEL Company. Renex is a trc1demark orUorland/Analytica. Inc. dBASE Ill PLUS is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. Hayes is a registered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. Hcwleu-Packard is a registered tndemark and
L.ascrJet is a trademark ofHewlect P..tckard Company. IBM is a registered trademark and PC-DOS. AT and SNA are trademarks oflntemational Business Machines Corp. Xerox isa regislercd lradcmark.ofXcrox Corp. Mlcrosoft and
Multiplan 11.rc registered trademuk.s 11.nd MS-DOS is a trademark. of Microsoft Corp. COMPAQ is a regislered lrademark. and COMPAQ Desk.pro is a lrademark. of COMPAQ Computer Corp. Multi Mate is a trademark. ofMultiMate
lntema1iona.I. AT&T is a registered trademark and STARLAN is a lrademark. of AT&T. Lotus and 123 are registered trademartsofl..otus Development Corp. R:BASE Series is a trademark ofMtcrorim, lnc.
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atplays all the
We could go on. But you get the idea
The 3+ family is the most complete and compatible network operating software you can buy.
In fact, there's only one other thing
you'll want. A way to manage network communications, files, printers and backup.
We have that, too. In our 3Server family
of dedicated network servers. Each delivers
maximum network performance for 5 to 50 users.
Or; thanks to 3+ versatility, you can use
ordinary PC ATs or compatibles.
And remember; with us, you're not just
a customer. You're a partner. Fully supported

with competitive reseller margins. Regional sales
and service training. An engineering "hot line~'
And much more. All backed by 3Com, the most
experienced supplier of PC networking products.
So why settle for half a networking solution? Or a proprietary approach that locks you
into a dead end? Call now at415/960-9415.
Because in networking, there's only one
way you can have it all.

3Com·

TEA M-UP is a trademark orUnlimiled Processing, Inc. Higgins is a trademark ofConelic Systems. Inc.T he Bernoul li Box is a registered trademark of lOMEGA Corp. Great Plai ns isa trademark of Great Plains Software, Inc.

DataAex is a trademark of Data Access. Inc. Power-base is a trademark of Powerbase Systems. Inc. PROGRESS is a trademark of Data Language Corp. Oiablo is a registered trademark of Xerox Corp. 3Com is a registered trademark and
3+ and )Server are trademarks of 3Com Corporation. Telex is a registered trademark of Telex Corporation. ITT is a registered trademark and XTRA is a trademark of ITT System s, Inc. RM/Cobol is a trademark of Ryan-McFarland Corp.
ApplcTalk and LaserWriter arc trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc . Microcom 1s a trademark ofMicrocom. EasyP\us and SuperProjcct arc lrademarksofComputer Associales. fnc. Reve lation is a trademark of Cosmos, Inc.
Bridge Communications is a trademark of Bridge Communications.Texas lns1rumen1S is a trademark of Texas Ins1rumen1s. Inc. 0 1986 3Com Corporal ion .
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and you're ready to roll.
27 milliwatts. That's all it takes for standby mode on our FD-35 Series
3.5 inch floppy disk drives with the Power Saver option. And, in operation,
they consume a mere 1.72 watts average at read/write, and 2.90 watts average
at seek. These just happen to be the lowest numbers for any 3.5 inch drive.
This remarkable feat is made possible by the use of new custom LSI chips
with CMOS technology for more efficient control over all the drive functions.
For added reliability and accuracy we shortened the gap between the band
actuator and the head and included a more precise head position mechanism.
This means stable reading and writing, even at high track densities.
And, as if all that wererrt enough, wtve thrown in special
aluminum RF shielding to keep out noise pollution.
With the growing need for more portable
systems, 27 milliwatts is a load
anybody can carry.

PERSONAL COMPUTER HARDWARE

personal computer application, with more than
70 percent of them using Lotus Development
Corp. 's 1-2-3 . Word processing is the next most
widely used application, still dominated by Micropro International Corp.'s WordStar, which
outnumbers IBM 's own Displaywriter by more
than 2-to-1.
Less than one-fourth of larger corporations
use a database management system , with
Ashton-Tate's dBASE systems accounting for
more than one half of those users. Less than
one-fifth of larger businesses use graphics applications. Those that do produce half of their
graphics with Lotus 1-2-3, which does not generate presentation-quality output . Decision Resources' Chartmaster, with 3. 7 percent of the
market, is the only standalone graphics package
that has made any measurable inroads into the
graphics market for small businesses .
Unquestionably, graphics usage patterns offer
evidence that the real potential of this market is
elusive , at least at present. One problem lies in
the difficulty of using such software , which needs
to be simple to learn but must offer complex
layout and design features .
Additionally , while many hardware and software vendors promote graphics for monitor display, many users want presentation-quality
35mm slides and overhead transparencies , which
require a high-resolution color printer or plotter.
Unfortunately , there are no standard software
driver interfaces for these devices. So , each
separate software package requires output drivers for each device . Putting together compatible
microcomputers, graphics software , monitors ,
printers and plotters is a challenge even for
resellers and experienced users , let alone the
average business user. However, new systems
such as ClickArt and Harvard Business Graphics
from Software Publishing Corp. , Mountain
View , Calif., are significantly easier to use than
are most graphics packages, yet they' re sufficiently powerful.
VARs address small businesses

Manufacturers and larger resellers typically
structure their sa les efforts toward larger co rporations, those with the potential to buy large
quantities of hardware and software . Unquestionably , because of their large combined base of
installed machines and their volume purchases ,
major corporations still represent the greatest
potential for personal computer, peripheral ,
support-service and follow-up sales . Naturally ,
the competition for this business is the most
intense in the industry.
However , small businesses account for more
than half of the anticipated expenditures for
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

APPLE LOSING ITS CORE
(Purchaalng plans of companies
with Installed Apple computera)
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The purchasing
plans of companies with installed Apple
computers indicate that 55 percent plan to buy
IBM machines in
the next 12
months while
only 27 percent
plan to stick with
Apple.
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microcomputers and personal computers combined . Sma ller companies have completely different priorities than do large corporations. Usually , they use computers to fulfill one or more
specific accounting tasks, in much the same way
they once pu,rchased bookkeeping machines to
record their general ledger , inventory or accounts payable entries.
Current ly, accounts receivable is. the No. I
application in smaller companies. It is used by
more than one-third of these companies . More
than 20 percent use their machines for accounts
payable , the next most widely used applications.
Less than 20 percent perform word processing,
and only 4 percent produce spreadsheets . It
seems clear that small businesses use personal
computers primari ly for accounting.
Small companies, categorized by number of
employees, plan annual computer expenditures
that average from $ 18 ,600 to $43 ,600 per company . These projections should send strong signa ls
to third parties who have been questioning the
profitability of selling to and supporting small
businesses. It also explains the recent , intense
interest by manufacturers in value-added resellers who have successfully addressed these
markets since the late l.960s .
Most persona l computer hardware and software manufacturers sell directly to Fortune I000
companies at quantity prices. In most instances,
the discounts provided these corporations are
based upon anticipated , but uncommitted , volume sales. Manufacturers justify these discounts
by nominally classifying the customer as a VAR.
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With one f¥yes 'ItansetlOOO"
youcandothlee · atonce

Communicate
You can keep working
with your computer.

<!)

While receiving electronic
messages from your modem.

1986 Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.

We call it triple tasking©. Transet
1000 helps your productivity, by
allowing you to perform three
separate computer tasks. Simultaneously. No more waiting for
one task to be completed before
you can begin another. And no
more wasted time!
Transet 1000 keeps working for
you-even when your computer
is turned off. Because it has its
own independent memory,Transet
lQ(X) can serve as an electronic
mailbox. Your files and incoming
messages received through your
modem remain stored overnight,

Print

While your printer is
printing another ;ob.

*Manufacturer's estimated retail price.

or whenever you're away from the
office. When you return, you can
print out your mail without turning your PC on. Or, read it on
your PC screen and print out only
selected messages. You can even
read your mail from any remote
PC or terminal with a modem.
Before now, you would have had
to buy several add-on devices to do

Say yes to the future
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all this. And that could be costly.
But no more. Transet 1000 does
it all-for a surprisingly low price.
It costs only $399* for the 128K
model, which stores up to 90 pages.
And only $549* for the 512K version,
with up to 360 pages of storage.
So wait no more. If you need this
flexibility in your operation, you
should have a Transet 1000. See
your authorized Hayes dealer for a
demonstration. Or contact Hayes
for information at 404-441-1617.
Hayes Microcomputer Products,
Inc., P.O. Box 105203, Atlanta,
Georgia 30348.
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So, typically, these customers obtain discounts
greater than those offered to even the largest
"official" VAR.
Most manufacturers have national-account
sales organizations selling directly or via telemarketing to these companies. That way , they
are better positioned to successfully work their
way through the corporations' lengthy and tedious product-evaluation and approval process.
Distributors often compete for these major
accounts against both the manufacturers they
represent and the dealers to whom they resell. In
fact, it has become very difficult for dealers to
compete in this highly charged marketplace . So ,
while some corporate accounts value the support
and service provided by local dealers, others
have developed in-house support groups and
their own maintenance capabilifes. Because of
the nature of the large corporate purchases , their
primary selection criteria for computers are price
and delivery.
A number of companies with national-account
sales organizations also try to protect their approved resellers. Compaq , for instance , involves
the appropriate resellers in most major sales.
Zenith includes its authorized dealers in most of
its direct saies , except in some of its large government contracts. In any case, both companies
retain large, loyal reseller networks.
With large corporate accounts effectively
closed to them , retail dealers (including the local
outlets of national chains and franchises) try to
profitably meet the needs of small business. But,
while most dealers have strong product expertise, few have the breadth of business experience
required to deal with the typical small-business
owner or manager who, for example, wants to
know how a particular computer and software
package gets him current inventory information
from his two tire warehouses and seven retail tire
stores.
These dealers' ability to demonstrate and operate specific software products is important but
secondary to small-business buyers who want to
talk to someone who understands their specific
needs. Therefore, this niche has historically been
addressed by vertically oriented systems houses ,
value-added dealers and VARs.
Retail dealers too often try to fit all buyers
with loaded personal computers and off-theshelf software packages, which might represent a
total sale of $7 ,500, but which probably won't
satisfy the demands of even small businesses.
And , with 'the profits earned on those $7 ,500
sales, dealers can't afford to provide buyers
much education, training, conversion assistance
and ongoing support. In short, these retail dealers need to develop specialized vertical-industry
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

knowledge to service small-business customers.
Outlook is strong

Despite promising projected sales, the computer industry had a dismaying first quarter
when many corporate buyers, facing their own
budget crunches, withheld funds for their
planned purchases. The main challenge for manufacturers and resellers today is to survive within
a market increasingly dominated by IBM, and
with fierce competition swooping down at the
remains.
Fortunately , other external and industry factors bode well for the remainder of 1986. For
example , the value of the American dollar is on
the decline, which should help U.S. manufacturers brave the flood of less expensive Japanese
and Korean imports. In fact , some U.S . manufacturers are even announcing higher prices ,
despite pressure from the press and from predaD
tory competitors to lower them .
Interest Quotient (C ircle One)
High 733 Medium 734 Low 735

Gene Talsky is
president of
Professional
Marketing
Management Inc.
(PROMARK) , Old
Lyme, Conn ,
which provi des
strategic planning ,
bu siness
development and
marketing planning
se rvices to
computer-ind ustry
vendors and
resellers.

You've seen it, you've thought
about it, and now any OEM
or VAR can try it on this limited time offer-for just $199.•
It's the Caere EASY-SCANNER~ Bar Code Reader. This
keyboard wedge with the sleekly molded plastic light pen
fits easily between your keyboard and terminal and inputs
data 20 times faster than the quickest human hands.
Call Diane today at408-395-7000,and order your $199
Caere EASY-SCANNER Once you've tried it, you11 agree that
the only thing cheap about our keyboard wedge is the price.
"Available for most IBMplug compatible and ASCII terminals.

Limit one per customer through A ugust 15, 1986.~

Caere~corporation

100 Cooper Court
Los Gatos, CA 95030
408-395-1000
lWX# 910-597-5391
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That's right! Now up to eight PCs, word processors,
CAD systems, or whatever can share two printers
automatically.
In addition to eight serial input ports, the
PSU-81B gives you two output ports- one serial,
one parallel - that can operate simultaneously.
You also get lots of other convenient features,
including a pause button, clear button, memory test,
TOF, and of course, a 256K dynamically allocated buffer.
So for under $800, make your laser printer eight
times more cost effective.

Check into our new PSU-81B, and other low-cost
automatic printer sharing units, from the leaders
in data communications technology.
Call or write WTI today for a complete catalog.
In California, call (714) 979-0363. Telex 467741.

81J0.8511.7228

n n n f1=i o westem

~ L!:::IO telematic inc.

2435 South Anne Sl, Santa Ana, California 92704
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SOFTWARE TOOLS SLASH
DEVELOPMENT TIME
Libraries of subroutines and functions
that developers can incorporate into their own products
dramatically reduce software development time and cost
Michael Tucker, Associate Editor

Personal computer software developers are
taking a cue from mainframe programmers and
investing heavily in subroutine and function libraries. Less than a decade ago such software
"tools" for the IBM Corp. PC and compatibles
were almost unknown or were so crude that most
programmers wouldn't touch them.
Now , there is an entire industry devoted to
making the PC software developer's life a little
easier. Programmers can take advantage of libraries containing everything from simple keyboard-control subroutines to complete application kits that they can quickly modify for vertical
markets.
Software libraries are now available for several different languages and for many different
compilers. They are relatively inexpensive , come
with complete source code and usually may be
compiled and resold in binary form without
royalty fees. In fact, where libraries once were
something of a joke among PC programmers ,
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

now-in a dramatic reversal-they've become so
useful that few developers will work without
them .
Some observers are even speculating that
eventually libraries will merge with fourth-generation languages (4GLs) . However, other observers warn that becoming overly dependent on
libraries can be dangerous to vendors' financial
health , because it might lead to inflexibility in a
market where versatility is key.
Tools float to C-level

The PC-tools business is so new that even the
meaning of the word " tools" is still debated.
There are two types of programmers' tools sold
today. The first, and by far the most common ,
comprises source code libraries of subroutines
and functions that developers can incorporate
into their own software. The second is of programs that assist a developer in the writing,
management and maintenance of code (see
" Shaping tools to the task ," Page 96).
If, however , you define tools as source code
95
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like the hardware-component trade. Vendors
maintain collections of subroutines for jobs such
as screen handling , mathematical operations,
database-search methods and graphics and string
functions that address common programming
tasks. Developers can purchase them in source
code-so that they can be modified and further
sp.e cialized-and resold as part of a complete
application, usually without royalties. In other
words, libraries make programmers look a bit

like system integrators.
The library business is booming. One company that specializes in marketing such tools , The
Programmer's Shop of Hanover, Mass., carries
more than 700 products. Its president, Bruce
Lynch , notes, "The function-library business has
become suddenly crowded. In just the ISAM
[indexed sequential access method] market, for
instance , we've seen incredible growth. Right
now , there are over 15 ISAM [a database search
method] products on the market. A year ago,
there were only four or five."
Most source code libraries are written in
BASIC or C-with C slowly pulling ahead because of its portability and relative maturity. A
lot of C compilers already exist.
C is particularly well-suited to taking advantage of libraries. Explains Louis Lepiene, president of toolmaker Entelekon Software Systems ,
" C is itself a simple language , and it uses libraries to get sophisticated and specialized . The
whole idea of C is to have a simple core and then
to add on functions indefinitely." This is, of
course, one of the reasons C is so portable. The
core of the language can be quickly and easily
transferred to nearly any machine or application
and then specialized afterwards with additional
coding.
To this end, Entelekon ma~kets a series of tool
kits, among them the Foundation Library with

Shaping tools to the task
Some programmers take the word "tools " to
mean software that facilitates programming tasks
but is not itself incorporated in individual programs.
For example , Phoenix Computer Products Corp.
(PCP), a spinoff of Phoenix Software Associates
Ltd., markets a broad line of programming tools in
the microcomputer-based MS-DOS world. It was, in
fact, one of the first companies to take programming tools into the retail channel.
PCP's current offerings include Pmate, a programmer's editor; Pre-C, a C program analyzer for
the MS-DOS environment; Plink, a linking editor;
Plib , a library manager; Pfix, a high-level debugger; and Pfinish, a program which allows user to
identify inefficient areas of code .
A particularly unusual programmer's tool, Pfinish
allows MS-DOS programmers to find problem
areas, not only in application programs, but also in
their compilers and operating systems.
The success of this kind of tool, however, may lie
outside of programming, falling more in the software maintenance arena. Polytron Corp ., for instance, has sold several different C functions . Their
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$99 C Library package includes 65 functions for
the Lattice Inc. C compiler. But Polytron also markets a very broad line of programming aids-such
as PolyMake, which the company describes as "an
intelligent program builder and maintenance tool. "
Essentially, PolyMake is an MS-DOS version of a
utility in the UNIX operating system known as
"make." If a programmer makes in one module of
code a change that requires other modules to be
likewise modified, PolyMate will automatically go
through the program and update the files that have
to be changed . It costs $99 and is particularly
useful in long-term software management.
"We've found we have to target managers of
programmers as much as programmers," notes
Doug Root, Polytron's director of marketing. "More
and more, people are doing large programming
tasks on gangs of PCs, and managing that effort
can be difficult. Increasingly, we're selling to man-.
agers, librarians , systems administrators and software technicians-non-programmers, in short,
whose job it is to keep track of those kinds of
efforts."
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some 325 subroutines , or " functions " as they are
called in C. For $129.95 , the library provides
functions for cursor control, data entry , timeand-date display, printer control , keyboard handling and so forth . Entelekon also sells the C
Power Windows library , also priced at $129.95 ,
which gives MS-DOS pop-up windows for such
items as menus , overlays , help screens , messages
and alarms. Like most such collections , Foundation Library and C Power Windows can be
reproduced and sold in developers' compiled
products without payment of royalties to
Entelekon.
Another company heavily involved in the Cfunction business is Greenleaf Software , which
offers a library of over 200 functions called The
Greenleaf Functions . For $185, the package is
available for popular C compi lers and provides
features like graphics interfaces , MS-DOS fi le
managers and string manipulation , keyboard ,
printer and video functions.
Greenleaf's library is particularly well-suited
to the IBM PC and compatibles. "There are a lot
of capabilities unique to the PC, " says Donald
Killen , Greenleaf's president, "and if you' re
going to take advantage of those unique features
you' re either going to buy one of the commercial
libraries already on the market-like ours-or
you 're going to spend hundreds, even thousands ,
of hours pouring over the documentation for the
PC to discover how to exploit them , or even
what they are ."
Like most C-library vendors , Greenleaf is
scrambling to stay ahead in what has become a
volatile industry. Notes Killen, " The library
market is one that is largely user-driven. Right
now , users are telling us they want increasingly
sophisticated functions. They' re saying they want
very good graphics, the ability to be in control
right down at the system level, and so on. "
A C-library vendor with a similar marketing
philosophy , though targeting a slightly different
group of end users, is Software Horizons Inc.
One of the first C-function vendors , and still one
of the leading names in the business , Software
Horizons offers " C Power Packs."
"Our customers range all the way from IBM to
the federal government , to scores of start-ups ,"
says Ramal Murali , Software Horizon's director
of software. "They use our products because
software development is rather like doing a
jigsaw puzzle. The C language provides a big
puzzle of 1,000 pieces or so. We concentrate
those 1,000 pieces into a smaller, simpler puzzle
of 100 pieces or so ."
Traditionally , C-function libraries have consisted of relatively small chunks of code-sometimes little more than a few lines. However ,
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HOW A FEW LIBRARIES STACK UP
Company

Product

Language

No. of functions

Turbo Power Tools

Pascal

greater than 100

99 .95

Turbo Toolboxes

Pascal

NIA

54.95-69 .95

Entelekon

Function Library

125.95

Greenleaf Functions

c
c
c
c
c

greater than 325

Greenleaf

Blaise
Borland

Lattice

Panel

Phoenix

Pforce

Software Horizons

Power Packs

Price($)

greater than 200

185

NIA

295

greater than 400

395

over 1,000 combined

99-399

Source: Mini-Micro Systems

that's changing as tools grow more sophisticated .
Increasingly, C-function libraries have come to
resemble entire C- language development environments.
Lattice Inc . , fo r example , is one of the premier
names in personal computer C programming.
The company's C compiler claims more than
30,000 users worldwide . Lattice also makes a
very powerful product known as Panel, a Cfunction library combined with a development
environment . According to Lattice , some of its
value added resellers are writing English- language front-ends to Panel and marketing the
result as a 4GL.
Another company marketing a developmentenvironment type of library is also one of the
best known names in MS-DOS-related programming-Phoenix Computer Products Corp., a
spinoff of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd. PCP
has marketed a line of programming tools since
1984. In 1986, it entered the library business with
Pforce , a collection of approximately 400 functions fo r $395. Pforce comes with both low-level
fu nctions--directory management , monitor control , keyboard control-and high-level fu nctions ,
such as a database system management and
windowing. Programming with Pforce is relatively simple. The developer writes C software that
includes calls to the appropriate func tions in
Pforce , uses a text editor to enter the program as
source code , compiles and links the resulting

CUG clrculates C tools
Looking for C-tools on a tight budget? Consider the C
Users ' Group .
CUG describes itself as "an information exchange faci litating noncommercial distribution of public-domain
software. " Members donate to a mutual library of such
software as compilers, editors, text formatters and UN IXlike tools . Individual "vol umes" are available for just $8 .
Write: C Users Group , Box 97 , McPherson, Kan .,
67460 , (316) 241 -1065.
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binary code and, finally , produces an executable
file that has subroutines from Pforce , the compiler library and the programmer's own private
collection of tools.
However , what makes Pforce more like an
environment than like a library is not the functions , but their organization. Pforce comes complete with a pop-up directory , Phelp, that allows
the developer to search the library for functions
while programming. As a result , in the hands of
a clever-but not necessarily experienced-programmer, Pforce can perform like a 4GL. The
programmer decides which functions should go
where and then writes a little C-code between
them.
Pascal blazes a trail
If C is the emerging lingua franca of the library
business, other tongues are vying for attention.
BASIC continues to attract many programmers,
and there is already a small, but vigorous, library
business in personal computer FORTRAN . Both
of these languages are hampered by their lack of
standards. There are also some assembly language libraries on the market, but programmers
have proved somewhat reluctant to work in that
difficult tongue .
Two relatively new languages-Pascal and
Modula-2-share C's advantages of standardization and ability to capitalize on tools. Both
languages were developed by Swiss computer
scientist Niklaus Wirth . In the late 1960s , Wirth
wrote Pascal as a language embodying the principles of structured programming. Pascal eventually proved extremely popular, particularly at U.S.
universities. In the early 1980s it became the de
facto 'teaching language in American public

schools.
Despite Pascal's popularity , Wirth grew dissatisfied with his creation in the late 1970s.
Ultimately, he developed Modula-2 (from
MODUiar LAnguage) as Pascal's replacement.
It has advantages over Pascal: Notably , programmers can compile small modules of code ,
which enable them to modify programs without
recompiling the entire application.
But , whatever the relative merits of Modula-2,
it's Pascal that has an installed base of users and
compilers. Already, several companies offer Pascal libraries. For instance, Blaise Computing Inc.
markets libraries for C and Turbo Pascal from
Borland International Inc. The Turbo Pascal
package includes subroutines for string functions , screen handling , graphics interfaces and
MS-DOS file handling.
Essentially, the Pascal packages give developers the same capabilities already available in
C-library and subroutine packages. In fact,
Blaise's president , Richard Levaro , says that , no
matter what the language , all the players look
alike. " Functionality isn't a distinguishing characteristic in this business," he says. "There are a
lot of libraries out there , and they all do pretty
much the same thing. And cost isn't a distinguishing feature either. In the end, most of the
packages vary by only $30 or so. What is a
distinguishing feature, though , is the sort of
support and documentation the company offers
after the sale." This , he explains, might include
regular updates of the software , a support hotline and newsletters.
Blaise Computing is not, however , in the
Modula-2 business. Explains Levaro , " We 're not
in a position where we can make markets. And

Toolklt plays an OS tune
One of the more interesting personal computer
tool kits is the O/S Toolbox from Wendin Inc . of
Cheney, Wash . It allows you to design your own
personalized operating system .
"Basically, we provide you with a kernel that contains much of the functionality of [Digital Equipment
Corp.'s] VMS, [AT&T Co.'s] UNIX and [Microsoft
Corp .'s] MS-DOS," says Stephen Jones, Wendin 's
director of computer systems. "Then, you tailor it.
You write the shell to give you whatever feel you
like. It's all source code, and there's no royalty
unless you resell that source."
Wendin has used O/S Toolbox to write PCUNIX, a
UNIX work-alike that runs on the IBM Corp. PC and
compatibles, and PCVMS, a VMS work-alike. With a
cheeriness that ought to strike terror in the hearts
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of operating system vendors everywhere, Jones
notes, "We plan to sell them in bookstores." At the
moment, though , you can purchase O/S Toolbox,
PCUNIX and PCVMS through the mail from Wendin
or from resellers . Wendin's customers include several aerospace companies and federal laboratories .
Regardless of the long-term future of O/S Toolbox, Wendin has its place in history. It's a small
company: The president and founder is Wendell
Jones, the coauthors of the company's software
are his sons, Stephen and Greg. But Wendin, already , is dominant in one field . Originally in the
music business, it is still the largest producer of
double reeds for woodwind instruments in the
world .
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right now , Modula-2 isn't a market for us. It has
some nice features , but few people use it." In
fact, both Pascal and Modula-2 have severe
critics. Greenleafs Killen , for instance , says
bluntly, " I think Pascal is on the decline. It 's
being used less and less. You'll notice no one's
written a new Pascal compi ler for a long time.
And , as for Modula-2 , I don't think that's a real
language yet... though, if someone like Borland
were to do a Modula-2 compiler, then yes, it
cou ld become a popular language. "
In fact , Borland is planning to enter the
Modula-2 market in a big way. According to
company president Spencer Leyton , Borland will
introduce a Modula-2 compi ler soon. "A nd we' ll
also have on tap a number of toolboxes for
Modula-2 ."
Among programmers, Borland is known primarily as a maker of compi lers, particularly the
powerful Turbo Pascal compi ler. But , perhaps
due to its background in large software systems ,
Borland takes a different approach to the tools
business. Rather than market libraries of subroutines , the company se lls what are nearly complete applications that can be specialized by
individual programmers. These software kits ,
known as " toolboxes ," come with complete
source code.
Borland uses the toolboxes to open markets
that might otherwise be closed to it. "They' re a
means by which we can address vertical markets ," says Leyton. " Rather than put out some
vertical application costing $200 or $300 , we can
market just a toolbox for under $100. Then ,
value-added resellers or sophisticated end users
can perform their own modifications."
Currently , Borland sells four toolboxes , each
for Turbo Pascal. These include the Turbo Data-

base Toolbox , $54.95 , a database management
system that can be modified for specific markets;
the Turbo Graphix Toolbox , $54.95, a set of
graphics applications; the Turbo Editor Toolbox ,
$69.95, a tai lorable word processor or programmer's editor; and Turbo Gameworks, $69 .95 , a
game developer's environment. Leyton says that
more toolboxes for Pascal, and for other languages-including Modu la-2 and an upcoming
Borland Prolog implementation-are coming
soon.
For the critics of Pascal and Modula-2, Leyton
has this answer: " I think the advan tages of
Pascal and Modula-2 , particularly the clarity
with which they allow you to write, make them
superb development environments . The fac t is,
we se ll more Pasca l every month. "

'The whole
idea of C is to
have a simple
core and then
to add on
functions
indefinitely.'

Ada is a sleeping beauty

However, the one language that might someday provide the most fruitful library business is
Ada . Developed to the specifications of the
Department of Defense in the late 1970s for
military and commercial applications , Ada may
be the most standardized language in the world .
The government has reserved all rights to Ada ,
and to market an " Ada " compiler that does not
meet exacting federal requirements is to risk
prosecution under the law. As a result , Ada is so
standardized that binary code produced from
one company's compi ler should look exactly the
same as binary code generated by another company 's compiler.
Accordingly, if Ada ever becomes a popular
commercial language-and Ada compi lers for
IBM PCs and compatibles have recently appeared-it could lend itself to a library market
larger than anything yet envisioned. For in-
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stance , developers might someday produce large
libraries and subroutine packages that resemble
complete applications packages , compile them
and sell them to software integrators who could
resell them as part of their own products .
One company that has recently introduced an
Ada compiler for the IBM PC is Alsys Inc.,
Waltham , Mass. Alsys ' president is Jean lchbiah ,
the man who headed the original design effort
that produced Ada. lchbiah formed Alsys partly
in anticipation of an Ada components market.
Explains Charles Patrick , Alsys' executive vice
president , " We think Ada will have an incredible
components market. The promise is that a piece
of compiled software could be advertised in a
catalog and sold as a black box . You could even
have a warranty on it. You can't warranty source
code because you can never tell what sort of bugs
the end user is going to introduce. "

'We think Ada
will have an
incredible
components
market.'

Real programmers do use tools

At the moment , however , Ada users are a
small group , and the binary Ada components
business remains something for the future. Furthermore , those companies that have gotten into
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the Ada library business have done so in the
standard way-by selling source code .
One factor that could hamper the trade in
tools is their image. Some developers , particularly those working on end-user products fo r
retail outlets, continue to shy away from libraries , partly on the principle that " real programmers don' t use tools." But the main reason is
that tools have a history of being somewhat
crude . In popular PC applications , software becomes a consumer product and users simply
won' t buy anything that fails to deliver the
highest possible functionality. The feeling has
been that developers have had to write nearly
everything themselves-or lose shelf space to
someone who does. Thus , when Ashton-Tate
wrote its integrated package , Framework , it
wrote everything, right down to the last line of
code.
However , Framework targets a general ma rket , where competition is brutal and profits hard
to discover. For most vertical applications, the
tool kits are now so sophisticated that they meet
most of a programmer's requirements without
sacrificing elegance.
" Real programmers don't use tools? You hear
that from programmers who don't get their projects done on time ," says Entelekon's Lepiene.
" You can save incredible amounts of time with
libraries. I don 't think you 'll find too ma ny
people who don' t use them."
Greenleafs Killen agrees: " I've been around
this business for a long while , and there aren't
many people left who don't use tool kits. We just
did a survey of 400 customers and literally all of
them said , 'Well , yeah , there wasn't anything in
the package which I couldn 't have written myself, but why bother?' "
On the other hand , even some vendors caution against using the libraries uncritically. " If
you 're writing a commercial application ," says
Blaise Computer's Levano , " then , to rely on a
vendor's library-somebody else's black box
that you can't alter yourself-would be suicidal. "
In general , then , libraries have finally become
sufficiently refined so that few programmers ca n
realistically object to them on purely technical
terms. Indeed , the libraries save so much time
and effort that no software developer-excepting those working in demanding environmentscan afford to do without them. Someday they
may even take on the traditional roles of 4GLs
and application generators .
D
Interest Quotient (Circle One)
High 736 Medium 737 Low 738
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2400 bps modems:
Do you Really need
another speed?

For more information, call us toll-free at
1-800-328-9717 (in Minnesota, call 1-612-631-3550).

• Is the shift from 300 to 1200 bps going to repeat itself
at 2400 bps? The answer is both yes and no. There
certainly are applications for 2400 bps asynch dial-up
modems, but we shouldn't expect 1200 bps to die
overnight.
• 2400 bps modems can improve throughput, thereby
getting tasks done quicker and more economically.
However, 1200 bps has become the virtual standard for
professional dial-up communications, and most users
are satisfied with it. So why consider a 2400 bps modem
at all?
• One reason is flexibility. If the modem you select
operates at all three speeds (300, 1200 & 2400) in
accordance with accepted industry standards, it will
serve virtually all dial-up applications now and in the
foreseeable future.
• The modem you select should be the
MultiModem224. It is Bell 212A and 103 compatible at
1200 and 300 bps, and CCITI V.22bis compatible at
2400. It is also 100% compatible with the Hayes
command set, meaning that it will work with virtually all
communications software packages, at all three speeds.
Other features include both synchronous and
asynchronous operation, full intelligence and a phone
number memory.
• The MultiModem224 is available in both desktop and
IBM PC™ internal card versions. (There is also a rackmounted version for central sites.) And as a bonus, we
provide free offers from ten of the most popular on-line
information services, including CompuServe '~ Dow
Jones™ and The Source;•
• A 2400 /1200/300 bps modem is just a plain good
investment. Why not let the MultiModem224 provide your
communications for both today and tomorrow?
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MASS STORAGE MARKET
STAGES A COMEBACK
After a two-year slump, the mass storage industry
is back on track with new standards,
interfaces and product categories
Joe Jaworski, Peripheral Concepts Inc.

SMALL DRIVll CAPTURE
During 1984 and 1985, the sluggish computer
LARGIR
MARKIT SHARI
industry paced a mass storage market experienc(LeH
than
30M bytes, U.S. only)
ing only marginal growth. Disk drive and controller sales were stalled by obsolete interfaces,
5
5 114-INCH FULL HEIGHT
little technological change and IBM Corp. 's massive-but unpredictable-buying patterns.
5 '14-INCH HALF HEIGHT
But , during this uncertain period , the industry
3'k-INCH (INCLUDES 3.9-INCH)
worked out some of its problems , particularly
those concerning interface standards and new
technologies. Now on the road to recovery , the
mass storage industry boasts intelligent-interface
standards , 150M-byte-plus 5 1/4-inch Winchesters , optical disk drives and half-inch tape cartridge drives , many of which are making their
production debuts in 1986.
Probably the hottest issue over the past year
has been the battle for a new interface standard ,
'88
'85
"86
'87
1984
particularly for small Winchester disk drives.
SOURCE: DISK/TREND INC.
System integrators had to choose from a list that
was too long to even begin to analyze . Fortunately , at least for system integrators, many The dom inant trend in small Winchester
so-called standard interfaces have either fallen disk drives is toward higher capacities in
into niche markets or have disappeared altogeth- smaller form factors . As shipments of fuller.
height 51/4-inch drives decline , shipments of
The two winners in the standards battle are 3 1k-inch units-which began in 1984the small computer systems interface (SCSI) and should top 5 million by 1988.
the enhanced small disk interface (ESDI). SCSI
is one of the fastest growing buses on the market
(MMS , February , Page 71) . Its main feature is a asynchronous mode and 4M bytes per second in
data-transfer rate of l .5M bytes per second in synchronous mode . SCSI is a " generic ," or

DDD-
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device-independent , interface that can be used
by a variety of peripherals, including tape drives
and disk drives. In fact , SCSI seems to be the
only bridge between two contending tape technologies; both half-inch and quarter-inch tape
drives use SCSI.
System integrators and OEMs can implement
SCSI at various performance levels. The specification allows flexibility to configure the interface
as a simple 8-bit bus , or as a powerful 1/0 system
with multiple hosts and targets communicating
via a high-level protocol.
On the other hand, ESDI, which began as an
upgrade to the ST506 interface for small Winchester disk drives, is also a popular standard for
high-capacity, 5 1/4-inch disk drives (MMS, February, Page 83). In addition, some tape drives ,
such as half-inch units from Electronic Processors Inc. and Fujitsu America Inc., use ESDI.
Furthermore, manufacturers of tape drives

based on IBM 's 3480 half-inch tape cartridge
drive are considering standardizing on the ESDI
interface , which would spur further growth of
ESDI in the tape world.
ESDI is a serial interface capable of transferring data in excess of lOM bits per second. Most
disk drives with capacities in excess of 85M bytes
are now available with both ESDI and ST506
interfaces , but it 's clear that ESDI will dominate ,
particularly as disk capacities approach 500M
bytes , primarily because of its higher transfer
rate and the lack of need for a data separator.
Winchesters get smaller

It's no surprise that higher capacities in smaller form factors is the continuing trend in rigid
disk drives. What is surprising, though , is the
rapid rate in which this is occurring. For example, full-height 51/4-inch disk drives peaked in
1984, and half-height drives accounted for over
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Controllers for the IBM PC bus led the market last year, accounting for 37 percent of all controller
revenues , or roughly $216 million.
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50 percent of last year's shipments, according to
Diskffrend Inc. , Mountain View , Calif.
IBM- the largest customer for OEM disk
drives in the world-has begun to satisfy its drive
requirements with internally manufactured
products . Although this reduces the potential
volume of OEM disk sales , it does open up new
possibilities for innovation as the market shifts to
meet the needs of a number of smaller OEMs,
instead of one company.
Manufacturers of 3 1/2-inch Winchesters-such
as market leader Rodi me Inc. , MiniScribe Corp.
and a host of Japanese companies-got off to a
slow start , but are now catching everyone's
attention , including IBM's . It is estimated that
IBM will begin production of its own 3 1/2-inch
drive for use in its personal computer family this
year. If and when this happens , the market will
explode with many new products and configurations.

Optical drives expand storage
Despite the rapid growth in Winchester disk
capacities , today 's supermicrocomputers and
minicomputers can still quickly exhaust even the
highest capacity drives . Ever-growing databases
and operating systems and increased numbers of
users all contribute to the inevitable inadequacy
of current capacities.
Optical disk technology (MMS , December
1985 , Page 68) holds great promise to solve these
capacity problems, particularly in applications
using large databases. Not only do optical disks
take a giant leap in storage capacity, but they do
so with a lower price tag and a smaller physical
size than conventional magnetic disks.
Like any new technology , optical disks have
their problems. The most significant is that many
of the initial product offerings do not have the
ability to erase previously recorded data . These
" write-once" optical disks go against the grain of
just about every operating system and storage
architecture used today. That is , most operating
systems and all applications software access normal read/write devices. The inability to erase
and rewrite will hamper the growth of optical
products until appropriate software becomes
available.
The most prominent example of widespread
use of optical technology is in the consumer
market: compact-disk audio players. Here , the
read-only technology uses a prefabricated , prerecorded disk that cannot be altered or written
to in any way . A major advantage with this type
of optical disk is its low manufacturing costs. The
thin metallic media are literally " stamped-out "
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986
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by the millions. In contrast , reproduction of data
on magnetic media requires that each individual
bit be recorded in real time , a much slower and
costlier approach .
Digital compact disks are called CDROMs
(compact disk ROM). They offer up to 500M
bytes in a 5 1/4-inch package . Unfortunately, all
CDROM drives are extremely slow. With an
average access time of 1.5 seconds , CDROM
optical drives are about 40 times slower than
Winchesters.
Many of the speed problems are related to the
poor raw-error rates found on all optical disks
(about 1 x 103 , or one error in every 1,000 bits of
information), which must be compensated for by
error-correction techniques. But CDROMs may
be attractive for applications that rely on static
databases , such as dictionaries , inventory and
parts catalogs , banking transactions , etc. Prices
of 500M-byte CDROM disks (after mastering)
range from $30 to $200 , depending upon quantity.
Another class of optical disk drive is the write
once read many (WORM) drive , which has been
announced by several suppliers , including Information Storage Inc. , Optimem and Optotech
Inc. Simply stated , this technology allows the
user to write data to the optical disk only one
time, and read it back an infinite number of
times . The reason why multiple writes cannot
take place is that this technology actually destroys a portion of the disk during the writing
process.
Obviously , WORM and CDROM optical
drives serve different applications. With the
WORM process, the end user has control in
105

creating customized, permanent databases.
Good examples are financial histories, such as a
company's fina ncial audit trail, and engineering
drawings and documents where older versions
must be retained. Archiving data from a Winchester disk is another application. In this case,
the WORM optical drives may compete with
magnetic tape drives. Unlike magnetic-media
drives, the choices among optical disk drives will
vary with the application of the system, rather
than with the capabilities of the CPU.
Optical disks are cheaper, they take up less
physical space, and they're not influenced by
magnetic fie lds, as is magnetic tape. But the true
life of optical media is still in question. Researchers' clai ms of data-retention spans of over
10 years are based primarily on acceleratedaging testing thro ugh such things as temperature
changes, st ress and harsh exposure. But no one
really knows for sure how long the media will
last . Because of this, critical archiving applications wi ll probably not take off until more reliable life-span information is available.
The future of optical disk drives clearly de-

pends on erasability. The ability to read/write
thousands of megabytes will push optical products into stiff competition with Winchesters.
That fut ure is not very far away. In Japan and in
the United States, many companies are actively
developing various erasable technologies, and
some even have working prototypes. But commercially viable drives won't hit the market until
mid-1987.

Controllers meet the challenge
With the changing mix of peripherals, controllers are finding their way into non-traditional
places. Typically, a rigid disk controller resides
on a separate board, either mounted on the disk
drive or buried in the system enclosure. But
today, these traditional board-level functions are
being integrated or embedded within the disk
drive itself as part of the drive electronics.
Likewise , new VLSI circuits present strong competition to many older controller boards. But
board-level controllers are far from obsolete.
The IBM PC segment accounted for 37 percent, or $216 million, of all controller revenues
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The PC/AT Compatible

Tandy®3000
The difference is power
... and affordability.
The Tandy 3000 is the affordable
alternative to the IBM® PC/AT.
When coupled with your total system solution, the Tandy 3000 provides the power your customers
need, whether in a network or multiuser environment.
The Tandy 3000 supports the
MS-DOS 3.1 operating system and
is compatible with programs for the
PC/AT and PC/XT. The XENIX 5.0
operating system is also available
for system solutions requiring
multitasking applications. Plus, the

T

c

Tandy 3000 can be
configured with other
MS-DOS computers in a local
area network.
The Tandy 3000 features an
8-MHz 80286 cpu, 512K RAM (expandable to 640K on the main
board and 12 Meg under XENIX), a
high-capacity floppy drive, ten expansion slots and up to 40 megabytes of internal hard-disk storage.
Our VAR program features a
flexible discount schedule, one-

Tandy Corporation
Value-Added Resale

contract coverage for all Tandy
Computer Products, and national
hardware service and support.
There's even a "turnkey" leasing
program available exclusively to
Tandy VAR's. Team up with Tandy.

rI -------.,I
Send more details concerning
the Tandy 3000 and VAR program.

I

Dept. 86-A·501 , 300 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

I

Name
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
•
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ake a good long look at your performance
and system integration needs. Now take a
T
look at two Microbar Multibus™ -based boards
for the 68020-Multibus I and Multibus II.
Needless to say, we look very, very good.
Witness, for example, 32-bit performance
on a single board. And you can have it now.
Not next year or down the road, but right now
(after all, we do understand the window of
opportunity you're up against) .
Nice enough, but there's more.

68020 Multibus

Boards.

~dwaiting

estgn teams
taking
quatltwn reaps.

Like the 68020 with MMU, DMA and
Floating Point capabilities. RAM, from lMB to
more than 4MB-all high-speed with dualported access. 1\vo serial ports and a parallel
port. We also provide UNIX™ System Vand
real-time operating systems ported to the CPU.
However, while the above is all great and
wonderful, it is by no means the whole story.
Our boards deliver ideal performance of the
microprocessor as well as thorough integration
with the standard system bus architecture.
You'll also grow quite fond of the software
portability, allowing existing 68000 software to
be executed by the 68020-while more than
doubling performance.
And lest we forget, the on-board
architecture of our GPC68020 for Multibus I is
compatible with your next-generation system's
evolutionary path using our Multibus II
MT68020 board.
So, when your team wants to go to town,
call us in California at (800) 421-1752 or
(800) 821-1011 within the Continental U.S.
We'll give you the Microbar muscle to move
in quantum leaps.
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"UNIXis a trademark of AT&T.

,.. MultibusIs a trademark orIntel Corp.

generated in 1985. The second strongest market
was chip-level controllers at 19 percent, followed
by Shugart Associates system interface (SAS I)
and SCSI board-level controllers, which actually
declined from 15 percent to 14 percent in overall
revenue share from 1984 to 1985. The decline
was primarily due to the strong growth of the
IBM and chip-level controller shipments. Actual
SASI and SCSI controller revenues increased
from $77 million to $84 million during that
period.
Two significant growth areas in the controller
market are host adapters and the SASl/SCSI
products. Host adapters will experience a strong
compound annual revenue growth of 69 percent,
but the total market will be relatively small,
remaining below $50 million in 1988. SASl/SCSI
products will grow at a compound annual rate of
21 percent to reach a projected $163 million in
1988.
The compound growth rate for all chip-level
controllers is expected to be 17 percent, from $90
million in 1984 to $168 million in 1988. Approximately 63 percent of 1984's chip revenues came
from shipments of flexible disk controller devices. By 1988, only 52 percent of revenues will
be derived from this source. Nevertheless, over
11 million flexible-disk controller chips were
shipped last year.
The embedded controller market is a new
segment for the industry. The demand for embedding is driven by increasing capacities of
Winchester disk drives. However, the quality of
the media used in these drives has not kept up
with their capacities. The flawed areas, or "bad
spots ," on the disk's surface increase in both
frequency and size as capacities increase. Although a combined effort of controller and host
1/0 firmware handles these bad spots today, at
some point they will become unmanageable. In a
multiuser environment, for example , defect
management devotes precious CPU time to both
manage and search the disk for alternate sectors
and/or tracks. Embedding the controller with the
drive electronics allows for greater internal management of these flawed spots, thus improving
overall system performance. This market, with
virtually no shipments in 1984, is expected to
increase to a whopping 817 ,000 units by 1988.
Revenues (which are on an "if-sold" basis, because the product is really shipped within a disk
or tape drive) are expected to be $33 million by
1988, primarily from purchases by drive manufacturers of chip sets.
At the "high-end," or supermicrocomputer
and minicomputer market, Digital Equipment
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

Corp.-compatible controllers accounted for 49
percent of all revenues generated in 1984, or
roughly $74 million. Multibus controller manufacturers claimed 31 percent of sales, with revenues of $47 million. The emerging VMEbus
market accounted for only 4 percent: $6 million
in revenues.
By 1988, revenues from DEC-compatible controllers from companies such as Emulex Corp.
and Distributed Logic Corp. (Dilog) will reach
$132 million, but market share will drop slightly
to 45 percent. Combined Multibus I and Multibus II sales, led by controller manufacturer
Xylogics Irie. , will maintain its number two ppsition but with a decreased 27 percent market
share. VMEbus controllers will exhibit dramatic
growth, capturing 18 percent of the total market,
or $52 million. Recent entries in the VMEbus
controller arena include VMEbus-ESDI controllers from Xylogics, Dual Systems Corp. and
Interphase Corp. The market share of non- DEC
minicomputer-level controllers will decline to 10
percent in 1988. It is important to note that each
category will register a net growth in revenues
for the 1984-88 period.
The VMEbus controller market .is clearly the
fastest growing category, with a compound annual growth in revenues of 75 percent. Explosive
growth projections for supermicrocomputers, fueled by the workstation and computer aided
design/computer aided manufacturing markets ,
will contribute most to this dramatic upswing in
VMEbus controller revenues.
A shift toward smaller , Q-bus-based DEC
computers will result in lower average selling
prices for compatible controllers. Consequently,
revenue share for DEC controllers will decline
slightly , but the growth in shipments will remain
strong. A severe decline in revenues for Texas
Instruments Inc. controllers and a greater move
toward captive controllers will shrink the market
share of non-DEC minicomputer compatible
controllers. Competing buses, particularly the
VMEbus, will slow the growth rate of the Multibus I controller market in the future .

The VMEbus
controller
market is
clearly the
fastest
growing
category, with
a compound
annual growth
in revenues of
75 percent.

Subsystems put it all together

Mass storage subsystems have become a significant market segment. In recent years, the
availability of low-cost, high-capacity Winchesters has made subsystems extremely attractive.
Likewise, high-capacity subsystems have expanded the applications range of existing systems.
Although most aftermarket subsystems are
prepackaged "boxes" containing the disk or tape
109

drive, a controller and a power source, there are
some new variations. The "disk-on-a-card" concept now available for IBM PC systems is one of
them . These are essentially add-in subsystems
that draw power from the computer and do not
require the traditional enclosed power supply.
Early producers include Mountain Computer
Inc., Plus Development Corp. and Western Digital Corp.
Add-on subsystems are popular at the highand low-end computer markets. DEC-compatible minicomputer subsystems dominate the high
end, whereas IBM PC-compatible products
make up the majority of low-end subsystems.
DEC-compatible subsystems will generate a
revenue base of $198 million in 1986. This projection covers subsystems for both Q-bus- and
Unibus-based minicomputers but excludes
DEC's captive-market shipments . The add-on
subsystems market for IBM PC and compatible
machines is expected to reach $310 million this
year. This market has 2-to-3 times more manu-

LOW COST TERMINALS

facturers than the high end (excluding retailers
who privately label existing subsystems or do
limited site integration). The fastest growing
segment , the "hardcard," or disk-on-a-card ,
configuration , will make up 29 percent of the
IBM PC subsystems market in 1986. A year ago ,
this class of product was virtually non-existent.

D

Joe Jaworski is president of Peripheral
Concepts Inc . of Irvine, Calif ., a
management-consulting and market-research
company specializing in the mass storage
industries .
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9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT

The TransTerm®family of data terminals has the following common features:
• 5x7 Dot Matrix A/N LCD Display (upper and lower case) • Membrane Keyboard
with audible key-click and embossed overlay• Standard RS-232 Serial ASCII Communications • Keyboard accessed setup features • Eight Baud Rates• Programmable function keys • Powered by Wall Plug-in Transformer (12 Vac) or extern.al
DC between 8-16 Volts• Low Power Consumption (less than 7.5 Watts)• Optional
Networking with RS422 1/0 •Optional Bar Code Wand input (Code 39)• Optional
display backlight (5 & 6)

T51.4N5Ti!MJ. 3

Two line 80 character display
48 line buffer memory
QWERTY KBD w/edit functions
NiCd battery powered w/charger
Optional Printer/Plotter
Optional 300 baud modem/coupler
Unit price $499 .

T51.4N5Ti!Ml. L,
Eight line 40 character display
50 line buffer memory
6 x 4 Numeric/function keypad
Unit price $749.

T51.4N5Ti!Ml.

5

Two line 24 character display
Unit price $249.

T51.4N5Ti!Ml. ~

For information interchange, backup and archival storage,
IBEX offers a 9-track, IBM format-compatible W' magnetic
tape subsystem for the IBM PC, featuring :

T51.4N5Ti!Ml. ?

• 42 M-Bytes on a single
reel.

Two line 40 character display
Unit price $299.

Battery Powered
56K Buffer memory
Programmable prompting
Clock/calendar time stamping
Unit price $399.

LIJillPUT~~ilT J5~

I

INC.

• IBM format 1600 cpi.
• Software for PC-DOS,
MS-DOS.
Write, phone or TWX
for in.formation

I B E X
IBEX COMPUTER CORP.
20741 Marilla St.
Chatsworth , CA 91311
(818) 709-6100
TWX: 910-493-2071

302 N. Winchester• Olathe, KS 66062 • (913) 829-0600 •TELEX 705337
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FOR PEOPLE WITH
BIGGERTHINGS IN MIND. I
You know what UNIX™ System V

can do.

All, with the convenience of built-in
text editors, debuggers and graphics
tools, including the GSS Virtual
Device Interface.
Uf5- and downloading your work
from minis or mainframes is easy.
Thanks to the standard internal 300/
1200 bps modem, RS-232 port, VT
100* terminal emulation software and
optional 3270 terminal emulation. You
also g t two jacks for phone lines and
built-in communications software.
All of which make the AT&T UNIX
PC ideal for ongoing voice/data communications and remote access to
shared corporate databases.

But now you don't need a mini to do
it. The AT&T UNIX PC puts room-size
computing power righton a-desktop.
Its Motorola 68010 chip, 10 MHz
clock speed and up to 4MB RAMwith virtual memory support and internal hard disk options from 10 to
67MB-give you 75% of the power of
a VAX* 11/780.
For only 7% of the cost.
Development tools? The AT&T
UNIX PC puts you in a UNIX System V
environment complete with system utilities, the shell, C compiler and 68010
assembler. As for languages, you get the
ONE OF THE COMPUTERS
full range: C, Cobol, Fortran, Pascal,
WITH THE FUTURE BUILT IN.
BASIC and the LPI* *high-performance
Even with all its available power
suite. Not to mention C-ISAMt,
and storage options, the AT&T UNIX
INFORMIXt and sort/merge for
PC still has room to grow. With three
database development.
•vAX and VTlOO are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. ••tPI is a trademark of Language Processors. Inc.
tC·ISAM and INFORMIX are trademarks of Relational Database Systems, Inc. © 1986 AT&T Information Systems.
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expansion slots and the ability to connect up to seven serial devices.
Because when you have big ideas,
accommodating them shouldn't be a
big deal.
To find out about the AT&T UNIX PC and our

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME OFFER

call your AT&T Account Executive, authorized
AT&T supplier or 1800247-1212.

AT&T

The right choice.

WITH THE RIGHT TOOLS YOU CAN
NAIL THE COMPETITION.
If you guessed that those tools are the capabilities of a QMS Lasergrafix
printer, then you hit the nail on the head. And if you're an OEM, you can
feel sorry for the competition. A QMS Lasergrafix
printer system fulfills every requirement you can imagine.
Flexibility-the software
intelligence to handle page
composition, plus many
other applications with our
powerful QUIC"M language.
Performance-at speeds up
to 8, 12 and 24 pages a
minute. Reliability-with
support for the widest
range of applications in
..................._
the industry. And service.........__ _ u-"'
--:::::"toe
ability-print engines
. ...
°':;~~~
from the world's best
~.!"'"...,-.......__
....... .............
manufacturers and optional third party
..... ..
service. What's more, a QMS Lasergrafix
..... - )
printer will replicate and download
..
standard quality fonts, interfacing with
just about any system. All of which
makes it the perfect replacement for
multiple printers and plotters-and at OEM discounts, too. Imagine where that leaves the competition.
Now, how can you resist a demonstration?

--_
·----

~----

-"---

_
·-··---

·-'-----

---

,-------------------~Ms· 0

I'd like to see what I can do with the right
tools. Call me immediately to arrange a
oiuALtTY MICRO sv&TEMB
demonstration of a QMS Lasergrafix™ printer.
WHERE IMAGINATION LEADSN 0 Please send me the QMS LasergrafixTM
Family of Non-Impact Printers information
packet today. Be sure to include samples of graphics applications.

....

Name ___________ T i t l e - - - - - - - - - - Company _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ Phone (
Are you a VAR, VAD, OEM or systems integrator? _ _ _ _ __
If VAR or VAD, what manufacturer's equipment? _ _ _ _ _ __
Prime application for your p r o d u c t . - - - - - - - - - - - Number of printers/plotters you are considering. - - - - - - P.O. Box 81250 Mobile, AL 36689 Telephone (205) 633-4300 TelexRCA266013
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AUS1RA11A'86
September 2 - 6, 1986. RAS Showground . Sydney, Australia

AUSTRALIA AND THE PACIFIC BASIN COUNTRIES . .. A RAPIDLY GROWING MARKET
OF USERS, BUYERS AND RESELLERS WHO REPRESENT AN OUTSTANDING
NEW PROFIT POTENTIAL FOR YOUR COMPANY!
Only one show can connect you with every segment of the computer buying public in this dynamic market.
COMDEX/Australia - your link to a whole new world of opportunity.

IFYOU MANUFACTURE OR DISTRIBUTE:
•
•
•
•

Minicomputers
Microcomputers
Multiplexers
Printers

•
•
•
•

Modems
Computer Furniture
CAD/CAM Systems
Communications Equipment

•
•
•
•

Network Services
Third Party Maintenance
Software
LANs

• Memory Storage Devices
• Voice Response Systems
• or any other computer
related product or service . . .

COMDEX/Australia will put you in touch with the decisionmakers who specify and buy your products.

COMDEX/AUSTRALIA FEATURES:
• A five-day Conference for computer and communications professionals
• A "private show" viewing opportunity for resellers .
• . Exhibition of state-of-the-art computers and communications products and services
• Exhibition of PCs and software for business, home and education.

AcTNow1
Don't miss this opportunity to gain a foothold in many of the world's fastest growing computer markets.
Reserve your prime exhibit space at COMDEX/Australia today.
Call or write for information.

U.S. Office:
The Interface Group
300 First Avenue
Needham, MA 02194

USA
(617) 449-6600

Australia Office:
8 West Street
North Sydney
N.S.W. 2060
Phone: 61-02-959-5555

European Office:
The Interface Group
World Trade Center
Tower C 12th Floor
Strawinskylaan 1245
1077 XX Amsterdam
The Netherlands
31-20-621941

Tokyo Office:
Kashiwabara Bldg. 2F
1-3-3, Kyobashi, Chuo-ku,
Tokyo 104, Japon
81-03-271-0246
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For the VAR with

multi. .user environment problems,
Texas Instruments
has industry. .standard answers.
Whether your multi-user system
needs are low-end or high-end, TI
provides commercially tuned operating systems derived from UNIX™
System V, and a common programming language for both.
Multi-user systems can present sizable problems to system designers:
Configuration. Performance. Cost.
Texas Instruments has solved these
problems with the XENIX®-based
Business-Pro™ and the TI System V
derived from UNIX Von the Business
System 1500. And we preserved your
end-user's software investment with
migration from one to the other.
A common environment across the
family.
COBO... System V™ is supported
on both the Business-Pro and the
Business System 1500. Not only is it
versatile, but it also contains key elements of the ANSI 1985 Standard:
COBO... System V, the TI Business
Shell and a commercialized file system
shared across the family.
The TI Business System 1500: High
performance delivered to a larger
number of users.
The Business System 1000 Series
Model 1500 provides exceptional
expandability and processing power in
a multiprocessor environment. With
the multiprocessor design, increasing
performance may be as simple as
adding processor boards. The Business
System 1500 can support up to 128
From left to right,
TI Business Sysiem 1500 and Tl Business-Pro.
TI PC and Business· Pro are trademarks of Texas Instruments
Incorporated. IBM is a registered trademark and Personal Compute r
AT is a trademark of In ternatio nal Business Machines Corp<m:H ion.
COBCl. System V is a trademark of Micro Focus. MS and
XEN IX are reg istered trademarks of MicroSoft Corporatio n . UN IX
is a trademark of Be ll Laborato ries.
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users. And through the use of common peripherals, its connectivity and
configuration flexibility meet the
changing needs of most business
applications.
The XENIX-based TI Business-Pro:
Microcomputer power in a micro
package.
The Business-Pro was designed
with multi-user capabilities in mind.
The standard architecture features
eight full-size and six half-size expansion slots and memory capacity up
to 15 MB. The Business-Pro with
XENIX V supports up to nine users.
And now, many of the software features available on the Business System
1500 are offered for the Business-Pro,
too.
The Business-Pro can also function
as a high-performance, single-user
workstation and network server.
Under MS®-DOS, it offers software
compatibility with both the TIPCT"'
and the IBM ® Personal Computer
AT:'"
The VAR's computer company:
Ready today for tomorrow.
Texas Instruments offers VARs the
opportunity to step into the next generation of computing and artificial
intelligence. We even offer VARs the
ability to marry the advances of
knowledge-based
systems into traditional
data processing
applications.

Our portfolio of tools includes a broad
range of software, hardware, training
and support.
For today's needs, TI system
peripherals include a wide array of
VDTs, printers and customizable portable data terminals. We'll even help
you convert your proprietary software
to the new standards at the TI Migration Center in Austin, Texas. And in
service and support, TI offers VARtailored maintenance agreements and
a nationwide network of support
offices.
The multi-user story here is simple.
If you are a VAR with the desire to
move to industry-standard multi-user
operating systems, then we have the
answers. Texas Instruments is the
VAR's computer company.
For more infonnation on Tl's
multi-user systems, call

1-800-52 7-3500.

TEXAS .JI

INSTRUMENTS

Information. Just ask.
We're shipping 20-Mbyte 3.5-inch Winchesters. With heads that fly, but never
land. So if you're building a better
system, call us at 408-262-7077. Ask
for "Titan Information, please." We'll
show you how to take the worry out
of Winchesters.

Reliability. By design.
LaPine's 3.5-inch Titan™ 20-Mbyte
Winchesters boast patented head lifters.
The heads never land on the media, and
shock can't bang them together. So
there's no head-media wear - ever. And
stiction problems are eliminated completely. This means greater reliability and
data protection for your customers.
Performance. Exceptional.
LaPine's ruggedly built drives offer some
of the best specs in the industry. Like 60
G's shock resistance. With a 5° to 55°C
thermal range. And a 65-ms average access time that speeds system throughput.
Availability. Immediate.
Whether you want a single Titan 20 for

Shockproof 3.5-inch
20-Mbyte Winchesters that
eliminate head-disk wear
and stiction-completely.
evaluation or 5,000 drives for your production run, LaPine is delivering. In
quantity. Now. At very affordable prices.

LAPIN:

T E C H N 0 L 0 G Y
182 Tupaz Street
Milpitas, CA 95035
408-262-7077
FAX 408-945-9949
Tulex 171693

n1Titan is a trademark of LaPine Thchnology Corporation.
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NE\N PRODUCTS
TERMINA LS
Megan Nields, Assistant Editor

Multifunction terminal
features two-line LCD
• Programmable keys
• 51-key keyboard
• 2 lines by 40 characters
Supplying a 2-li ne-by-40-character
LCD , the TM8400 data-entry terminal
suits point-to-point or multidropped operation. The 51-key keyboard is programmable. The unit's functions can be expanded by three plug-in modules:
communications , peripheral and auxiliary . Operational modes , baud rate and
protocol are established interactively.
Multidropped operation allows up to 32
terminals to share a communications line
in polled operation. $795. Burr-Brown
Corp., P.O. Box 11400, Tucson , Ariz.
85734 , (602) 746-1111.
Circle 451

Monitor displays
16 colors
• 13-inch screen
• 640 by 240 pixels
• 25 lines
The ZVM-1330 monitor displays 16
colors on a 13-inch reduced-glare screen.
A 25-line-by-80-character format supports the 640-by-240 pixel resolution .
The unit interfaces with most IBM-type
personal computers. Features include an
optional tilt-and-swivel base and ergonomic design . $649. Zenith Data Syste ms, IOOO Milwaukee Ave., Glenview,
Ill. 60025 , (312) 391-8949.
Circle 452

columns on a 14-inch green or amber
screen. RS232C and RS422 interfaces are
standard. Up to 1,080 characters of non~
volatile memory are used in 16 programmable functions. A second bidirectional
port interfaces to a printer or an alternate host. It supports Tektronix 4010,
4014 and compatible graphics. $1,595.
Teleray, P.O. Box 24064, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55424, (612) 941-3300.
Circle 453

Terminal accesses
IBM PC/XT, /AT
The Remoterm terminal remotely accesses the IBM PC/XT , /AT and compatibles. Supplied with proprietary software, the unit supports 80- and
132-column displays with a 9-by-14-inch
dot matrix on a 14-inch screen. Features
include non-volatile setup modes and
non-volatile programmable function
keys. $699. Link Technologies Inc., 47339
Warm Springs Blvd. , Fremont, Calif.
94539, (415) 651-8000.
Circle 454

Terminal furnishes
DEC compatibility
Compatible with DEC's VT220, the
920 factory-automation terminal provides a ColorKey feature that adds color
to black and white software without reprogramming. The 19-inch screen displays 80 or 132 columns. Fifteen programmable function keys and four ASCII
character sets are standard. $2,195 .
Intecolor Cor p., 225 Technology Park ,
Norcross, Ga. 30092, (404) 449-5961.
Circle 455

Terminal emulates
Honeywell VIP
• 80 or 132 columns
• DEC compatible
• 14-inch screen
The 20-7813 terminal emulates Honeywell's VIP 781317823 and 7305. It provides DEC VTlOO compatibility. Display
format is 24 lines of 80 columns or 132
MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS/June 1986

Graphics display
suits IBM PC/AT
A graphics display system for the IBM
PC/AT , Personal Graphics 90 provides
l ,280-by-1 ,024 , 60-Hz non-interlaced
color or monochrome graphics. A fourplane system displays 16 colors , and an

eight-plane version displays 256 colors ,
from a 16. 7-million-color palette. $7,995
to $9,395. Lexidata Corp. , 755 Middlesex
Turnpike, Billerica , Mass. 01865 , (617)
663-8550.
Circle 456

Monitor supplies
AT & T compatibility
The CM-1370/AT&T Version color
monitor suits AT&T's PC6300 and
PC6300 Plus personal computers. It
achieves a line resolution of 720 by 400
and supplies 16 colors for graphics in
CAD, CAM and CAE applications .
Screen size is 13 inches. $799. Tatung Co.
of America, 2850 El Presidio St. , Long
Beach, Calif. 90810, (213) 637-2105.
Circle 457

Terminal features
eight colors
An alphanumeric display terminal ,
KISS features eight foreground/background colors and DEC VTlOO and
VT131 emulations. The unit runs at 19.2
kilobauds and supports the IBM PC keyboard. A color-mapping function converts monochrome applications to color
at the terminal. $1,595. ID Systems
Corp., 6175-W Shamrock Court , Dublin ,
Ohio 43017, (614) 766-0440.
Circle 458

Monitors supply
19- inch screen
Models 8855 and 8856 19-inch color
. monitors provide a horizontal operating
range of 47 to 52 kHz. They aid applications requiring 1,024-by-768 non-interlaced performance. Video bandwidth is
100 MHz and power consumption is less
than lOOW. The units are compatible
with the Hewlett-Packard HP98545A
graphics card. $4,350. Aydin Controls,
414 Commerce Drive, Fort Washington,
Pa. 19034, (215) 542-7800.
Circle 459
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DISK/TAPE
Disk subsystem
stores 20M bytes
The 4100 Small Disk is a 3 1/2-inch
Winchester disk subsystem. The unit
stores 20M bytes and is ruggedized for
military and commercial environments.
Software programs and data bases can be
distributed among various processors.
An SCSI interface is supplied. $11 ,500.

Rolm Mil-Spec Computers, One River
Oaks Place , San Jose, Calif. 95134, (408)
942-8000.
Circle 460

Tape drive emulates
rigid disk drive

emulates a rigid disk drive. The fileaddressab le unit responds to all DOS
2.0, 3.0 and higher commands . A sectorby-sector utility backs up a 1OM-byte
rigid disk in 10 minutes. $1,490. Advanced Digital Information Corp., P.O .
Box 2996, 10201 Willows Road , Redmond , Wash. 98073-2996, (206) 8818004.
Circle -161

A 40M-byte tape drive for the IBM
PC/XT , /AT and compatibles , the TD440

-;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::================================:::=:::=;;;;;;;;-i

Winchester drive
resides on card
A 30M-byte card-level hard disk,
Drivecard 30 combines two 3 1/2-inch
disks with controller electronics. The
unit is compatible with the IBM PC/XT
and /AT and operates under IBM DOS
and XENIX. It is equivalent in capacity
to 87 double-sided , double-density flexible disks. Rigid disk software is stored
on two EPROMs that contain DOS BIOS
programming. The internal device requires one card-cage slot on the PC/XT
and one and one-half slots on other
models . $1,449 . Mountain Computer
Inc., 360 El Pueblo Road , Scotts Valley,
Calif. 95066, (415) 534-1717.
Circle -162

Solve your customers' problems . Fast. That 's what makes
you valuable. And brings them
back to you .
Let us help.
Our cable assemblies are the finest
available . All built to IBM specs. Every
part we use is OPL. No substitutions of
cheap components ; no shortcuts in assembly. More than the years' experience
has taught us there are no shortcuts to quality.
And our service? Fast. And helpful. If you know what
you need , call us at 1-800-323-6604 and order it. If you don't, call
us and ask. Either way, you can expect same day shipping of
built-to-length assemblies.
And you get all the credit.

U

NATIONAL
ELECTRIC
CABLE

1730 Elmhurst Road
Elk Grove Village, Ill . 60007
Chicago (312) 593-8100
Portland (503) 620-9400
San Francisco (415) 785-1277
Houston (713) 464-8555

Cable Specialists for IBM Systems

Tape drives supply
streamer technology
• 64K-byte data buffer
• 12.5 to 75 ips
• 1,600 bpi
Consisting of five moving parts, the
Series 2000 cache tape drives combine
streamer technology and semiconductor
data-buffering . All models provide a
64K-byte data buffer and selectable
block sizes of 8K, 16K, 24K and 32K
bytes with error handling through automatic read-and-write retry . Model 2110
emulates start/stop tape speeds of 12.5 to
75 ips and has a transfer rate of 20 to
120K bytes. It records data at 1,600 bpi.
Model 2120 achieves a dual-density recording rate of 1,600 to 3 ,200 bpi, allowing up to 138M bytes of unformatted
capacity per reel. Units 2112 and 2122
offer transfer rates of 72 to 384K bytes.
They emulate start/stop speeds of 45 to
240 ips. Access times are 1 to 8 msec .
$2,850 to $3,695 . Digi-Data Corp., 8580
Dorsey Run Road , Jessup , Md . 20794,
(301) 498-0200.
Circle -163

CAll.1011. FREE 1·800·323·6604
CIRCLE NO. 100 ON INQUIRY CARD
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There's a difference between
l11ak.ing news and l11ak.ing drives.
While others are announcing high-capacity SCSI drives, Maxtor
is shipping them.
That should come as no surprise. Because our new SCSI drives
are based on the same proven technology as the tens of thousands of
ST506/412 and ESDI drives weve already shipped.
They're called the XT-3000"' Series.The difference is
an embedded SCSI controller Withmextensive conUIN"9
And the fact that they eoxne 'W'itk ellpaCi.ties up to
~y · ~news at all.

The Convergent Principle Applied:

Our networks let you share
For a business to succeed, great ideas must be shared
throughout the company. But a single network can't connect all the different kinds of computers you find in business today. That's why we offer a choice of networks
that let you link workstations, PCs, minicomputers and
mainframes in the specific arrangement that best suits
your needs.
THE BUILT-IN NElWORK
For simplicity of networking, we built the Convergent
Cluster™into every NGEN®workstation. This inherent

Convergent Clu5ter ;and CT-Net are trademarks md NGEN Is a registered trademark of Convergent Technologies.

network eliminates specification and installation problems.
All you do is connect the cables. And with CT-Net,™
you can link Clusters together as easily as you connect
workstations, so that your networks can grow as your
organization grows.
Through the Cluster; workstations share databases,
modems, printers, flies, programs and communication
resources. Because the network operates invisibly,
people can use the Cluster without changing the way
they normally work.

CIRCLE NO. 66 ON INQUIRY CARD

great ideas with others.
THE EXTENDED NElWORKS
Obviously, not all computers are designed for the
Cluster. So we offer SNA or X.25 communication
packages that link workstations to large mainframes or
public data bases.
All our networks are backed by Convergent's commitment to excellence in engineering, craftsmanship
in manufacturing and fast tum-around in high-volume
production.

We'd like to show you how this convergence of thinking can work for you. Call us for more information at
800-538-8157, ext 951 (in California call 800-672-3470,
ext. 951; in Europe call 44-2404-44 33). Or write us:
Convergent Technologies, 2700 North First Street,
P.O. Box 6685, San Jose, CA 95150-6685, Attention:
Mail Stop 10-015.
That is, if great computers and total networking
sound like good ideas to you.

Convergent
When great ideas converge, great products emerge.

YOU CAN OffLOAD YOUR PC
COMMUNICATIONS JUST LIKE YOU
WOULD AMAINflAMf.
DCP-BBIVM,THE PLUG-111 FROllT EllD.
If communications overhead is
wearing your system down, simply
use our new DCP-88NM Front End
Communications Processor.

ALMOST ENDLESS APPLICATIONS.
The DCP-88NM is ideal for integrating workstations, like RJE, on-line
reservation systems, manufacturing

automation and financial banking
applications, It's equally recommended
for protocol converters, instrumentation, process control, off loading printer
control, or virtually any other appli- cation that involves communications
processing on a PC.

PLUG-IN ADVANCED FEATURES.
Get up to 512 KB RAM, four multiprotocol serial ports, a high speed
parallel printer port-all on one board .
Naturally, we support ASYNC, SYNC,
BISYNC, SDLC and HDLC (X.25) protocols. And thanks to shared memory
architecture, data and control information move at memory speeds.

PLENTY OF POWERFUL SOFTWARE.
Emu lex fully supports the DCP-88/
VM with a wide variety of software. This
includes Real-Time Executive. Plus
PC/3780, PC/HASP, PC 3270 BISYNC,
PC/3270 SNA and PC/X.25.
With so much to offer, it's no wonder
we're fast becoming an industry leader.
So offload your PC with the DCP-88NM,
the plug-in front end from Emu lex. Call
toll free 1-800-EMULEX3. In California,
(714) 662-5600. Or write: Persyst Products,
Emulex Corporation,
3545 Harbor Boulevard, P.O. Box 6725,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626.

U.S. Regional Offices: Anaheim, CA (714) 385-1695; Reston,
VA (703) 471-1001; Schaumburg, IL(312) 490-0050; Roswell, GA
(404) 587-3610; Nashua, NH (603) 882-6269. International
Offices: Australia, Eastwood, N.S.W (02) 858-4833; Canada,
Mississauga, Ontario (416) 673-1211; France, Montrouge
(1) 735-7070; United Kingdom, Bracknell, Berkshire (334)
484234; West Germany, Munich (089) 304051.
IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of International
Business Machines Corporation.
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PRINTERS
Daisywheel printer
runs at 40 cps

Desktop printer
targets OEMs

• 197 columns
• Th ree interfaces
• 3K-byte buffer

• 8 ppm
• 128K-byte memory buffer
• Four type fo nts

Geared towards small-to-medium size
offices, the EXP800 daisyw heel, letterquality printer operates at 40 cps. The
unit provides a 15-inch carriage and parallel, serial and IEEE-488 interfaces. It
prints 197 colu mns o n paper as wide as 17
inches. An expandable 3K-byte buffer
frees the computer or word processor for
other jobs duri ng printing time. Character pitches include 10, 12, 15 and proportional. $895. Silver-Reed America Inc. ,
19600 S. Vermont Ave., Torra nce, Calif.
90502, (213) 516-7008.
Circle 464

Aimed at the OE M market , the
LC-800 , 8-ppm desktop printer provides
a 128K-byte memory buffer, 250-sheet
input and output bins, an LCD operator

panel, fo ur resident type fo nts and a
dual, serial/parallel inte rface . A dualcartridge printing system permits separate replacement of toner and photoconductor. Options include a 1.3M-byte
memory board , fo ur fo nt cartridges and
paper handlers. $2 ,995. NEC Information Systems Inc. , 1414 Massachusetts
Ave., Boxborough , Mass. 01719, (617)
264-8000.
Circle 466

Laser printer
blazes at 26 ppm
• 300 dpi
•IBM , DEC compatible
• 1,500 lpm
Achieving 26 ppm and I ,500 lpm , the
LaserPrint 2670 runs th ree times as fas t
as most laser printers. The unit , geared
towards OE Ms, is plug-compatible with
DEC, IBM and Wang systems. The
printer has a 300-dpi resolution and a bar
code and bit-mapped graphics capability.
It emulates Calcomp , Diablo, Epson,
NEC and Xerox pri nters. Features include a dual-input fee der , a 2,000-page
pape r-input capacity and a 55 dB(a)
noise-level. $11 ,400 . Advanced Technologies International Inc., 2041 Mission
College Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif. 95054,
(408) 748-1688.
Circle 465
ANSWERS TO
MAY'S PUZZLE
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SORD COMPUTER OF AMERICA. 645 Fifth Av .. N .Y.. NY 10022-Tel: (212) 759-0140;
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9 No. Main St.. Lombard. IL 60148-(312) 627-6056.
SORD COMPUTER SYSTEMS (U .K.) (1) 631·0787; (IRELAND) (1) 482555; (IN. GERMANY) 02161-663077.
UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Lobofotorles
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DATACOM
Gateway allows
IBM 3270 emulation
The DNA Gateway provides a 3270
communications link between an installed DNA local area network and SNA
hosts. Using one personal computer card
slot, the device requires no additional
programming. It supports from eight to
32 concurrent users. An RS232C modem
connection is standard . $3 ,995 to 4,995.
Network Development Corp., P. 0. Box
1785, West Chester, Pa. 19380, (215)
296-7420.
Circle 467

Communications box
cuts line costs
A communications box, the Micom
Box Type 2 cuts telephone line costs and
adapts to different environments. Plug-in
firmware modules such as data concentrators and statistical multiplexers are
provided; hardware modules tailor the
device for the number of asynchronous
channels required . A base configuration

supports four asynchronous terminals or
computer ports , a composite interface
and a Command Port. $1,290 and up .
Micom Systems Inc., 4100 Los Angeles
Ave. , P.O. Box 8100, Simi Valley , Calif.
93062-8100 , (805) 583-8600.
Circle 468

Tool links PCs
to databases
A network productivity tool , Multiplex links personal computers to databases on multiuser systems. The product
uses Lotus 1-2-3 , dBASE and other personal computer software to automatically format data . File transfer , network file
management and terminal emulation are
provided . $695. Network Innovations
Corp., 20863 Stevens Creek Blvd ., Cupertino , Calif. 95014, (408) 257-6800.
Circle 469

LAN uses
existing wires
A LAN without cables , GridNet uses

existing AC wiring to link microcomputers. Error-free data is transmitted and
received on electrical circuits without
interference. System throughput is
23,040 bps . Full duplex operation and
ASCII and binary information transfer is
supported. $449 to $799. GridComm
Inc., 20 Old Ridge Road , Danbury,
Conn . 06810, (203) 790-9077.
Circle 470

Board suits
IBM PC/XT, /AT
'An SDLC communications board for
the IBM PC/XT and /AT , Adaptcom
operates at speeds of up to 19.2K bps. It
provides solutions for PC-to-host and
PC-to-PC communications applications .
The unit has one configurable interrupt
level and allows users to configure the
1/0 base address. $245. Network Software Associates Inc., 22982 Mill Creek,
Laguna Hills , Calif. 92653 , (714) 7484013.
Circle 471

Throughout the disk drive industry, the Fujitsu name stands for proven
technology, superior performance and unmatched reliability.
Throughout the world, the name represents a company that comes through
with products instead of promises.
And when it comes to SW' Winchester disk drives, Fujitsu America has a new
172MB drive, with units available today for your eva],uation.
It's the newest member of our SW' disk drive family-and it's based on the same
proven technologies. It's fully compatible with industry standards. And it gives you
a significant price/performance advantage.
This drive represents a major step in the evolution of your multi-user system. And
Fujitsu America has the technology, the strength and the experience to help you
continue on that growth path.
124
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SUBASSEMBLIES
SBC uses Intel
8097 microcontroller
• 32 1/0 lines
• 16-bit processor
•Two serial ports
A single-board computer for data-acquisition and process-control applications , the FX-97 uses the Intel 8097
microcontroller to provide 48K bytes of
RAM , EPROM or EEPROM . The device connects directly to a terminal and
power supply and may be used as a
standalone system. It offers two serial
ports, eight analog inputs with 10-bit
resolution and 32 parallel 1/0 lines . The
unit's 16-bit processor runs at 12 MHz.
$425. Allen Systems, 2151 Fairfax Road ,
Columbia , Ohio 43221 , (614) 488-7122.
Circle 472

1/0 system provides
data acquisition
• 16 1/0 lines
• 300 to 9.6K bps
• RS232C , RS423 interfaces
Eliminating the need for bus interfac-

ing , the SL-800E intelligent data acquisition 1/0 system communicates with host
computers or terminal via an RS232C or
RS423 interface . The unit operates at
baud rates ranging from 300 to 9.6K bps .
Sixteen digital 1/0 lines are configured as
eight TTL-level inputs and eight outputs.
The AID resolution is 12 bits . Up to 90
systems can be daisy-chained on one
RS232C/RS423 line. $995 to $1,895. Syntest, 40 Locke Drive, Marlboro , Mass.
01752, (617) 481-7827 .
Circle 473

and board, a 9.5-MHz speed-up mode
and an additional 256K bytes of DRAM.
$495 . Megatel Computer Technologies,
150 Turbine Drive, Weston , Ontario,
M9L 2S2, Canada, (416) 745-7214.
Circle 474

SBC mounts
on disk drive

The 890 Multifunction CPU card
works with the STDbus. It utilizes STD
BASIC and application programs to talk
to any STDbus peripheral card. Of the
120 commands, 44 speak to control systems on bit, BCD, 8-bit or 16-bit levels.
The unit incorporates a 4-MHz Z80A
processor , dual independent RS2'32C
serial ports and four 8-bit counter/timer
channels. Memory consists of 64K bytes
of RAM and EPROM. An additional
64K bytes of RAM can be addressed on
the STDbus. $385. Octagon Systems
Corp., 6501 W. 91st St., Westminster,
Colo. 80030, (303) 426-8540 .
Circle 475

•IBM compatible
• Two serial ports
• 8088 CPU
An IBM PC/XT-compatible singleboard computer, the Quark/PC , mounts
on a 5 114-inch flexible disk drive . The
board supplies 256K bytes of DRAM , an
8088 CPU running at 4.77 MHz, two
serial ports , a parallel printer port and a
flexible disk controller. A color graphics
monitor and a BIOS are provided . Options include a bus expansion module

CPU card
targets STDbus
• Hardware/software
• 120 commands
• Z80A processor

this name represents
built into these 51/4" drives.
So no matter what capacity SW' drive you need, you can be sure of its performance,
reliability and delivery. We keep close control of all three by manufacturing virtually every
component of our drives ourselves. And we recently opened a plant that adds 220,000
square feet to our SW' and 3Yz" manufacturing capacity. Mooe1
M2233
M2235
M2243 M2246E
For more information about Fujitsu's full family
~a~~~;,%\~~?
13
21
s6
112
of SW' drives, call (408) 946-8777. Or write Fujitsu ~~~~~sc:ime(msec)ST::/412 ST:/412 ST~/412 ESDI
America, Inc., Storage Products Division, 30S5
TransferRate(KB/secJ 625
625
625
1250
Technolo
·
~positeferriie_heads.Oxidemedia
Orchard Drive, San Jose, CA 95134-2017.
When you want the best in data storage technology
-and you want it now-just remember our name.

We're developing technology for you.
CIRCLE NO. 69 ON INQUIRY CARD
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The'IeleVideo 905 terininal
What a difference $10 makes.

Let's face it; there are
a lot of $399 terminals
being sold these days. You
get a basic box, a few
tacked-on bells and
whistles, and not a whole
lot more.
But now there's the
TeleVideo® 905. At S409,
F12

TELEVIDEO 905 VS. WYSE WY·JO
TELEVIDEO
905

WYSE
WY-30

Individual
Rrogrammable
unction keys

16

4

Tilt and swivel
standard

Yes

No

High contrast
super dark Matsushita screen

Yes

No

WordStar4 mode

Yes

No

Full-size
keyboard

Yes

No

FEATURES

F13

it has a feature set so
powerful, your customers will think they're
sitting at an expensive
workstation.
For example, there's a

sleekly designed monitor case with full tilt and
swivel.
A full-size keyboard
with sculptured keycaps
for smooth, comfortable

typing. Sixteen nonvolatile, programmable
function keys. Keyswitches that have been
tested to 100,000,000
strokes. Even an enhanced numeric keypad.
There's also a
buffered printer port.
And, of course, compatibility with the TeleVideo
925 command set, the
most popular and widely
emulated ASCII command set in the world.
The TeleVideo 905.
What a difference SIO
makes.

0 TeleVideo®
Settle for more.

TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3568, ( 408) 74 5-7760
AMSTERDAM: 31.2503.35444, PARIS: 33.1.4687.34.40, LONDON: 44.9905.6464
()1 986 TeleVideo Systems, Inc . WYSE is a trademark of Wyse Technology. WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corpora tion.

See your
TeleVideo ilistributor.
CALIFORNIA
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICES
Sunnyvale(408] 745-7760
Newport Beach (714) 476-0244

D.H. MINICOM

BENCHMARK COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Minneapolis [612) 831 -2300

PC EXPRESS
Burnsville (612) 894-9153

NEW JERSEY
DATA STORE

LosAngeles(213) 483-2400

Cherry Hill (609) 7 79·0200

DAVID JAMISON CARLYLE CORP

NEW YORK
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE

Culver City (213) 410-9250

DIGITAL SOURCE. INC.
San Diego[619) 569-9333

Syosset (516) 496-4777

DUCOMMUN DATA SYSTEMS

ARROW ELECTRONICS

Cypress (714) 220-6588

Melville (800] 323-4 373

EMERITUS

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT
COMPANY

Fresno (800) 325-9892

KIERULFF ELECTRONICS. INC.

Hauppauge (516) 435-1199

San Jose ( 408) 220-6300

TRANSACTION CONCEPTS, INC.

LEASAMETRIC

Forest Hills (718) 544·8898

Foster City (415) 574 -4441

TRICOM GROUP

PREMIER SOURCE DISTRIBUTING

W. Hempstead (516) 483-9700

Irvine (714) 261-201 I

RC DATA

NORTH CAROLINA
PEN-TECH SALES

San Jose [ 408) 946-3800

Greensboro [919) 852-6000

U.S. INSTRUMENT RENTAL

OHIO
COMPUTER PLACE

San Mateo(415) 572-6600

VIVITAR COMPUTER PRODUCTS
Santa Monica (213) 829-3672

Brooklyn Heights
(216) 351-7444

WESTERN MICRO SYSTEMS

E.Q.S. SYSTEMS

Mountain View ( 4 I 5) 964 -2050

Chesterland (216) 729-2222
REYNOLDS & REYNOLDS
Dayton (513) 443-2264
WC. KOEPF & ASSOCIATES
Chargin Falls (216) 247 -5129

FLORIDA
GENTRY ASSOCIATES
Orlando[305) 859-7450

GEORGIA
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE

OREGON
OMEGA DATA, INC.

Norcross (404) 447-1231

Hillsboro (503) 640-3995

INFOTEC, INC.

PENNSYLVANIA
ARCH ASSOCIATES

Atlanta (404) 458-1400

ILLINOIS
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE
Schaumburg [312) 397 -5400

Fernwood (215) 284 -0327

TEXAS

TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE

DATA ONE

Irving [214) 550-1060

Prospect Hts. (312) 520-1300

CARTERFONE COMMUNICATIONS

PRO COM SALES

Dallas[214) 630-9700

Elk Grove Village
(312) 860-1123

INTERPRINT, INC.
Austin (800) 637 -0600

TEK-AIDS INDUSTRIES

INTERPRINT, INC.

Arlington Hts.
(312) 870-7400

Houston [713) 465-0580

UNITED STATIONERS

Plano[800] 527-5113

Forest Park [312) 699-5000

INTERPRINT, INC.
MICRO SOURCE OF TEXAS

INDIANA
NASH & ASSOCIATES

Richardson (214) 690-511 I

Indianapolis (317) 925-1050

Richardson (214) 680-9700

MARYLAND
FEDERAL DATA CORPORATION

WASHINGTON
DATEC,INC.

Rockville [301) 294-9682

MASSACHUSETI'S
TELEVIDEO REGIONAL
SALES OFFICE
Woburn (617] 890-3282

ARROW ELECTRONICS
Woburn [617) 938-8700

BUTLER ASSOCIATES, INC.
Newton (617) 964-5270

STRATUS COMPUTER

US DATA CORPORATION

Seattle (206) 575-1470

DYNAMIC SYSTEMS NORTHWEST
Mukilteo(206] 745-5311

VIRGINIA
MARVA DATA SERVICES
CANADA
ARROW ELECTRONICS
CANADA LIMITED

Marlboro (617) 460-2000

MICHIGAN
MIDCOM COMMUNICATIONS

COMPUTER DISTRIBUTION, INC.
N. Vancouver, BC
[604) 984-0641

STAR-TRON IC

DATAMEX, LIMITED

Farmington Hills
[313) 477-7586

Montreal, Quebec
(514) 355-4923

MINNESOTA
AVNET COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES
Eden Prairie (612) 944-1114

0 TeleVideo®
Settle for more.
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LITERATURE
Pamphlet describes
VMEbus products
This VMEbus brochure summarizes
over 30 hardware and software products.
Among other things, it describes and
illustrates a single-enclosure development system; 16-bit, single-board CPUs
with speeds up to 12.5 MHz; and memory boards with parity checking or EDC
data security. Segments on 1/0 and
graphic controllers , rigid- and flexibledisk units, backplanes and power supplies are included. Free. Plessey Microsystems, 1 Blue Hill Plaza , Pearl River,
N.Y. 10965-8541, (914) 735-4661.
Circle 476

Brochure details
datacom devices
The 34-page " Datacom Cookbook"
deals with data communications networks and multiuser computer systems.
Catagories include short-haul modems,
interface converters, test equipment and
multiplexers. Information is supplied for
port-sharing devices, cables , lightning
protection and for obtaining datacomm
books. Free. Telebyte Technology Inc.,
270 E. Pulaski Road , Greenlawn, N.Y.
11740, (800) 835-3298.
Circle 477

Book examines
LAN topics
The expanded LOCALNetter Designer's Handbook lists buyers, vendors and
designers of local networks and network
products. This 496-page fourth edition
contains 14 articles on LAN-related topics as well as specific information on
LAN systems and products. A listing of
international distributors and sales offices is provided. $102. Architecture
Technology Corp., P.O. Box 24344, Minneapolis, Minn. 55424 , (612) 935-2035 .
Circle 478

Falls Church (703) 893-1544

Montreal, Quebec
(514)735-5511

Southfield (313) 353-5696

NEW PRODUCTS

Guide tabulates
systems products
The second annual Kierulff Systems
Designers Guide supplies information on
the computer products and systems, peripherals, data communications equipment and software of more than 25 manufacturers. The 320-page volume reviews
technology in specific product areas.
Free . KierultT Distribution Professionals,
10824 Hope St., Cypress , Calif. 90630 ,
(800) 367-7767.
Circle 479
127

Announcing

the Wren™ II Half-Height
and Wren III 5~" drives.
Two high performance, high capacity
drives that represent not only the fastest
of their species, but the best engineered,
best designed drives in the world.
The Wren II Half-Height has 51 MB
of unformatted storage, (40 MB formatted),

with a typical seek time of 28 ms. The
fastest in its category.
The Wren III is the fastest high
capacity unit available anywhere. It stores
up to 182 MB with a typical seek time
of 16.4 ms.

Both have 20,000-hour MTBF and
require no preventative maintenance.
And both are covered by the best support services in the industry.
The Wren family offers a variety of
industry standard interfaces, including
ST506 on the Wren II Half-Height. The
Wren III offers ESDI and SCSI.

No one in the world has sold more
5 ~ " high performance, high capacity
drives than Control Data. A sure sign of
satisfied customers.
For more information, call 1-800828-8001 ext. 82 . (In Minnesota, call
612-921-4400 ext. 82.) Or call your local
Arrow or Kierulff distributor.

(5 2) CONTR.OL DATA
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DEC
Users
The waiting for disk
response is over

• Finally there is a cost-effective way .to speed
up PDP-11 and VAX computers.
• Waiting time for disk access can be dramatically reduced.

REGIONAL SALES OFFICES

Robert K. Singer
National Sales Manager
275 Washington St.
Newton , MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
NEW ENGLAND

John J. Fahey
Regional Manager
Susan Rapaport
Regional Manager
275 Washington St.
Newton , MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
NEW YORK/MID-ATLANTIC

• Caching and disk emulation techniques
combined .

Stephen B. Donohue
Regional Manager
1873 Route 70 , Suite 302
Cherry Hill , NJ 08003
(609) 751-0170
in N.Y. : (212) 972-0058

With the MegaDSC-11
high performance storage
management system.

SOUTHEAST
Larry Pullman
Regional Manager
6540 Powers Ferry Rd .,
Suite 170
Atlanta , GA 30339
(404) 955-6500
MIDWEST
Robert D. Wentz
Regional Manager
Marianne Majerus
Sales Coordinator
Cah ners Plaza
1350 E. Touhy Ave.
P.O . Box 5080
Des Plaines , IL 60018
(312) 635-8800

BENELUX
Elan Marketing Group
BOSC HDIJ K 199B
5612 HB Eindhoven
The Netherlands
Tel : 31 -40-455724
ISRAEL

Elan Marketing Group
13 Haifa St., P.O. Box 33439
Tel Aviv
Tel : 972-3-252967
Telex : 341667
JAPAN
Kaoru Hara
General Manager
Dynaco International Inc.
7-2-8 Minamiaoyama
Minato-ku , Tokyo 107
Tel: 011-81-3-409-4569
Fax : 011 -81-3-499-4554
TAIWAN

Donald H. Shapiro
Trade Winds, 2nd Floor
132 Hsin Yi Road , Sec. 2
Taipei
Tel : 3932718
Telex: 24177 FC Trade
UNITED KINGDOM

Elan Marketing Group
5th Floor, Suite 10
Chesham House
136 Regent St.
London W 1R 5FA
Tel : 437-6900
Telex : 267653
SWEDEN

SOUTHWEST
Don Ward , Regional Manager
13740 Midway, Suite 515
Dallas , TX 75234
(214) 980-0318

If your system is 1/0 bound because of disk
intensive applications, the MegaDSC-11 can
significantly increase your system's performance.

How?
The MegaDSC-11 intelligent disk caching system
anticipates the data most likely to be needed by
the CPU and holds that data in high-speed cache
memory. Many read responses come directly
from the cache memory, thereby eliminating
mechanical motion as a factor in disk access
time. Extra performance is gained by off-loading
storage management functions from the CPU.

Features:
32MBytes of cache • Solid-state disk em ulation
• Transparent to existing system software •
Provides all UDA 50 functions • Supports MSCP
protocol • Multiporting • Automatic error detection and recovery • User selectable caching
algorithms • Volume shadowing.

~ Imperial Technology, Inc.

I

I

I

831 S. Dougla s Street • El Segundo. CA 90245
Telephone . (213 ) 536 -0018 • Telex . 664469

MOUNTAIN STATES
John Huff
Regional Manager
270 St. Paul St.
Denver, CO 80206
(303) 388-4511
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA/
NEVADA

Len Ganz
Regional Manager
18818 Teller Ave .
Irvine , CA 92715
(714) 851 -9422
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA/
NORTHWEST

Frank Barbagallo
Northwestern Regional Sales
Manager
Rick Jamison
Regional Manager
Kathleen Maxwell
Sales Coordinator
Sherman Building , Suite 100
303 1 Tisch Way
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 243-8838
AUSTRIA/WEST GERMANY
Elan Marketing Group
Neutor g. 2
P.O . Box 84
1013 Vienna
Tel : 43-222-663012

Elan Marketing Group
Hum legardsgatan Nr. 5
11446 Stockholm
Tel : 46-8-677243
Mini-Micro Marketplace
Carol Fla nagan
275 Washington St.
Newton , MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Direct-Response Postcards
Carol Flanagan
275 Washington St.
Newton , MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Career Opportunities
Carol Flanagan
Recruitment Advertising Manager
275 Washington St.
Newton, MA 02158
(617) 964-3030
Cahners Magazine Division
William Platt, President
T.M. McDermott, Vice President
Electronics/Computer Group
Tom Dellamaria , VP/Production
Ira Siegel , VP/Research
Promotion Staff
Susan Rapaport
Marketing Communications
Director
Mary Gregory
Promotion Manager
Elizabeth Phi ll ips
Marketing Assistant
Circulation
Denver, CO :
(303) 388-4511
Sherri Gronli
Group Manager
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Promise
them AT&T
en call
Duca
un
Data Systems.
"Let me get this straight.
You need.fifty of the AT&T PC 6300
Pluses with internal t;ape drives by Monday Morning?
No problem."

Of course, by calling
and software from leading manuDucommun Data Systems first,
facturers. In other words, when
you'll be absolutely sure of keepyou need printers, or data base
ing the promises you make your
management programs, or whatcustomers.
ever, get it through DDS. We're
DDS, after all, is the largest
your one single reliable source for
just about everything.
national master value added
l
AT& T distributor. In fact, nobody ?--....::::-==~==::::..:::::::::::::~::..:::::4
And we're your best source
stocks as many AT&T products
for service and support. DDS
as we do. Systems like the UNIX.people work hard. DDS people
based 3B family including the
know your business. We're ready
to integrate equipment and softnew 3B2/310 and 3B2/400. The
UNJX* PC, too! Plus MS-DOS
ware into progressive systems
based products like the PC 6300
you can sell with confidence.
AT& T Teletype line, AT& T
That's our promise to you.
and the all new PC 6300 Plus.
Also, only DDS can build you
co-labeled software and authorized
Count on it. And call us. We'll
AT&T service. Whew! What
special configurations like the
send you our new catalogue.
PC 6300 with internal tape and 40 could be more promising?
Ducommun Data Systems, 10824
But there's more. DDS hanMB storage or 40 MB UNJX PCs.
Hope Street, Cypress, CA 90630.
dles the widest range of peripherals
DDS even offers you the
1-800-FOR VARS.
' UNIX is a trademark of
AT&T Bell Laboratories.

DUCOMMUN
DATA

SYSTEMS

:» A DIVISION OF DUCOMMUN INCORPORATED
AT&T· AT&T Teletype· Ashton·Tate · Alloy ·CDC · Convergent · Data Technology Corpomtion · Dataproducts · DEC · FIS· HANDLE· Lear Siegler·
3-M · NEC · Quadmtron · Qume · Sola · Tandon · Televideo · T hesys · Tl · Touchstone · Unify · Western Digital · WYSE
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The perfect way to accent Bii
I II Iii Iii

11111111111

The. IBM-compatible NEC printers from Hall-Mark.
You've got an IBM or compatible personal
computer. And you're looking for a flexible printer that
can deliver the quality you want at an affordable price.
Your search is over. NEC makes your printer. and
Hall-Mark has it in stock.
Maybe you need the lener-quality performance
of the Spinwriter 3500 or 8800 Series with its famous

Alabama
I turnsvitle (2051 837-8700

Arizona

Ph oeni x (6021 437- 1200

Ca/lfarnla
Bay Area 14081946·0900
o ran ge coun1 y (714) 669-4700
Sacram cmo (916) 722-8600

San Diego 16191 268-1201

San Fern ando valley !8181716-7300
Wes< Los Angeles 12131 217·8400

Colorado
Denver 13031 700-1662
Connecticut
,
ConnCOiCU I (203) 269-0K>O

Florlda
Fl. Lauderdale 13051 971·9280
Orldndo 13051 855·4020
iarn pa Bdy 18131 530.4543

Georgia
Atla rn a (404) 447-B<X>O

111/nol•
01icago 13121 860·3800

print thimble and over 70 type fonts to choose from.
Or perhaps the Spinwriter e l f 300 Series
printer would suit your needs. It's a good, reliable.
lener-qualily printer for medium-usage environments
at a remarkably low price.
Looking for versatility? Then the Pinwriter P2
and P3 dot matrix printers are for you. From 180 cps
0 0

lndlana
Indian apolis !317) 872-8875

Kansas

Kansas Ci1y (913) 888-4747

Ma ryland
Ballimore l301) 988·9B<Xl

Massa chu1ett1
llOSlon 16171 935·9777

Minnesota
M~~i;~:f°lis (612) 854-3223
SL L.Duis (3 14 \ 291-5350

New Jersey
Fairfield (201) 575-4415

Ne w York
Long Island 15161737-0600

North Caro/Ina
nalcigh 19191 872-0712

Ohio
dcvcland (216) 349-4632
sou1hern Ohio 1614) 888-3313

Oklahoma
·ru1sa 19181665-3200

Pennsylvania
Ph iladelphia 12151 355·7300

Texas
AUSlill 1512) 258-8848

Da llas 12141 553·4300
I IOUSIOll 1713} 781-b lOO

Utah
s..11 l.<1ke 0 1y 18011 .!fiB-3779

Wl1con1ln
MilWdllkt'C 1414) 797-7844

J/ue.
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high-speed data processing to 90 cps high density to 30
cps near letter quality, it has the print modes for all your
applications.
Need the highest performance levels availablF:?
The Pinwriter PS is the fastest, quietest 24-wire dot matrix
on the market today. It has nine built-in charaaer fonts
with eight more plug-in fonts available. Speeds range

from too cps near letter quality to 290 cps data processing. The Pinwriter PS is a printer that can grow with you.
Hall-Mark has all these NEC printers and their
accessories in stock right now, ready for delivery. so call
today. Hall-Mark has the produas you need and the
service you require because we care about your
success.

(IMLI:~)
Hall-Mark Electronics Corp.• Dallas,Te)l&s• Subsidiary of Tyler Corp.

._,.,

© 198S llall-Mark ElearonlCS COil) /0237-IOOI
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A Comprehensive Analysis
of the Computer Magnetic
Tape Marketplace
The shift from removable disk drives in the seventies to fixed disk
drives in the eighties has created a growing demand for tape drives to be
used for back-up in addition to their established roles as data interchange
and archival storage devices. "Tape Storage Technology" analyzes these
and other forces which are shaping the OEM market for tape drives and
forecasts both technology and market demand on a
quarterly basis.
"Tape Storage Technology " has been
prepared with the needs of both suppliers and
integrators carefully considered . It is a
. ,,,'"". ~
comprehensive yet focused planning tool
~...... "' lJ
.., .......
for product planning, engineering,
marketing, and general management
personnel.
"Tape Storage Technology "
covers all computer digital magnetic tape
products, including the following tape drives and media:

-

..~

• IBM Tape Cartridge
• Unique Open Reel Tape
• Quarter Inch Cartridge
• Data Cassette
• Standard Half Inch Open Reel Tape
• Mini-Cartridge
• Quarter Inch Mini-Cartridge
• Unique Cartridges and Cassettes
The dynamics of the peripheral storage marketplace often rener annual reports on magnetic tape drives out-of-date well
before their next publication date. By updating and publishing quarterly, clients who subscribe to "Tape Storage Technology"
will always have access to the latest data on technology, forecasts, specifications, standards, and other important subjects.
Single copies of 'Tape Storage Technology" are priced at $995. Clients who subscribe on an annual basis will receive one
current copy for each quarter of their annual subscription period at an annual price of $2495.

Disk Storage Technology Seminars
Tape Storage Technology Seminars
Three-hour seminars are given periodically by industry experts on both magnetic disk and tape. These seminars are held
on the same day to facilitate attendance at both. Some of the subjects covered are Technology, Standards, Forecasts, Market
Trends and New Products.
I would like to receive the "Tape Storage Technology" Report. Please send me:
0 One quarterly copy at $995.00 per copy.
0 Annual subscription at $2495.00 for 4 quarterly copies.
0 Check here if you would like more information on the "Tape Storage Technology" Report.
0 Check here if you would like more information on the Seminars above.

TITLE

MAIL TO: Technology Forum s • 3425 Pomona Boul evard , Suite F, Pomona, CA 91768 • (714) 861-7300
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lo• wo•/d wh,,. th, co•t of m•mo•y, P•o""ing •nd ootput are decreasing, why doesn't the cost of input fall as well?
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and the clutter of cables and connections is reduced.
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HALF A GIGABYTE
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Winchester puts
510MB Into onefourth the space of
a 14" drive or half
the space of a 9"

1'
II

standard
In space
drlve,settln1anew
efficiency and cost
per me1abyte.

~-------------------~
The higher capacity is made possible by the use of

8 dis ks and 1S heads. Yet the drive still fits in the
industry-standard form factor. So you can put2gigabytes
in a standard rack-mount drawer. Or 1 gigabyte in
a half-height drawer.
Because we understand that you don't want to
redesign your controller again , we didn't change the
data transfer rate from 2.4MB/ s. And if you don't
need S10MB just yet. there's our plug-compatible
374MB model with 6 disks and 11 heads.
Both models in the new MK-280FC Series feature
18ms average access time, the high-speed SMD interface, and a center-stack servo for the last word in
data reliability.
For entry-level systems , our MK-180 Series offers
capacities of83, 116or166MB with SMD interface and
the same fast 18ms access time. Whatever your 8"
Winchester requirements, we have world-class solutions.
All of which come with world-class support.
Evaluation units when and where you need them .
Technical assistance at your location. And a broad line of
highly reliable products . From our 3W' and SW'
floppies to SW' and 8" Winchesters and a range of
optical storage products.
For complete information, call 408-727-3939. Or
write Toshiba America, Inc., Disk Products Division,
3910 Freedom Circle, Suite 103, Santa Clara, CA 9SOS4.
We'll show you how a truly world-class drive can
put a lot more data into a lot less space.

WORLD-CLASS QUALITY.
WORLD-CLASS SUPPORT.

TOSHIBA

DISK PRODUCTS DIVISION

r\J'T

i/

Introducing the world's first half-gigabyte 8" HSMD
Winchester. Available now for evaluation .
As you'd expect from a world-class supplier, the
Toshiba MK-288FC is designed around evolutionary
technology. For maximum reliability.

I

~

A fraction of the size.
A fraction of the cost.
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WHAT IT USED TO BE. '',,
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©1986 Toshiba America. Inc.
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SOLUTIONS FOR DATA
COLLECTION/CONTROL

YOUR AD
~MINI-MICRO

MARKETPLACE

l•.

MEANS

MORE

SALES
tor more lntormatlon call
your regional sales manager
OR CAROL FLANAGAN
AT (617) 964-3030

Six Port

... and add data storage

INTELLIGENT STAND ALONE

f_

ALGO 1200

w;:.:,• 1 RS-232-C
--·

CARTRIDGE
TAPE
SYSTEMS

System

MC600 SERIES CONCENTRATOR
Permit multiple pairs of devices to share the
same modems and telephone lines to reduce
telecommunication costs.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microcomputer Networking
Concentrator to Concentrator Networking
Full Duplex
Remote and Local Resource Sharing
Point of Sale Concentration
NETWORK TO OVER 500 PORTS
1-800-252-ALGO

MR•l
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:r..1;~3t~ ALGO COL
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RS-232-C or IEEE-488
• Stores up to 5.3M of Binary or ASCII data.
• Intelligent search and retrieval.
• ~lf~ia d 8~~e~d:~1 restart or optional power fail

0

• IEEE-488 end/or RS-232-C with data rates up to
3,000 characters/sec.
• Large input buffer allows unit to accept data
non-stop.
• Applications: Data Logging , Control system
archiving, Program loading & storage, Back up,
Telephone switch monitoring, Auto-polled remote data storage.
• Price: Under 2000 in OEM Quantities.
Direct replacement for Columbia Tape Drives.
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Promote
New Literature

REPORT WRITER

ata LOW
NEW PRODUCTS , NEW IDEAS , NEW
PRICES ... NEW CATALOG! Baluns, Mod
cables, connectors, jacks and plates, data
communications products all in new Data
Set Cable catalog. More cable assemblies , bulk cable and parts . Frequently
used Switch boxes and cable like RS
232C and PC printer interfaces at new low
prices for standard lengths and pinnings .
For your copy-Data Set Cable Co., 722
Danbury Road, Ridgefield, CT 068772781-(203) 438-9684; Las Vegas-(702)
382-6777.

All-language qPLEX IV lets you select or sort
your own special forms, reports, labels, bar
graphs or queries. Export your reports to
spreadsheets and word processors . Reads
Basic, Assembler, Pascal, C, Fortran , Cobol ,
ASCII, Data Base Managers and more. Dealer
demos available . MSDOS, Xenix , Unix.

Snow Software Corporation
3330 Fisher Road
Clearwater, FL 33519

COST
If you've got catalogs or literature,
distribute them at a low cost in the
MINI-MICRO MARKETPLACE.

Call Carol Flanagan
(617) 964-3030

(813) 784-8899
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES/
RECRUITMENT
ADVERTISING
Engineers - Electronics
If you 're seeking a new opportunity between $28,000 and $55,000 our Prestige
Group is for you. Write to tell us of your interest, call or circle number below:

Beall Associates
P.O. Box 5225
High Point, NC 27262
919/887-3193 - Ray Schmitt

....,,,.,, ,.., ,,.,..
conottron

• I n o# otteldlonl
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR

PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS
National Openings With Client Companies
and Through Affiliated Agencies
Sc1ent1fic and commercial applica11ons • Software development and systems programming •Telecommunications • Control systems • Computer
engineering • Computer markeling and support
Call or send resume or rough notes of ob1ect1ves. salary, location restric l1ons, educalion and experience (including computers. models, operating systems and languages) to either one of our locations. Our cher:t companies pay all of our fees. We guide; you decide.
RSVP SERVICES.Dept.MM
Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall
Cherry Hill , New Jersey 08002
(609) 667-4488

RSVP SERVICES, Dept .MM
Suite 201 , Dublin Hall
1TT7 Walton Rd ., Blue Bell . PA 19422
(215) 629-0595

From outside New Jersey, call toll-free 800-222-0153

RSVP SERVICES
Employment Agents for Computer Profess1onals

The biggest trade show and
conference ever for corporate buyers and
resellers of PC-compatibles!
PC EXPO is For You,
If you buy or influence the purchase, management or
implementation of PC-compatible systems, hardware, software
and services or if you are a dealer. distributor or other "value
adding" reseller. then you can't afford to miss this year's only
opportunity to see what's new and what works in the PCcompatible industry.

than 50 topics presented by computer experts) than they could
after three months of research elsewhere. You'll be able to
listen to what's hot and timely in today's market presented in
plain and practical terms at PC EXPO's free seminar and
lecture series. 147 speakers! 74 hours!

PC EXPO is Big,

PC EXPO is designed to maximize buyer convenience-you
don't have to weed out exhibits that have nothing to do with
the PC-compatible market. PC EXPO is "pre-focusedn to match
your needs and provides you with the ease of "salon-buying"
rather than the havoc of fighting with crowds of non-buying
literature hounds and hackers found at other industry events.
You will have the time to get the attention you deserve from
PC EXPO exhibitors.

Five New York City square blocks of PC-compatible exhibits
all come under one roof at the stunning new Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center of New York this July! Meet more than
400 principal vendors who are waiting to talk to you "face-toface" about your PC-compatible needs and purchases. PC
EXPO exhibitors are prepared to provide you with everything
you need to know in order to make informed buying decisions.

PC EXPO is Easy,
Past PC EXPO attendees know that they can learn more in
one day at PC EXPO's free seminar ar.d lecture series (more

More Good News,

Save your valuable dme and Money! Register Now! We'll send
you a complete program for your conference planning.

NAME

JACOB K.
JAVITS
CONVENTION
CENTER

BUSINESS TITLE
COMPANY
COMPANY ADDRESS
CITY

S1ATE

MAIL STOP (if any)

ZIP

-

TELEPHONE

-

JULY 9-11
1986

Use one form per person. Photocopy if necessary.

PC EXPO •ttendees must be qu•lifled. Ple•se check one box only in ucti of Fields I •nd Ill
or Fields II •nd Ill. (Minors m•y not register.)

Save Money and Time!
0

TRADE RESELLERS-YOUR COllPANY"S MAIN BUSINESS ACTMTY

1 0 Compote<consultan1

' •rn=::::~'d"
0 Office products deale<

5 0 SeMce-·

rn~n;:~

I O Tumkeyvendo<

1rn ~~l-----

CORPORATE VOLUME BUYERS-YOUR COMPANY'S MAIN BUSINESS ACTMTY

o

A Accooming firm
B O -ng

II

g£ B
~~nications
O

Construction!Architects

F 0 Credit
G O Educatiof1

H 0 EngiMering

I0

Govemmenl/Military

J 0 Hospital

KO
L0

Hotel
Industrial design
Ill 0 Insurance
N O Law office

YOUR JOB FUNCTION (CMcl< rneln -

Ill

"" 0 Accoon1an1
BB 0 Administrat0<
CC O Consuttant
DO O Corporate officer

o n ~1

P rJ Manufactunng
O O P\Jblishing
A 0 Real estate
S 0 Research/
Development

T O Retail sales

U O SecuritM!s broker
V O TransportaUon (all)

~ B~sale/Retail sales
Y 0 Ottie< specify

only)

EE O Creative arts (all)

~ B ~m\:'~,
operator
HH 0 Engineer (all)

l 0 MIS Oir./Mg<.
JJ 0 Programmer

NN O SeaJritM!s financial analyst

OO O SeMcetechnician

~~ 8 =.l.ting ~ B ~~..

lollol

AAAAA
Register by Mail

l day S20 - Date must be given here - - - - - - -

0 2 or 3 clays - S40
(On-site reJl;istralions are S25 for 1 day. SSO for 2 or 3 days .)
MAIL ORDERS musl be received by PC EXPO no later lhan
June 19, in which case your show badge will be mailed to you
on or before June 25 . Mail orders received after June 19 will
be processed and lhe hadRe held (or arrival under lhe individual's
name at the "Will Call'· desk in the show lobby. Resr;istration fees
must be in U.S. funds . All foreiRn mail orders. except "Canada.
must be received by June 9 , and such badRes will not be sent by
return mail. but held at the "' Will Can·· window for pick-up on
arrival. All resd strations are non-refundable .

Mail check payable to PC EXPO with completed registra tion
form 10 , PC EXPO, P.O . Box 1026. EnRlewood Cliffs. NJ"
07632-2705 . Td(20llS69-8542
mms 6 86

0 Scientist
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tter what local area
ork hardware you chooseur next choice should be
Tapestry network operating
software from Torus Systems.
Here are 6 reasons why.

IBM chose Tapestry, for its overseas market, and it quickly became
the hottest LAN system in Europe.
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This is the friendly screen that caught
Big Blue's eye.
Ifs the world's easiest-to-use
networking software- much
simpler than Novell, 3Com, or IBM
because Tapestry is managed with
icons. To use it, you just point to graphic
symbols: the "in-tray'' to get mail, the
"cabinet' to access files, and so on.
You even use icons to configure the
system, so almost anyone can set up a
Tapestry network-and keep it running
smoothly.
Tapestry is the most complete
LAN software money can buy.
The basic system gives you:
·Advanced electronic mail
Compose memos with the Torus text
editor. Send them to any person or
group on the network, just by pointing
to names. Track the mail you've sent.
Get messages instantly.
• Cost-effective sharing of hard disks,
printers and modems
You can have up to 100 Tapestry
workstation/servers and access any
one of them by touching the right
icon. Since all Tapestry servers are
undedicated, each station is free for
business as usual. You don't have
to invest in specialized hardware, or
sacrifice your valuable PCs.

2

3

• Advanced communications
capabilities
Need information from the company
mainframe or an outside service? Just
paint to the desired Service icon. Torus
offers a family of network gateways•
that automatically make the connection
and speed your information through.
• And there's morel
Tapestry also provides central storage
of all your applications so they too can
be accessed with icons.Automatic
file locking so you can safely run singleuser applications not originally
designed for networks. File Manager
icons that let you manipulate files
without using DOS commands.And a
Telephone Manager that places your
calls and maintains a personal electronic rolodex.

,----,
6
With this coupon you get a
FREE Network Manager
AND a money back guarantee!
Usually, Tapestry costs $495
for your first workstation (the
Network Manager) and $295 for
each additional stotion:t BUT
NOW YOU CAN GET ATAPESTRY
STARTER PACK (BOTH THE
MANAGER AND THE SECOND
STATION) FOR ONLY $295!
And we're so confident you11
love Tapestry, we'll let you return
it - for any reason- within 30
days of shipment and we'll gladly
refund your purchase price
(less $50.00 restocking fee).
So send this coupon to us,
toke it to your Torus Dealer,
or call in your order today, and
start networking the easy way.
Nome

Ir= [..]
._ p:J
ll3
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I Di

Company Nome

Address

l
I

City

State

Phone

I
NumberofWorksfations in Office _ _ __

What good is a network if your people
don't know how to use it? Tapestry's
screens are so easy to understand,
anyone can net great results without
special skills or training.
Tapestry supports all the
standards, like IBM Token-Ring,
PC Network and 3Com hardware. Like
PC-DOS 3.1 and NETBIOS. So you con
choose the LAN hardware thafs best
for you, and you won't hove to worry
if your software will run~·
Tapestry is proven and reliable.
Thousands ofTapestry stations
have been installed in both large and
small companies in the U.S. and around
the world. Customers include: Proctor
& Gamble, EDS, the White House, the IRS,
Prime Computer, TRW, NBC News, Shell
Oil, Exxon and Citicorp.

4
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I
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S295!
s_

9.Jbtatal
Add $7.00 shipping/handling
Colttorniaresidenfsadd6~%solesfl><

$_ _

($19.18)

1

Amount enclosed

I

s_

l'oymerlt VISA MC Check

-'- I

Cradt Cord Exp. Date
Cord•

1·

AdMW:DlllfUpirelAugull15,1...
This offer is good only in U.S. am Conoda.

!;;

I~

RUS

L __

495 Seap'.lflCOllt,Slite l05
RectNood Clty,CA 94063
~800) 872-5335_

J

_J

System Requirements Statioo l : BM R), xt AT or com pot Ille
384K. lOMB OO!d disk Station 2: IBM R),xtAT or compatltie
320K. Plus 9.Jltallie networl<ing hadWara.
Notes: 'ASYNC ~standard, wllileVTlOO, 3270SNA, and Remote
Pa:>Jss are p11chased sepcrately. ·'Tested Clp!iications include:
dBose Ill Plus. MlJtiMate MJontage, Open Systems Accounting,
Displaywrite 3, Wor<Perfect. MS Word. Lotus l-2-3, AutoCAO.
t6 $lotion Pock- $1495, 24 Station Pock- $3995.
Torus and Tapestry are registered trodemarks of Torus Systems,
ltd. Trade!oor1<s: 3Corn-3ComCorp; IBM, Dis~le 3 and
PC-OOS-IBM Corp; MS Word-Microsoft, Inc; dBose Ill Plus Ashtori-1"'e; l-2-3and lotus-Lotus ~O!JTlOfltCorp;
WordP8rtect-SateHe Solt\\<Jra lnternatlonal;AutoCAO Autodesf<. lnc;MUtiMate Mlantoge-MultiMale lntematioool;
---. lnc; OpenSysternsAcoolllting-OpenSystem ~ lnc.

C> 1986 Torus Systems. 495 SlqJort Coort
Redwood City.CA (415) 363-2418
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GO FOR IT .
The Supermini Real-Time Benchmark Challenge
1ake Y-Our best shot
We're throwing down the
gauntlet and challenging you to
challenge the best. If you' re
evaluating high performance
supermini systems, demand a
benchmark. Try the parallel
processing power and awesome
real-time efficiency of our 3280
MPS against the other guys. Read
on and we'll tell you how to set it
up today. But first, take a look at
what they 'll be up against.

The 3280 has:
• As low as $ 26K per MIP
• Easy expansion
• Up to 33 MIPS
• Growth without replacement
• High availability
• Low life-cycle cost
• 64 MB/sec. bandwidth

And if that doesn't impress you, check out these High-End
Supermini price performance numbers:
Concurrent
Computer
Corporation
3280MPS

DEC
8600

DEC
8650

DEC
8800

Entry-Level
System Price

S250,000
to
S860,000

S-350,000

S475,000

S650,000

Performance
in MIPS*

6 to 33.8

4.7

6.9

11.3

SK/MIP

S40.7K
to
S25.5K

S74K

S68.8K

S57.5K

List prices are for processor only or entry-level configurations.
•Single precision whetstones.

The truth is the p_roof
We're putting the test of real-time
on the line.
All you have to do is fill out the
coupon or call. We'll put you in
touch with one of our worldwide
benchmark centers. They'll show
you how the 3280 MPS is making
real-time performance history by
meeting the toughest real world
challenges.
We're ready for your challenge of
the 3280 MPS. When we win ...
you win!

The 3280 MPS from Concurrent
Computer Corporation. To take the
3280 MPS challenge, or receive more
information, mail the coupon. Or call
toll-free: 1-800-631 -2154.

Cmlcurrenfifff!!J

Computer Corporation
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I'll go for it.

Name._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _____ State__ Zip__
1
Phone(
:
I
Applicatio
:
Mail to: Concurrent Computer Corporation ,
Two Crescent Place, Oceanport, N.J . 07757.

:
:

L------------------------~~~2~~-J

Parking violations.
Most Winchester manufacturers "park"
the read/write heads on the media.
That's where the trouble·starts. Like
stiction between the heads and media
causing drive failure on start-up. Or
shock and vibration causing the heads
and media to slap together, which can
mean errors, lost data, head crashes.
Heads-up technology.
That's why all Titan™ 3.5-inch 20 Mbyte
Winchesters have LaPine's patented
head lifters. To hold the heads off the
media during power-down. So there are
no take-offs and landings. Not only do
the heads never "park on the runway,"
they never touch the media at all.
Top flight performance.
Because the heads don't rest on the
media, LaPine's Titan drives are virtually
shockproof, built to withstand 60 G's
shock and 2.5 G's vibration. And at 5°C
to 55°C, the operating thermal range is
the widest around. Tu speed system
throughput, track-to-track access time is
just 15 MS, with an average access time
of65 MS.

Shockproof 3.5-inch
20-Mbyte Winchesters that
eliminate head-disk wear
and stiction - completely.
LaPine means reliability.
Only LaPine eliminates the three main
causes of Winchester failure:
• Eliminates stiction.
Heads don't touch or park on media,
so they can't adhere.
• Prevents head/media wear.
Heads never contact disks, even during
power down.
• Ends head-slap.
Shock and vibration can't damage the
heads or media.
CIRCLE NO. 81 ON INQUIRY CARD

For your customers, this means reliability, durability and data dependability. In
even the most demanding applications.
And now they're backed by the only two
year warranty in the industry.
Available now.
Tu compete in today's systems markets,
you need the most reliable Winchester
storage there is. You need LaPine. Affordable quality you and your customers
can't afford to be without.
Whether you want a single drive for evaluation or 5,000 drives for your next production run, we're delivering. Now.
Call us at (408) 262-7077. Ask for "Titan
Information, please." We'll show you how
to take the worry out of Winchesters.

LAPIN:
T

E C H N 0

L 0 G Y

182 Tupaz Street
Milpitas, CA 95035
408-262-7077
FAX 408-945-9949
Tulex 171693
,..Titan is a trademark of LaPine Tuchnology Corporation.

•Patent pending.

